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COUNTER-STATEMENT OF ISSUES·
1.

Did the trial court properly deny GMAC' s motion for summary

judgment based on disputed facts in the record that preclude a finding that
the Wholesale Security Agreement ("WSA") is a simple demand note?
2.

Did the trial court properly find that GMAC's reliance on the

"upon demand" clause in the WSA was neither factually nor legally
supported, given the compelling evidence that GMAC called a default
based solely on the "faithfully and promptly" payment terms of WSA and
Everett Chevrolet's alleged breach thereof'?
3.

Did the trial court properly find that it is premature to dismiss the

bad faith breach of contract claims, as a matter of law, before the finder of
fact determines whether GMAC was entitled under the WSA to require
payment in full "upon demand" in the absence of a default?

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This appeal is premised on GMAC's assumption that the standard
Wholesale Security Agreement, which underpins the operations of
virtually every GM dealer that obtains floor plan financing through
References herein to "R. App._" are to Respondents' Appendix; references to
"RP Vol. _ " are to the Verbatim Report of Proceedings Conducted in March-April 2009
(the Replevin Hearing); and references to "R. Ex._" are to Replevin Hearing Exhibits.
References to "App. _" are to documents in the Appellant's Appendix.

GMAC, is payable in full on demand at any time, for any reason or for no
reason at all- even though no court has reached that conclusion in this or
any other case where the issue has been considered. Having repeatedly
made and lost the "demand note" argument in courts across the country,
GMAC now asks this Court to assume the WSA is, in fact, a demand note,
even though this assumption requires the Court to negate the operative
payment and default terms of the contract, and ignore the fact that GMAC
never treated the WSA as a demand note in its course of dealings.
GMAC conspicuously fails to bring to this Court's attention the
fact that it has consistently lost this "demand note" argument in other
dealer cases involving virtually identical Wholesale Security Agreements,
including a case decided by the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit.

Mente Chevrolet Oldsmobile, Inc. v. GMAC Inc. (now

known as Ally Financial Inc.), 451 F. App'x 214 (3d Cir. 2011).2

Research shows that no court has accepted GMAC's tortured reading of
the WSA, or found that the WSA is payable on demand irrespective of the
existence of a bone fide default.
To the contrary, every court that has addressed the issue has found
that there are inherent ambiguities in the WSA that require a finder of fact
to determine under what conditions GMAC may demand immediate
2 See discussion at Section III. B below, describing the other dealer cases where
GMAC made and lost the same "demand note" arguments it rehashes here.
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payment. (See Pt. III. B below.) Can GMAC accelerate all outstanding
indebtedness and demand payment in full any time, for any reason or for
no reason at all? If so, then GMAC could terminate dealers across the
country with abandon under identical provision of the WSA, and they
would have no legal recourse. Alternatively, is GMAC permitted to take
this drastic action only when there is a bone fide default based on the
dealer's breach of the obligation to "faithfully and promptly" remit
payment upon the sale of a floor planned vehicle?
Until that determination is made by the finder of fact, it is
premature to grant summary judgment dismissing the dealer's bad faith
claims.

If it is ultimately determined that the WSA is not a simple

"demand note" then even GMAC concedes that the obligation of good
faith and fair dealing attaches to its performance under the terms of the
WSA. (GMAC's Brief at 17.) Until then, disputed issues of fact preclude
summary dismissal of the dealer's bad faith claims.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

A.

Everett Chevrolet
In 1996, John Reggans opened a General Motors ("GM")

dealership in Everett, Washington, with a capital investment by Motor
Holding, a division of GM. (RP Vol. X at 67-68.) Mr. Reggans is the
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President of Everett Chevrolet, Inc. and its sole shareholder. (R. App. B at
CP 81.) Dealership perfonnance enabled him to payoff that GM capital
investment in full well ahead of schedule, and earned Everett Chevrolet
multiple awards for profit perfonnance over the years and recognition as
one of the most successful dealerships in the area. (ld. at CP 81-82, 85.)
By January 2009, when GMAC forced Everett Chevrolet to close, GM
was in the process of making yet another substantial investment in this
dealership. (!d. at CP 195-96, RP XI 56-58, 62.)
B.

Everett Chevrolet's Long-Standing Relationship with
GMAC under the Operative Financing Agreements
Floor Plan Financing and the Wholesale Security Agreement
During Everett Chevrolet's long relationship with GMAC and GM,

GMAC provided wholesale inventory financing (known as "floor plan"
financing) for the acquisition of new and used vehicles for resale. Floor
plan financing is the life blood of any GM dealership, without which it
cannot operate. The master agreement that governs the wholesale
financing relationship between GMAC and Everett Chevrolet is the WSA.
(R. Ex. 3.) Everett Chevrolet entered into the WSA with GMAC on

December 10, 1996. (R. Ex. 3.) (See also R. App. B at CP 82 ~~3-4.)
The structure of the relationship was such that (1) GM would sell
vehicles to Everett Chevrolet, (2) GMAC would advance funds to Everett
Chevrolet and take a security interest in the floor planned vehicles and the
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proceeds thereof, and (3) GM would be paid upon shipment of the
vehicles to the dealership. (R. Ex. 3.) Everett Chevrolet was required to
repay GMAC "faithfully and promptly" after each vehicle was sold to a
retail customer. (R. Ex. 3.) When vehicles were sold, Everett Chevrolet
would continue to purchase new vehicles from GM, financed through

Everett Chevrolet also had a revolving line of credit with GMAC,
dated October 16, 2000. (R. Ex. 8.) In 2007, GMAC increased that line
from $500,000 to $800,000, to be used for Everett Chevrolet's working
capital needs, with interest only payments at the rate set forth in the
contract. (R. Ex. 8, RP Vol. I at 18:24-25, 19:21-25, 58.) The Revolving
Line of Credit Agreement ("RCLA") permitted GMAC to terminate its
lending obligations only upon the occurrence of an enumerated
contingency, or 30 days after receipt of written notice of termination. (R.
Ex. 8.)
In consideration of the future extension or continuation of credit
from GMAC, GMAC and Everett Chevrolet entered into a Security
The WSA was amended simultaneously and as part of the same transaction, by
the Amendment to the Wholesale Security Agreement, which extended GMAC ' s
obligation to provide floor plan for Everett Chevrolet's purchase of new and used
vehicles at auction and other sources, in addition to inventory purchases directly from
GM. (R. Ex. 6.) At the same time, the WSA was further amended, as part of the same
transaction, by the Amendment to the Wholesale Security Agreement, Conditionally
Authorizing the Sale of New Plan Vehicles on a Delayed Payment Privilege Basis ("DPP
Agreement"), which applied to sales to fleet customers (i.e., rental companies), who then
paid GMAC directly on terms agreed to by that fleet customer and GMAC. (R. Ex. 7.)
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Agreement, dated June 15, 1999 ("Security Agreement"), which granted
GMAC a security interest in its fixed assets, including its machinery, shop
equipment, tools and furniture, to further secure credit extended under the
WSA and the RCLA. (R. Ex. 2.)
All of these GMAC financing agreements were form contracts
drafted solely by GMAC. (R. Ex. 2-3, 6-8.)
Everett Chevrolet entered into these agreements and continually
increased its overall indebtedness to GMAC with the understanding that
the Dealerships were only obligated to make payment to GMAC within a
reasonable time after the sale of a vehicle to allow time for Everett
Chevrolet to process paperwork and collect the sales proceeds from the
retail customer or its bank retail financing source. (RP Vol. XI at 107109, Vol. XV at 18-20.) This arrangement was consistent with the parties'
ongoing course of performance. (ld.)
Indeed, there was no specified period oftime within which to make
payment for the sums advanced under the WSA other than the requirement
that those payments be made "faithfully and promptly" after each vehicle
sale. (R. Ex. 3.) During the many years in which the parties conducted
themselves in this manner, GMAC never called a default or terminated
financing on the basis of a purported late payment after a vehicle was sold.
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C.

The Wholesale Security Agreement
The WSA is a one-page fonn agreement, drafted by GMAC. (R.

Ex. 3.)

The operative language of the WSA provided that "as each

vehicles is sold, or leased, we [the dealership] will, faithfully and promptly
remit to you [GMAC] the amount you advance or have become obligated
to advance on our behalf to the manufacturer, distributor or seller, with
interest at the designated rate per annum then in effect under the GMAC
Wholesale Plan."

(R. Ex. 3.) The WSA does not define "sale" or

"faithfully and promptly.,,4
The WSA also provides for actions that may be taken by GMAC in
the event of a default. "In the event of a default in payment under and
according to this agreement" or other enumerated contingencies, GMAC
may repossess the floor planned vehicles. (R. Ex. 3) The tenn "event of
default" is not defined in the WSA.
The WSA also states that the dealer shall "upon demand" pay to
GMAC the amounts owed under the WSA. (R. Ex. 3.) The WSA is silent
4
When a dealer fails to remit proceeds of a vehicle sales to GMAC within a
reasonable period of time following sale or lease of that vehicle, it is considered "out of
trust." (RP Vol. I at 44:7-14.) There is no unifonn period of time within which a dealer
must remit proceeds under the WSA, nor is there a unifonn definition of "out of trust."
GMAC's own witnesses could not agree on what constituted the "sale date." According
to Mr. Davoudpour, a GMAC Portfolio Manager, the "sale date" is deemed to occur on a
date agreed upon in consultation with the dealer (RP Vol. VI at 88: 1-22). According, to
Mr. Modrezjewski, a GMAC auditor, the "sale date" occurs upon approval of third party
retail fmancing for the transaction (RP Vol. IV (3/23/09) at 73 : 2-11.) According to Ms.
Smith, a GMAC Operations Manager, the "sale date" occurs even if the third party retail
financing is never approved and the deal is being unwound. (RP Vol. VIII at 112: 6-19).
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as to the conditions upon which GMAC may exercise the right to demand
payment or how this relates to the "faithfully and promptly" and "event of
default" provisions.
The Security Agreement provides collateral security for Everett
Chevrolet's inventory financing obligations under the WSA. (R. Ex. 2)
GMAC could only take possession of the collateral covered by the
Security Agreement upon the occurrence of an "event of default" or one of
the enumerated contingencies. (R. Ex. 2) The term "event of default" is
not defined in the Security Agreement.
Under these operative inventory financing agreements: (i) the
dealer is required to "faithfully and promptly" remit proceeds to GMAC
reasonably promptly after the "sale or lease" of a vehicle; (ii) the dealer's
failure to "faithfully and promptly" pay within the meaning of the WSA
constitutes a breach of the WSA; and (iii) unless cured, GMAC may give
Notice of Default, "demand payment" and, repossess its collateral under
the WSA and Security Agreement. 5

This is precisely the manner in which GMAC interpreted the WSA, when it gave
Notice of Default and Demand for Payment on December 19,2008, alleging a purported
breach of the "faithfully and promptly" requirement as the predicate for calling a default
and demanding payment. (R. Ex. 83.)
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D.

GMAC Gives Notice of Default

On December 19, 2008, GMAC gave Notice of Default and
Demand for Payment to Everett Chevrolet, alleging that it was in breach
of the WSA because of a supposed failure on the part of Everett Chevrolet
to pay for certain vehicles "upon their sale or lease" as of that date.
You are hereby notified that Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
("Dealership") is in default under its wholesale financing
agreements with GMAC for failure to pay GMAC
$206,806.18 for vehicles upon their sale or lease.
As a result, GMAC hereby demands that the Dealership
immediately remit payment of all amounts owed to GMAC
under it s wholesale credit line ....
(R. Ex. 83)6 (emphasis supplied). On the basis of that alleged default,

GMAC demanded payment in full of all outstanding obligations, and in
short order put Everett Chevrolet out of business. (R. Ex. 83)
The question of whether Everett Chevrolet was in breach of the
"faithfully and promptly" payment terms of the WSA when GMAC called
a default on that basis is hotly disputed. Everett Chevrolet contends that it
was not.

Everett Chevrolet asserts a claim for breach of contract and

breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing against GMAC

6
It is established that the alleged payment delay was due to the local bank closing
early because of a massive blizzard on December 18, 2008, before funds could be
transferred before the close of business that day. (R. Ex. 105, RP Vol. X at 161-66) The
next day, without an opportunity to cure, GMAC gave Notice of Default, accelerated the
entire outstanding amount of all floorplan financing for sold and unsold vehicles, and
demanded payment by the close of business. (R. Ex. 83 .)
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for wrongfully calling a default under the "faithfully and promptly" terms
of the WSA, and/or taking actions in bad faith to manufacture a default
where none existed. (App. H.)
A three-week hearing was held on precisely this issue. (This
hearing took place in the context of GMAC's request for replevin made at
the outset of this case.) Throughout that hearing, the dominant issue was
whether Everett Chevrolet was "out of trust," i.e., whether it had failed to
pay GMAC for vehicles sold when payment was due. 7
GMAC claimed the term "faithfully and promptly" required
Everett Chevrolet to pay GMAC immediately upon the sale of a vehicle
but GMAC granted a three-day "release period" following the sale in
which to pay.

(RP Vol. I at 39:1-18.) GMAC admitted that it never

included the three-day payment requirement as a contract term in the
WSA (RP Vol. XV at 56-57.)

The evidence further showed that the

"release period" varied from dealer to dealer, that the date of "sale" was
negotiable, and that dealers regularly had periodic delays in payment
where GMAC did not call a default under the WSA or terminate
financing. (Vol. I at 52: 1-11, 127-132, 146:1-8; Vol. II at 63: 3-17; Vol.
See conflicting testimony of Melvin Vick, Theodore Modrzejewski, David
Hoopes, Pedram Davoudpour, Michelle Smith, and John Reggans on the disputed issue
of whether Everett Chevrolet was "out of trust" or on the dates alleged. (RP Vol. I at 39156, Vol. II at 155-197, Vol. III at 32-82, Vol. IV (3/20/09) at 7-62, Vol. IV (3/23/09) at
4-158, Vol. VI at 4-105, Vol. VII at 7-73, Vol. VIII at 71-155, Vol. XII at 70-102, Vol.
XIII at 7-60, Vol. XIV at 80-101.)
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VI at 77-78, 86, 88, 96-98.) The GMAC witnesses who conducted the
December 18 audit could not confirm that the $206,806.18 for vehicle
sales as of December 18 was actually due and owing when Notice of
Default was given. s (RP Vol. IV (3/23/09) at 99-100, 108-109, 114-116.)
In addition to these admissions from GMAC's witnesses, Everett
Chevrolet presented fact testimony that, for the entirety of its relationship
with GMAC, it was the regular practice of Everett Chevrolet to receive
payment from the vehicle's buyer or a third-party lender providing
financing for the vehicle before remitting payment to GMAC.9
GMAC knew how long it took for Everett Chevrolet to receive thirdparty funds with which to pay GMAC because GMAC, for many years,
regularly conducted floor plan audits which included a review of when
Everett Chevrolet received payment for the vehicles sold. (RP Vol. XI at
23 :18-21)

At the end of an audit, GMAC would provide Everett

Chevrolet a list of vehicles and associated dollar amounts that were due to
8
The GMAC employee performing the December 18 audit, upon which the
December 19 default was premised, admitted that he did not verify the amounts alleged
owed, did not confirm the sale dates, did not confirm whether there were the alleged
delays, could not supply that information to Mr. Reggans, and had not even reconciled
the audit results that day. (RP Vol. IV (3/23/09) at 96-100, 108-109, 114-116.)
9
Mr. Reggans testified that, under applicable law in the State of Washington (the
Bushing Law), any dealer contract for the purchase of a vehicle can be automatically
unwound within four days of execution unless bank financing for the deal is approved.
"[U]ntil we have a cashable contract it's not a sale." (RP Vol. XII at 108:13-14.) He
explained that, in the State of Washington, a vehicle can be off the lot for up to 72 hours,
without the customer having the obligation to purchase. (Id. at 109:407.) "A sale is when
we have a contract that we can cash and consummate the deal." (Id., at 109:12-13.) Until
the deal is consummated, the obligation to remit proceeds does not arise.
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be paid by the dealership. (Ex. 91) No specific deadline was given. (!d.)
When the number of delays in any audit exceeded the threshold that
GMAC deemed satisfactory, GMAC would caution that increased interest
charges could result. (ld.)
The GMAC witnesses confirmed that GMAC gave Notice of
Default and Demand for Payment based on an alleged default under the
WSA arising from Everett Chevrolet alleged breach of its obligation to
"faithfully and promptly" remit the amount owed for each vehicle upon its
sale or lease. (RP Vol. XIII at 7:5-25, 8:1.) None ofthe GMAC witnesses
identified even a single instance when GMAC demanded payment in full
under the WSA in the absence of an alleged default. In fact, Michelle
Smith, the GMAC Operations Manager in charge of the Everett Chevrolet
account, testified that GMAC's "discretion" to limit or terminate the
dealer's floor plan financing is "tied to the dealership's compliance with
the agreements." (RP Vol. VIII at 63: 19-25 (emphasis added)). 10

E.

GMAC's After-the-Fact Theory
After GMAC gave Notice of Default based on an alleged breach of

the "faithfully and promptly" provision, and after evidence of GMAC's
bad faith conduct in manufacturing an alleged default was adduced at the

10
Ms. Smith further testified, "Suspending or modifying the line of credit would
be specific to the dealership's compliance to the agreements." (RP Vol. VIII at 64:20-25
(emphasis added.)
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hearing, GMAC claimed that it was irrelevant whether Everett Chevrolet
was actually "out of trust" or in default. In closing argument, GMAC's
counsel attempted to mend the defects in GMAC's Notice of Default by
arguing the GMAC did not need to prove an actual default under the
WSA, and might have relied upon the general "on demand" language in
the WSA had it wanted to. (RP Vol. XV at 48:20-25) But GMAC could
not explain why it gave Notice of Default based on a purported breach of
the "faithfully and promptly" provision of the WSA, if that specific term
was wholly irrelevant.
At the conclusion of the hearing, GMAC urged the court to deem
the WSA a "demand note" irrespective of the fact that GMAC had given
Notice of Default, as the predicate for accelerating all outstanding
indebtedness and demanding payment in full.

(RP Vol. XV at 36-41,

48:20-25,49:1,51:6-13,55:13-25,56-57,96-100.)
In so doing, GMAC asked the trial court to ignore the specific
terms governing payment and default. (RP Vol. XV 55:13-25, 56-57.)
GMAC also asked the court to ignore the three weeks of testimony and all
evidence of GMAC bad faith efforts to manufacture a default, claiming
that it never needed a default in the first place. II

11
On July 31, 2008, GMAC abruptly demanded that Mr. Reggans put $800,000
into the dealership as additional working capital, and personally guaranty all outstanding
GMAC fmancing, by October 31, 2008, threatening to call a default if he failed to do so.
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(R. Ex. 1.) GMAC unilaterally demanded that Everett Chevrolet commence making
$10,000 monthly principal payments on the outstanding RCLA, and imposed a new $500
audit charge, for unlimited GMAC audits. GMAC acknowledged that the WSA remained
in full force and effect and requested Everett Chevrolet to continue "faithfully and
promptly" remitting sales proceeds to GMAC in accordance with the terms thereof. (R.
Ex. 1) Everett Chevrolet was not in default on any of its obligations at the time GMAC
imposed these draconian conditions, none of which were permitted by the WSA or the
RCLA.
Mr. Reggans then made a $500,000 working capital contribution to Everett
Chevrolet. (RP Vol. X at 125) However, the $500,000 was promptly swept out of the
dealership to pay GMAC ' s extra-contractual demands, rather than used to meet its
operating needs. On October 16, 2008, GMAC cut off Everett Chevrolet's access to
working capital by abruptly terminating the RCLA, and increased the interest rate on the
full outstanding amount well above the contract rate. (R. Ex. 16.) GMAC also abruptly
required curtailments, accelerating principal payments on certain floor planned vehicles,
and demanding Everett Chevrolet pay for them before they were sold. (RP Vol. X at 147149, R. Ex. 67-68,74.) This "inventory reduction charge" amounted to another $170,000
monthly charge not supported by the agreements. From and after November, 2008,
GMAC began conducting daily audits, and interfering with Everett Chevrolet's ability to
conduct business. (RP Vol. II at 93-102.) On November 25, 2008, GMAC demanded
that Mr. Reggans personally guaranty all outstanding dealership obligations and
contribute another $300,000 by a drop dead date of November 30. (R. Ex. 9.) Each of
these GMAC demands was an abrupt departure from the terms of the WSA and/or the
RLCA and the historic practice of the parties.
At the same time, GMAC insisted that it be paid in full for any new vehicle sold
to retail customers within three-days of sale, even though the WSA contains no such
term. (R. Ex. 3.) GMAC had historically accepted payments from Everett Chevrolet well
beyond three-days of sale, and GMAC had never called a default on that basis over the
tenure of the lending relationship.
None of GMAC's unilateral demands was supported by the actual terms of the
WSA or the RCLA. GMAC imposed these demands despite the fact that Everett
Chevrolet was not in default.
On December 4, 2008, GMAC froze and diverted the dealership ' s Open GM
Account (through which GM remitted payments to the dealership), in derogation of
GMAC's official policies, which specifically require a dealer executed Assignment of
Open Account before such action is taken. (R. Ex. 56, RP Vol. IX at 19-25.) Everett
Chevrolet never signed such an Assignment. (RP Vol. IX at 20:20-22, Vol. X at 160: 1215.) After freezing these critical funds , on December 8, 2008, without notice, suspended
Everett Chevrolet's floor plan financing. (R. Ex. 76.) From and after December 8,
GMAC demanded payment in full, by certified funds, even though GMAC's witness
recognized that it would place an enormous financial burden on the dealership. (RP Vol.
I at 127:3-15.)
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Everett Chevrolet urged the trial court to consider all the tenns of
the WSA, the interplay of the "faithfully and promptly" and "default"
provisions of the contract, as well as the evidence that GMAC gave Notice
of Default based expressly on an alleged breach of the "faithfully and
promptly" payment tenns of the contract. (RP Vol. XV at 69-71.) Everett
Chevrolet argued that GMAC had breached the WSA by wrongfully
alleging a default of the "faithfully and promptly" requirement, and giving
Notice of Default thereunder, when no such default existed.
Given the weight of the evidence, the trial court found that GMAC
did not simply call a "demand" note-GMAC had relied on an alleged
default under the WSA as the predicate for demanding payment in full,
and that the alleged default had been "manufactured" by GMAC in an
apparent effort to put Everett Chevrolet out of business. (App. J at 12:24.)

On this basis, the trial court found that GMAC had breached its

obligations under the WSA, and violated its obligations of good faith and
fair dealing, and denied GMAC's motion for replevin. (Id. at 21.)

F.

Appeal from the Replevin Decision
On appeal, this Court held it was error for the trial court to

consider the ultimate merits of Everett Chevrolet's breach of contract
Then, on December 18, 2008, GMAC requested payment in full, by certified
check for all vehicles sold as of that day---even though there was a raging blizzard and
the dealership's bank had closed early as a result. (RP Vol. X at 161-66, R. App. B, CP
83 ~~9-12.)
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claims against GMAC in the context of a replevin hearing. This Court
reversed the trial court's order denying GMAC replevin and remanded the
matter back to the trial court for further proceedings on the underlying
merits of Everett Chevrolet's claims. GMAC v. Everett Chevrolet, Inc., No.
63331-7-1,2010 WL 4010113, at *1 (Wo. App. Oct. 11,2010) (unpublished).)

This Court expressly noted that it did not reach the underlying issue of
whether the WSA was a "demand" note or whether the duty of good faith
and fair dealing attached. Id. at *5n.1. Those issues were specifically left
for further determination by the trial court.
G.

GMAC's Motion for Summary Judgment

By motion dated November 11,2011, GMAC moved for summary
judgment dismissal of Everett Chevrolet's bad faith claims on the grounds
that there were no disputed facts as to whether the WSA was a "demand
note," arguing that, on that basis, GMAC had no duty of good faith and
fair dealing in performance of the contract. (App. D.) In support of its
Motion for Summary Judgment, GMAC submitted the entire Verbatim
Report of Proceedings from the earlier three week hearing. (App. D.)
The voluminous record of that hearing contains conflicting
testimony and other evidence as to the import of the WSA and related
agreements, the meaning of their terms, and the historical practices of the
parties. (RP Vol. I-XV) Based on that record, GMAC asked the trial
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court to find there were no disputed facts on the issue of whether the WSA
should be deemed a "demand note" irrespective of substantial evidence to
the contrary. GMAC offered nothing new, other than the earlier replevin
decision of this Court which expressly reserved these issues for
determination by the trial court.
At GMAC's request, the trial court reviewed and relied upon that
extensive record of trial testimony and disputed facts in rendering its
decision. Among other things, the record of that hearing shows that
GMAC took the position that the "relevant contract terms" are found in
the related financing agreements, taken as a whole: the WSA, the
amendments thereto (including the DPP amendment), the Security
Agreement and the Revolving Credit Agreement. (RP Vol. XV at 36:811, 37:2-25.)

GMAC suggested to the trial court that it should rely

exclusively on the "upon demand" language in the WSA and ignore the
"faithfully and promptly," "default" and "event of default" provisions of
the related agreements. (Id. at 38-41, 56-57.) GMAC essentially asked
the trial court to cherry pick the terms of the relevant contracts in
determining whether the WSA was payable on demand or upon default.
(Id. at 37-41.)

GMAC dealt in a similar fashion with the undisputed evidence that
GMAC had specifically relied on an alleged default on December 19,
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2008 when it gave Notice of Default and, on that basis, demanded
payment in full.

According to GMAC, it was irrelevant that GMAC

demanded payment based on an alleged default, because it supposedly
could have done so for any reason or no reason at all. GMAC asked the
trial court to consider not what GMAC actually did, but what it might
have done. (RP Vol. XV at 48:21-25,49:1,51:6-13,96:12-25 through
101:1-12.)
GMAC's contentions were disputed by Everett Chevrolet, and
contradicted by the weight of documentary evidence and, in some cases,
by GMAC's own witnesses. (RP Vol. XV at 68:25 through 89.)
The trial court found there were disputed facts as to the meaning of
the contractual terms of the WSA and related agreements, and rejected
GMAC's contention that it should nullify all operative terms of those
contracts other than the "upon demand" clause.
In the instant case, there are no demand notes. The only
thing that exists in this relationship is the various security
agreements, where you identified the wholesale security
agreements with all of its various amendments or revolving
line of credit agreement. The security agreements are
contracts with demand provisions, not notes.
(App. B, Ex. 1 at 49:21-25, 50:1-2.) The trial court also rejected GMAC's
contention that it should ignore what GMAC actually did (demand
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payment based on a specific alleged default) and speculate as to what
GMAC might have done in the absence of a default.
These inferences in favor of ECI show that GMAC injected
itself into the day-to-day management of ECI and then
managed it into a default position, then GMAC made its
demand.

(ld. at 56:4-7.) Viewed in a light most favorable to the non-moving party,
the trial court found there were disputed facts as to the proper
interpretation of the financing agreements that precluded a judicial finding
that the WSA was a simple "demand note" and, in fact, the evidence
weighed heavily in favor of finding that GMAC had manipulated a
technical default so that it would have a basis for demanding payment in
full. (ld.56:8-16.)

ARGUMENT
I.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court reviews "the denial of summary judgment de novo.

Wilson v. Steinbach, 98 Wn.2d 434, 437, 656 P.2d 1030 (1982). Summary
judgment is proper if pleadings, depositions, affidavits,

prior trial

testimony, and admissions, viewed in a light most favorable to the
nonmoving party, show that there is no genuine issue of material fact and
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Pulcino v.

Fed Express Corp., 141 Wn.2d 629, 639, 9 P.3d 787 (2000), overruled on
other grounds by McClarty v. Totem Elec., 157 Wn.2d 214, 137 P.3d 844
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(2006)."

Harrell v. Washington State ex reI. Dept. of Social Health

Services, 170 Wn. App. 386, 397, 285 P.3d 159 (2012). GMAC cannot
satisfy this standard.
II.

AS AN INITIAL MATTER, GMAC PUTS UNDUE WEIGHT
ON THIS COURT'S ORDER GRANTING
DISCRETIONARY REVIEW.
Throughout its Brief, GMAC relies heavily on various statements

made by this Court in its order granting discretionary review. (See, e.g.,
GMAC's Brief at 11-12.) This Court has previously held, however, that
an order granting discretionary review does not have precedential value
and is not a decision on the merits. Fluor Enters. , Inc. v. Walter Constr.,

Ltd., 141 Wn. App. 761, 771, 172 P.3d 368 (2007). Accordingly, this
Court should apply the governing standard of review set forth above
without giving undue weight to the order granting discretionary review.
III.

THE TRIAL COURT'S DENIAL OF SUMMARY
JUDGMENT DOES NOT CONTRAVENE THIS
COURT'S DECISION IN ALLIED.
On page 15 of its Brief, with no factual finding to support it,

GMAC improperly claims that it was not subject to a duty of good faith
because it enjoyed and in fact exercised a purported "right to demand
repayment by EC at any time for any reason" (GMAC's Brief at 15).
GMAC then relies on Allied Sheet Metal Fabricators, Inc. v. Peoples

National Bank of Washington , 10 Wn. App. 530, 518 P.2d 734 (1974), to
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argue that, therefore, the trial court erred in denying GMAC's motion for
summary judgment on Everett Chevrolet's bad faith claims. (GMAC's
Brief at 15-17.) GMAC's argument is unavailing.
A.

GMAC's Argument Is Based on the False
Premise That, as a Matter of Fact, It Had a
Demand Note.

By way of background, in Allied, the plaintiff, Allied Sheet Metal
Fabricators, Inc. ("Allied") sought damages from the defendant lender,
Peoples National Bank ("Peoples"), arising out of Peoples' termination of
its credit relationship with Allied, specifically, (1) Peoples' calling the
entire balance of Allied's indebtedness without declaring a default and
(2) Peoples' calling a demand without notice. 10 Wn. App. at 532. The
trial court granted summary judgment of dismissal in favor of Peoples, on
the ground that there was no factual dispute that the contracts at issue were
"demand notes." Allied, 10 Wn. App. at 534.

On appeal, this Court

affirmed the trial court's finding that Allied's payment obligations were
governed by demand notes. Id. at 534-35. The Court further highlighted
the following:
Allied failed to set forth any facts which indicate a
commitment by Peoples for continued financing or
extension of credit and therefore the demand notes, which
indicate the contrary, are controlling. Further, it is apparent
that Allied's affidavits create no issue of fact, for they only
show that Allied was a borrower from Peoples and that its
loans were evidenced by demand promissory notes.
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Id. Stated another way, the Court agreed that, as a factual matter, there
was no demonstrated factual dispute that Peoples had called a demand
under a simple demand note. Id. at 535. The Court also held that a duty
of good faith does not inhere in a simple demand note. Id. at 536 n.5.
Here, GMAC attempts to take shelter under this Allied ruling,
despite the fact that it did not (1) merely call a demand (2) under a simple
demand note. The fatal flaw in GMAC's reliance on Allied is that it rests
exclusively on the false premise that GMAC had a simple demand note
pursuant to which it could call a demand "at any time for any reason," as it
claims in its Brief. (GMAC's Brief at 15.) This is a false premise because
there has never been a finding by a trier of fact that the payment
obligations of Everett Chevrolet were those found in a simple demand
note. 12 To the contrary, applying the correct summary judgment standard
and considering the facts and reasonable inferences from the facts in favor
of Everett Chevrolet, as the non-moving party, the trial court properly

12
GMAC's reliance on this Court's statements - in an earlier appeal in this same
litigation - that the Wholesale Security Agreement and Revolving Line of Credit
Agreement contain "on demand" language is misplaced and misleading. (GMAC's Brief
at 15 n.45 (citing GMAC v. Everett Chevrolet, Inc., No. 63331-7-1, 2010 WL 4010113, at
*1 (Wn. App. Oct. II, 2010) (unpublished)).) First, in that earlier appeal, this Court
expressly stated that it was not deciding the merits of the parties' underlying dispute,
including GMAC's arguments regarding the implications of the "on demand" language
GMAC relies on here. Id. at *5 n. l . Second, the inclusion of "on demand" language is
not dispositive. (R. App. A, Bob Smith Automotive Group, Inc. v. Ally Financial, Inc.,
No. 20-C-II-007570, 4/30/2012 Memorandum Opinion and Order at 9 n.16 (Circuit
Court, Talbot County, Maryland)).
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found that the lending relationship between Everett Chevrolet and GMAC
was not governed by a simple demand note. I3 (App. B 49:21-50:5.)
It is fantasy to argue, as GMAC does, that there is only one

interpretation of Everett Chevrolet's payment obligation under the WSA
agreement, that the only reasonable interpretation is the one GMAC
advances, and that GMAC is entitled to summary judgment as a result.
While GMAC focuses exclusively on the "on demand" clauses of the
WSA and RLCA, Everett Chevrolet's position (which is the one supported
by the parties' years-long lending relationship) is that its obligation to
repay GMAC was not on demand, at any time, for any reason, but rather
"faithfully and promptly" following the sale of a vehicle, as is expressly
stated in the WSA as follows:
[A]s each vehicle is sold, or leased, we [Everett Chevrolet]
will, faithfully and promptly remit to you [GMAC] the
amount you advanced or have become obligated to advance
on our behalf to the manufacturer, distributor or seller ....
(R. Ex. 3 (emphasis added).)

At best, "faithfully and promptly"

IS

ambiguous, as is the interplay between that phrase and the "on demand"
13
This Court stated in Allied that "[i]t is elementary that a demand note is payable
immediately on the date of its execution. The general rule is well stated in 11 Am. Jur.
2d, Bills & Notes § 286 (1963): 'An instrument is payable immediately if no time is fixed
and no contingency specified upon which payment is to be made. '" Allied, 10 Wn. App.
at 536. Here, there were contingencies upon which payment was to be made (i.e., the
sale of vehicle followed by the corresponding payment to be made in a "faithful and
prompt" manner). On the date of execution of the WSA, no amounts were immediately
due because no funds had been advanced, no vehicles had yet been floor planned, and no
vehicles had yet been sold.
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clauses - both of which raise factual questions to be resolved by the trier
of fact, a conclusion reached by other courts considering the identical
contract language at issue here, as discussed below.
Thus, because GMAC was not merely calling a demand under a
simple demand note, GMAC cannot prevail in its attempt to escape
liability as a matter of law under Allied based on the false premise that it
had a demand note as a matter of undisputed fact. At best, this is a factual
question to be determined by the ultimate trier of fact.
B.

Other Courts Have Consistently Denied GMAC's
Attempts to Obtain Summary Judgment Based on the
Same Argument It Rehashes Here.

In a number of jurisdictions, in similar litigation involving
identical

contractual

language

(i.e.,

contained

in

GMAC

form

agreements), courts have consistently rejected GMAC's argument that it is
entitled to summary judgment on the respective dealers' contract and tort
claims because it had an unfettered right to demand repayment from the
dealers at any time for any reason (i.e., in the absence of an enumerated
default and without any duty of good faith).14 These decisions, discussed
below, are conspicuously absent from GMAC's Brief.
First, in Mente Chevrolet Oldsmobile, Inc. v. GMAC Inc. (now
known as Ally Financial Inc.), 451 F. App'x 214 (3d Cir. 2011), the Third
14
As a matter of reality, GMAC argues that it had an unfettered right to shut down
the dealerships on its floorplan.
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Circuit Court of Appeals affinned the district court's conclusion that the
phrase "faithfully and promptly" in the WSA is ambiguous because the
phrase, which is not defined in the WSA, may reasonably be given more
than one interpretation. Id. at 217. The Court held that, therefore, whether
GMAC had breached the WSA by declaring the alleged payment default
was properly submitted to the trier of fact. Id. The Third Circuit also held
that the interaction between the WSA's "on demand" language and the
"faithfully and promptly" language (identical to that herein relied on by
GMAC and Everett Chevrolet, respectively) is a question of fact that also
must be submitted to a trier of fact. 15 Id. at 217 n.3.

15
Based on the Third Circuit's decision in Mente, GMAC should be collaterally
estopped from obtaining a different contract construction in this proceeding when it has
previously litigated, and lost, the identical issue based on the identical form contract
language at issue here.

Under Washington law, "[f]or collateral estoppel to apply, the party seeking
application of the doctrine must establish that (1) the issue decided in the earlier
proceeding was identical to the issue presented in the later proceeding, (2) the earlier
proceeding ended in a judgment on the merits, (3) the party against whom collateral
estoppel is asserted was a party to, or in privity with a party, the earlier proceeding, and
(4) application of collateral estoppel does not work an injustice on the party against
whom it is applied." Christensen v. Grant County Hospital District No.1, 152 Wn. 2d
299,307,96 P.3d 957, 961 (2004).
The test for collateral estoppel is easily satisfied here. First, the issue of
whether GMAC was entitled to judgment as a matter of law based on its "demand"
theory was identical in Mente. Second, the Mente trial resulted in a jury verdict in favor
of the plaintiff dealerships, which the Third Circuit upheld on the merits. Third, GMAC
was a party in Mente. And fourth, GMAC will not suffer prejudice by an application of
collateral estoppel here; being required to litigate a claim on the merits does not
constitute "prejudice" for collateral estoppel purposes.
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Second, in a similar lawsuit pending in Maryland state court,
GMAC unsuccessfully moved for summary judgment on the plaintiff
dealerships' claims for breach of contract and breach of implied covenant
of good faith and fair dealing. 16

(R. App. A, Bob Smith Automotive

Group, Inc. v. Ally Financial, Inc., No. 20-C-ll-007570, 4/30/2012
Memorandum Opinion and Order at 6-10 (Circuit Court, Talbot County,
Maryland) (denying GMAC's motion for summary judgment on
dealerships ' contract and tort claims, including but not limited to claim for
breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing). In Bob Smith

Automotive Group, as here, GMAC argued that it was entitled to summary
judgment because it "made a simple and independent demand ... and that
such a demand was authorized by the contracts between the parties." Id.
at 3.

The court rejected this argument, concluding that: (1) whether

GMAC made a simple demand was a question of fact; and (2) the
relationship among the "faithfully and promptly," "upon demand," and
"default" provisions was ambiguous and that such determination was to be
made by the fact-finder. Id. at 5 n.3, 9.

16
Citation to this Maryland decision is proper. Although GMAC, in the context of
seeking discretionary review, previously moved to strike this Maryland decision from
Everett Chevrolet's supplement, it did so by improperly representing to this Court that
Md. Rule 1-I04(a) barred its citation. Maryland Rule 1-I04(a) applies, however, only to
unpublished decisions of the Maryland Court of Appeals and the Court of Special
Appeals, not the Circuit Courts. See Md. Rule 1-104(a) ("Not authority. An unreported
opinion of the Court of Appeals or Court of Special Appeals is neither precedent within
the rule of stare decisis nor persuasive authority.").
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Similarly, GMAC's summary judgment efforts have failed in other
jurisdictions as well. See also, e.g., Weed v. Ally Financial Inc., No.2: 11cv-2808, Order, Dkt. #98

~

1 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 4, 2013) (denying

GMACIAlly's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings (Dkt #60), in which
GMAC sought judgment as a matter of law based on, among other things,
its alleged right to call a demand at any time for any reason).
To the best of undersigned counsel's knowledge (and GMAC does
not cite any authority to the contrary), a reversal of the trial court's denial
of GMAC's summary judgment motion in the present case would result in
this being the only case where, based on identical contract language
(drafted by GMAC), a court concluded that GMAC was entitled to
summary judgment of dismissal as a matter of law.
In any event, because there has been no finding by the trier of fact
that GMAC was acting under a "demand note," GMAC's entire argument
that the trial court erred in denying its motion for summary judgment fails.
C.

In the Alternative, Even If GMAC Had a Demand Note,
It Did Not in Fact Call a Simple Demand, But Instead
Declared an Alleged Default.

The second false premise of GMAC's litigation position is the
notion that it called a mere demand. It did not. The reality is that GMAC
never issued a simple demand for repayment, as a lender would under a
demand note.

Instead, GMAC issued a written notice erroneously
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contending that Everett Chevrolet was in default under its Wholesale
Security Agreements for an alleged "failure to pay GMAC $206,806.18
for vehicles upon their sale or lease."

(R. Ex. 83.) GMAC used that

manufactured default as an excuse for demanding immediate payment of

$6,367,294.89. (ld) Because GMAC used Everett Chevrolet's purported
default as the basis for its so-called "demand," GMAC is estopped from
relying upon a new after-the-fact theory to obtain summary judgment on
Everett Chevrolet's counterclaims.
Specifically, GMAC is estopped from claiming it had the right to
call a demand, at any time for any reason, because on December 19, 2008,
GMAC actually claimed the following:

You are hereby notified that Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
("Dealership'') is in default under its wholesale financing
agreement with GMAC for failure to pay GMAC
$206,806.18 for vehicles upon their sale or lease.
As a result, GMAC hereby demands that the Dealership
immediately remit payment of all amounts owed to GMAC
under its wholesale credit line ....
(R. Ex. 83 (emphasis added.))

If the funds GMAC advanced under the parties' agreements were
payable on demand for no reason at all, as GMAC now contends, then
GMAC could have demanded payment without having to manufacture and
identify an alleged default in its letter to Everett Chevrolet. It did not.
GMAC's own conduct (i.e., hanging its hat on default) is inconsistent with
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its argument that it could demand repayment absent default (i.e., for any
reason at any time).

In sum, principles of estoppel bar GMAC from

asserting that it called a simple demand, when, in actuality, it declared an
alleged default. 17
On this very issue, in Bob Smith Automotive Group, the Maryland
court found that "[a]t best. .. there remains an issue of material fact
surrounding whether [GMAC's] letters were notices of default or demands
for immediate payment." (R. App. A, Memorandum and Order at 5 n.3.)
At best, the same issue of material fact exists here, requiring the
affirmance of the trial court's decision.

17
Some courts refer to this application of estoppel as the "mend the hold" doctrine.
See Robert H. Sitkoff, "Mend the Hold" and Erie, 65 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1059, 1062 (1998);
Chevrolet Motor Co. v. Gladding, 42 F.2d 440, 445 (4th Cir. 1930); Blunt v. Wentland,
250 Iowa 607,615 (1959) ("Having elected to repudiate, the appellant was not entitled
afterwards to mend his hold by insisting that, if he had not repudiated the contract, the
purchaser would not instantly have been able to produce the required cash payment. That
a party who has one ground of objection cannot afterwards mend his hold and select
another, which might have been obviated, had it been insisted upon, is well settled.");
Corporation De Mercadeo Agricola v. Mellon Bank Int'l, 608 F.2d 43, 48-49 (2d Cir.
1979) (holding that, under New York law, "when a bank offers one reason for refusing a
draft on a letter of credit, and that reason is later refuted, it cannot at trial point to an
entirely different reason for sustaining the refusal"); Life Care Centers of Am. , Inc. v.
Charles Town Assocs. L.P., 79 F.3d 496,509 (6th Cir. 1996) (applying Tennessee law)
(affmning trial court's ruling precluding defendants from justifying their conduct
retroactively on ground different from one proffered at time of decision to terminate
underlying contract); Bank of Taiwan, Ltd. v. Union Nat 'I Bank of Philadelphia, 1 F.2d
65,66 (3d Cir. 1924) (applying New York and Pennsylvania law) ("By formally placing
its refusal to pay on one ground, the defendant must be held to have waived all others.
That plaintiff was not a bona fide holder for value was not mentioned in connection with
the ground on which defendant refused to pay.").
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IV.

THE TRIAL COURT'S DECISION DOES NOT RUN
AFOUL OF BADGETT.
On pages 17-18 of its Brief, GMAC argues that the trial court's

denial of summary judgment was improper under Badgett v. Security
State Bank, 116 Wn.2d 563,807 P.2d 356 (1991).18 GMAC's reliance

on Badgett is also misplaced.
By way of brief background, in Badgett, the plaintiffs sought to
recover damages from their former lender for its refusal to restructure their
agricultural loans. Id. at 565. On appeal, the Washington Supreme Court
reinstated the trial court's dismissal of the damages claims, reciting blackletter principles governing the duty of good faith and fair dealing, as
follows:
There is in every contract an implied duty of good faith and
fair dealing. This duty obligates the parties to cooperate
with each other so that each may obtain the full benefit of
performance ... . However, the duty of good faith does not
extend to obligate a party to accept a material change in the
terms of its contract.... Nor does it inject substantive
terms into the parties' contract. Rather, it requires only that
the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed
by their agreement.... Thus, the duty arises only in
connection with terms agreed to by the parties.

Id. at 569 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The Court
went on to conclude that the defendant lender did not have a common law
duty of good faith while attempting to restructure its loan agreement with
18
As was the case below, GMAC does not make clear to which counterclaims and
affIrmative defenses this argument applies.
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the plaintiff borrowers because there was no contract term creating a duty
to restructure such agreement. Id. at 570.
Here, Badgett presents no bar to Everett Chevrolet's claim that
GMAC breached the duty of good faith when it manufactured a default on
the part of Everett Chevrolet, demanded full repayment based on that
alleged default, and otherwise engaged in a campaign designed to strip the
dealership of working capital. That is, GMAC's conduct of which Everett
Chevrolet complains stems directly from the rights and obligations
expressly stated in the WSA and RLCA (i.e., the circumstances under
which a default may properly be declared and the circumstances under
which a default, left uncured, can lead to a demand). (See, e.g., App. H,
Everett Chevrolet's Answer at 10

~~

24, 26-27.) In other words, unlike

the plaintiffs' claims in Badgett, Everett Chevrolet's bad faith claims do
not attempt to create or otherwise depend on a duty not found in the
parties' agreements.

Instead, Everett Chevrolet alleges that GMAC

engaged in bad faith in its performance of those agreements. See Badgett,
116 Wn.2d at 569 (the duty of good faith "requires only that the parties
perform in good faith the obligations imposed by their agreement").
Specifically, Everett Chevrolet alleges that GMAC breached the
"faithfully and promptly" provisions of the WSA by wrongfully calling a
default based on an purported failure to pay "upon sale or lease of the
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vehicles" (R. Ex. 83) when, in fact, Everett Chevrolet had been "faithfully
and promptly" remitting sales proceeds to GMAC as required by the terms
of the contract. GMAC had a duty of good faith to abide by the "faithfully
and promptly" payment terms of the WSA, which are an integral part of
the WSA and the entire floor plan financing arrangement.
Accordingly, the trial court properly denied GMAC' s motion for
summary judgment on Everett Chevrolet's bad faith claims.
V.

GMAC'S ARGUMENT REGARDING THE TRIAL
COURT'S FACTUAL INFERENCES REGARDING ITS
INVOLVEMENT IN EVERETT CHEVROLET'S
"MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS" IS A RED
HERRING.
On pages 22-25 of its Brief, GMAC complains at length about

the trial court's factual inferences regarding GMAC's activities in
Everett Chevrolet's management and operations (App. B 56:4-7).
Specifically, GMAC argues: "Claims that a commercial lender
improperly interfered with a borrower's management or operations
require more than a showing that the lender acted to protect its loan:
the lender must act to the control the day-to-day management of the
borrower."

(GMAC's Brief at 23 (citing FAMM Steel, Inc. v.

Sovereign Bank, 571 F.3d 93, 103 (1 5t Cir. 2009)). This argument is
flawed for at least two reasons.
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First, GMAC is making an argument directed to a fiduciary
duty claim, which has not been asserted here. That is, the principle
GMAC cites, and the decision on which GMAC relies for that
principle, FAMM Steel, 571 F.3d 93, involve a borrower's claim that it
had a fiduciary relationship with its lender. The "control" principles
GMAC cites from that case related to FAMM Steel's burden under
Massachusetts law to prove it had a fiduciary relationship with its
lender. Here, however, Everett Chevrolet has not asserted a breach of
fiduciary duty claim against GMAC and, therefore, FAMM Steel and
GMAC's corresponding argument are inapposite.
Second, a review of the hearing transcript in which the trial

court shared its reasoning reveals that its recitation of the so-called
management-and operations-related factual inferences it drew in favor
of Everett Chevrolet, as the non-moving party, supported its ultimate
conclusion, for summary judgment purposes, that "GMAC injected

itself into the day-to-day management of ECI and then managed it
into a default position, then GMAC made its demand.

It is this

Court's view those efforts, at least for purposes of summary judgment,
show disputed material facts with regard to GMAC's actions under the
wholesale security agreement.

These acts, if true as construed,

indicated a violation of statutory covenant of good faith and fair
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dealing, because it is obviously unfair to manage an owner's business
in favor of the manager to the owner's detriment. ... " App. B 56:4-15
(emphasis added). The trial court's point here appears to be that there
were sufficient disputed material facts to demonstrate that GMAC's
conduct drove Everett Chevrolet into the alleged default that GMAC
claimed, in the relevant notice letter, to form the basis for its demand.
In sum, GMAC fails to demonstrate any error with regard to
these factual inferences drawn by the trial court.
VI.

GMAC'S REQUEST FOR A DIFFERENT JUDGE ON
REMAND SHOULD BE DENIED.
Finally, GMAC requests that the Court remand this case to a

different trial judge. (GMAC's Brief at 25.) Because GMAC has failed to
demonstrate actual or perceived bias, its request should be denied.
At the outset, it is worth highlighting a few legal principles
governing GMAC's unusual request. "There is a presumption that a trial
judge properly discharged hislher official duties without bias or prejudice.
The party seeking to overcome that presumption must provide specific
facts establishing bias." In re Pers. Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn.2d 647,
692, 101 P.3d 1 (2004) ("[A] trial court is presumed to perform its
functions without bias .... The appearance of fairness doctrine is violated
only when a reasonably prudent and disinterested observer would
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conclude that the parties did not obtain a fair, impartial, and neutral
hearing." State v. Kipp, 171 Wn. App. 14, 34-35, 286 P.3d 68 (2012)
(citation omitted). Moreover, "[i]t has long been regarded as normal and
proper for a judge to sit in the same case upon its remand, and to sit in
successive trials involving the same defendant." Liteky v. United States,
510 U.S. 540, 551 (1994); see also McSherry v. City of Long Beach, 423
F.3d 1015, 1023 (9th Cir. 2005) (considerations of judicial economy
counsels in favor of same judge presiding on remand).
First, GMAC's request for a new trial judge should be denied

because, to the best of Respondents' current counsel's knowledge, GMAC
"never sought to disqualify the trial court judge nor asked [him] to recuse
[himself]." Magana v. Hyundai Motor America, 141 Wn. App. 495, 52324,170 P.3d 1165 (2007), rev 'd on other grounds, 167 Wn.2d 570, 220
P.3d 191 (2009). Just as this Court in Magana rejected a party's similar
request for a different trial judge on remand, finding it "prudent to allow
the trial court to consider [that party's] arguments in the first instance on
remand," Magana, 141 Wn. App. at 523-24, this Court should deny
GMAC's request on appeal for a reassignment.
Second, GMAC, as the complaining party, has not satisfied its

burden to "submit proof of actual or perceived bias to support an
appearance of partiality claim." Magana, 141 Wn. App. at 523. Without
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any citation to the record, GMAC first claims bias by merely relying on
Judge Lucas's alleged "refusal to apply Allied and Badgett." (GMAC's
Brief at 25.) GMAC's argument can quickly be disposed of because it is
well-settled that simply deciding a matter against a party is not evidence of
judicial bias. See, e.g., Liteky, 510 U.S. at 555 ("[J]udicial rulings alone
almost never constitute a valid basis for a bias or partiality motion.");
State v. Kipp, 171 Wn. App. 14, 34-35,286 P.3d 68 (2012) (no bias found
based on unfavorable legal rulings); Gold Creek N. Ltd. P'ship v. Gold
Creek Umbrella Ass 'n, 143 Wn. App. 191, 206, 177 P.3d 201 (2008)
(same); In re Pers. Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn.2d at 692 ("Judicial rulings
alone almost never constitute a valid showing of bias."); State v. Scott, No.
41895-9-11,2012 Wn. App. LEXIS 1875, at *12 (Wn. App. Aug. 9, 2012)
("an error in applying the law is not evidence of judicial bias"); see also
McSherry, 423 F.3d at 1025 (denying request for reassignment of case on
remand where trial court improperly granted judgment as matter of law
prior to presentation of evidence).

Accordingly, based on these well-

settled principles, even if Judge Lucas had erred in his treatment of Allied
and Badgett, such rulings would not be evidence of judicial bias.
For its only other so-called "proof of actual or perceived bias,"
GMAC next claims that Judge Lucas "has, on two separate occasions,
invented theories ofliability, neither of which were [sic] advanced by EC,
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in order to deny GMAC relief." (GMAC's Brief at 25.) In support ofthis
argument, GMAC does not bother to provide any record citations, nor
does it provide any explanation as to what theories of liability to which it
is referring. It is not the obligation of this Court or Everett Chevrolet to
divine what GMAC is attempting to argue. In the absence of meaningful
briefing and record citations on this issue, GMAC's argument should be
rejected.
Third, GMAC's sole citation to the record in support of its recusal

argument is to the following statement made by Judge Lucas at the
conclusion of the summary judgment hearing: "[S]o that's the way I see it.
And I've seen it that way for a while." (GMAC's Brief at 27.) Even if
GMAC had explained in its Brief the context in which the trial court's
statement was made, such statement is hardly the type of "proof of actual
or perceived bias" required to support an assignment to a different trial
judge on remand. On the issue of judicial remarks, the U.S. Supreme
Court has opined that "judicial remarks during the course of a trial that are
critical or disapproving of, or even hostile to, counsel, the parties, or their
cases, ordinarily do not support a bias or partiality challenge. They may
do so if they reveal an opinion that derives from an extrajudicial source;
and they will do so if they reveal such a high degree of favoritism or
antagonism as to make fair judgment impossible." Liteky, 510 U.S. at 555
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(emphasis in original).

Neither possible exception applies to Judge

Lucas's unremarkable statement relied on by GMAC here.
Moreover, GMAC's reliance on the authorities it cites is entirely
misplaced. (GMAC's Brief at 26.) Incredibly, GMAC asserts that the
instant case is "materially similar" to a sexual abuse case, Saldivar v.
Momah, No. 34891-8-11, 2008 Wn. App. LEXIS 2116, at *4 (2008), in

which this Court ordered reassignment to a different trial judge.
(GMAC's Brief at 26.) In ordering reassignment, however, this Court
expressly stated that "[t]he record contains unusual circumstances
warranting remand for trial before a different trial judge." Id. at *4. Such
circumstances included the trial judge: repeatedly stating her belief that
the plaintiff had committed perjury; accusing the plaintiffs attorney of
suborning such alleged perjury; and prejudging the credibility of
plaintiffs witnesses whom she excluded and stating her belief that such
testimony would be false. Id. at *5. Thus, contrary to GMAC's assertion,
the circumstances of Saldivar are hardly "materially similar" to the
conduct about which GMAC only vaguely complains here. 19

19
GMAC's reliance on McSherry, 423 F.3d 1015, is curious at best, because in
that case, the court denied a request for reassignment. (See GMAC's Brief at 26.) And
the other case relied upon by GMAC, In re Custody of R. , 88 Wn. App. 746, 947 P.2d
745 (1997), was superseded by statute.
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Here, there is simply no evidence of actual or perceived bias on the
part of Judge Lucas. To the contrary, Judge Lucas treated the parties with
fairness and respect. Both sides have "won some and lost some.,,20 And
recently, on January 16, 2013, Judge Lucas granted Chevrolet's objection -

over Everett

GMAC's motion for disbursement of funds from

the court registry in a sister proceeding, General Motors LLC v. Everett

Chevrolet, Inc., No. 10-2-05222-2.

(R. App. D, Order Granting Ally

Financial Inc.' s Motion for Disbursement of Funds from Court Registry at
2.)

Finally, taken to its logical conclusion, GMAC's argument would
require the assignment to a different trial judge on remand in every appeal
where this Court concludes that the trial court erred. The well-settled
principles discussed herein cannot be extended so far.

In sum, GMAC's failure to raise the recusal issue in the proceeding
below, as well as its lack of citation and/or meaningful analysis in its
Brief, demonstrate the lack of merit in GMAC's request for a new judge
on remand. GMAC's request for a new trial judge should be denied.

20
Notably, on December 6, 2011 , following an earlier appeal, GMAC took "no
position" on Everett Chevrolet's motion for pre-assignment to Judge Lucas. (R. App. C,
Ally ' s Response to Defendant Everett Chevrolet's Motion for Pre-Assignment and
Transfer to Judge Lucas.) That GMAC had no objection to Judge Lucas as of December
2011 highlights the fact that GMAC simply does not like Judge Lucas' s summary
judgment opinion rendered one month later.
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VII.

GMAC MISCHARACTERIZES THE TRIAL COURT'S
DISCUSSION OF THE FLEET SALES (DPP) AMENDMENT
TO THE WSA
On page 18 et seq. of its Brief, GMAC argues that the trial court

invented a never-argued breach of contract theory, identifying a provision
in the Fleet Sales (DPP) Amendment that Everett Chevrolet never pled or
argued as a basis for its bad faith claim.

GMAC mischaracterizes,

however, the trial court's factual inferences and reasoning.
What the trial court actually did was review the transcript of the
three week hearing that GMAC submitted in support of its summary
judgment motion, and identified a number of practices in which GMAC
engaged in bad faith in performance of its own obligations. Specifically,
the trial court made the following factual inferences regarding GMAC's
practices, resolving any doubts in favor of the non-movant, Everett
Chevrolet.

First, GMAC implemented an arbitrary three-day rule

pursuant to which it "required" payment following the sale of a vehicle,
which was "used to limit working capital [w]hen the business most needs
flexibility" and which was not uniform among dealers. (App. B at 53:854:3.) Second, GMAC conducted daily audits in a manner that interfered
with Everett Chevrolet's employees' performance and ability to make
sales. (!d. at 54:4-20.) Third, GMAC's simultaneous demands on the
open account and payment of all credit lines within days of each other,
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which, the court inferred, was intended to stop an investment from Motors
Holding. (ld. at 54-55:6.)
As the trial court explained, it understood GMAC's argument
(made during the earlier proceedings and rehashed in its motion for
summary judgment) to be that the related financing and security
agreements gave GMAC the authority to do more than merely finance
Everett Chevrolet, those agreements permitted GMAC to take the actions
complained of?l (The DPP amendment to the WSA states that "GMAC
may take such actions as it deems appropriate to ensure and enforce
compliance with this Agreement. .. " (R. Ex. 7).)
The court went on to conclude that the bad faith acts identified
above were not permitted by related financing and security agreements,
including the Fleet Sales (DPP) amendment. Thereafter, the court found
that "[t]hese inferences in favor of [Everett Chevrolet] show that GMAC
injected itself into the day-to-day management of [Everett Chevrolet] and
then managed it into a default position, then GMAC made its demand."
(ld. at 56:4-7.) Nowhere does the trial court state that Paragraph 8 of the

DPP, which it quotes on page 50 (App. B) is the contract provision that
21 Among other things, the record of that hearing shows that GMAC took the
position that the "relevant contract tenns" are found in the related fmancing agreements,
taken as a whole: the WSA, the amendments thereto (including the DPP amendment), the
Security Agreement and the Revolving Credit Agreement. (RP Vol. XV at 36:8-11, 37:225.) In closing, GMAC argued that it did not act in bad faith because these agreements
authorized GMAC to undertake the actions complained of. (RP Vol. XV at 35-68.)
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provides the basis for Everett Chevrolet's breach of contract claim.
(Indeed, the provision that ultimately provides the basis for Everett
Chevrolet's breach of contract claim is the "faithfully and promptly"
clause explained above in Point IV and in the Counter-Statement of Facts.)
Thus, although GMAC now contends that the trial court concocted
some unarticulated theory to arrive at a preferred result, an honest review
of the hearing transcript does not support GMAC's argument. Instead, the
transcript reveals that the trial court, in its from-the-bench explanation of
its ruling, concluded that GMAC was not entitled as a matter of law to
judgment on Everett Chevrolet's bad faith claims.
VIII. GMAC HAS ABANDONED ITS ARGUMENT THAT IT IS
ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON EVERETT
CHEVROLET'S CALIMS FOR TORTIOUS
INTERFERENCE.
Finally, GMAC evidently does not seek appellate review of the
trial court's order insofar as it denied GMAC's motion for summary
judgment with respect to Everett Chevrolet's tortious interference claim.
Accordingly, GMAC has abandoned and/or waived any such argument,
and the trial court's order with respect to Everett Chevrolet's tortious
interference claim must stand.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Everett Chevrolet respectfully submits
that the trial court's order denying GMAC's Motion for Summary
Judgment to Dismiss Everett Chevrolet Inc.'s Bad Faith Claims must be
affirmed and the case remanded for further proceedings .
.va

Dated this

41 day of April, 2013.

B ~~~~~__-===~~~~__
Jeffr A. Beaver, WSBA# 16091
Email: jbeaver@grahamdunn.com

Ellen R. Werther, Esq.
RESSLER & RESSLER
48 Wall Street
New York, NY 10005
(Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Ingrid L. Moll, Esq.
MOTLEY RICE LLC
20 Church Street, 17th Floor
Hartford, CT 06103
(Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Attorneys for Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
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6,2011
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65 U. Chi. L. Rev. (1998)
Maryland Rule 1-104(a)
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Notice of Default and Demand for Payment, dated
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2
3

4
5
6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY

8

9 GMAC, a Delaware corporation,

) No. 08-2-10683-5
)

10

11
12
13
14

Plaintiff,

) DECLARATION OF JEFFREY BEAVER IN
) OPPOSITION TO GMAC'S MOTION FOR
vs.
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT
)
EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; and JOHN REGGANS and JANE )
DOE REGGANS and their marital community, )
)
__________~D~e~re~n~d=an~m~.~____________~)

15

I, Jeffrey Beaver, hereby declare and state as follows:

16

1.

I am one of the attorneys representing Defendanm in this matter. I am over the

17 age of 18 years, make this declaration based on personal knowledge and am otherwise competent
18 to testify.
19

2.

Appended hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of John

20 Reggans in Support of Defendants' Response in Opposition to Temporary Restraining Order and
21
22

Motion to Dismiss filed in this case on January 12, 2009.

3.

Appended hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of John

23 Reggans in Support of Motion to Hold Plaintiff in Contempt for Violation of Restraining Order
24 and Motion to Modify Restraining Order filed in this case on February 4,2009.
25
26
DECLARATION OF JEFFREY BEAVER
IN OPPOSITION TO GMAC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 1

GRAHAM & DUNN PC
Pier 70, 2801 AnSkaD Way - Suite 300
Seattle. Washington 98121-1128
(206) 624-8300/Fax: (206) 340-9599

m43949-1676117 .doc
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4.

Appended hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of

2 Johnn Reggans in Support of Defendants' Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to
3

Resolve Defendants' Assertions that GMAC has Violated Temporary Restraining Order.

4

5.

Appended hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of John

5 B. Reggans ill in opposition to Debtors' Motion for Rejection of Executory Contract and
6 unexpired Leases With Dealer Everett Chevrolet, Inc. filed in General Motors Corporation's
7 bankruptcy case, U.S. Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York, Cause No. 09050026

8 (REG).

9

6.

Appended hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Verbatim Report of

10 Proceedings in this case of Judge Eric Z. Lucas' decision of April 10, 2009.

11

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
DECLARATION OF JEFFREY BEAVER
IN OPPOSITION TO GMAC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 2

GRAHAM & DUNN PC
Pier 70, 2801 Alaskan Way - Suite 300
Seattle, Washington 98121 -1128
(206) 624-8300/Fax: (206) 340·9599

m43949-1676117.doc
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2
J

5
6

7

8

SUPERJOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY

I No.

011.A..C, a Delaware Corporation,

9

Plaintiff,

10
VS .

J\
J2
13

EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC., a
Delaware Corporation; and JOHN
REGGANS and JANE DOE REGG.o\NS
and their marital community,

14

I

08-2-10683-5

DECLARATION OF JOHN REGGANS
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
_AND MOTION TO DISM1SS

Defendants.

15
16

I, John Reggans, declare as follows:
17

I.

I make this Declaration of my personal knowledge. I am the President of

18
19

Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as "Everett Chevrolet"). Everett

20

Chevrolet ope.rates as a Chevrolet franchised dealership at 7300 Evergreen Way,

21

Everett, WA 98203.

22

2.

From 1996 through 2007, Everett Chevrolet has achieved excellent

23

results from the sale of new vehicles, used verucles, service and parts sales and has been

24

a very profitable business entity (a true and correct copy of a statement of the

25

dealership'S achievements is attached hercto as Exhibit A. Exbibit B attached hereto

EXHIBrT_,.Q~"~"
MARSH MUNDORF PRArr SULLIVAN

DeCLARATION OF JOHN REGGANS IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
TEMPORARY REsTRAINING ORDER AND

+ McKENZIE, P.S.c.
16S049'>'AVENUES.E.,SUm203
Mn.L CR£EJc. WA 98012
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represents the dealership's sales performance as af January 2, 2008 for the calendar year
2

of 2007 ranking the dealership's performance in comparison to other Chevrolei dealers

:;

in the Seattle zone).

4

3.

Oil or aboul December 10, 1996, Everett Chevrolet entered into a

5

11oOl-plan agreemeut with General Motors Acceptance Corporation (hereinafter referred

6

10 as "GMAC'}

7

4.

The f100rplan agreement provided far the dealer financing of new

8

vehicles manufactured by General Mot.ors for the purpose of supplying Everett

9

Chevrolet with new vehicle inventory for retail sales to the public; it also provided for

10
11

the dealership to acquire and inventory used vehicles for retail sales to the public,

5.

Attached to this Declaration are true and correct copies of the following

12

docwnents which in part provide for said wholesale floorplan financing: Exhibit C -

13

Wholesale Security Agreement, Exhibit D - Amendment to Wholesale Security

14

Agreement, Exhibit E - Agreement Amending the Wholesale Security Agreement and

15

Conditionally Authorizing the sale of new floorplan vehicles on a delayed payment

16

privilege ba<;is,

17

6.

On or about December 5, 2008 employees of GMAC arrived at the

18

dealership and demanded payment for 15 specified vehicles which GMAC indicated

19

had been sold and payment allegedly was due,

On or about December 5, 2008 th

only 10

21

vehicles were due for payment to GMAC GM}

GMAC

22

was in error and that the dealership'S determinatic

23

payment to GMAC by the dealership was correct

20

24
25

7.

8.

Q

due for

During the morning of December 18, 2008 Gl\1AC arrived at the

dealership for the purpose of conducting a floorplan audit and the audit was performed,

DECLARATION OF JOHN REOOANS IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' REsPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND
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9.

On or abclllt December 18,2008 at approximately 5:20 P.M. employees

2

of GMAC demanded payment in the amount of$206,OOO.OO, but the GtvLt..C employees

3

could not specify or identify any specific \iehicJe sales that would jus6fy the payment

4

by the dealership to GMAC in the staled

5

only be submitted in the form of a certified check.
10.

6

amolU1t.

GMAC demanded that payment can

Prior to GMAC making its demand of $206,000.00 on December ) 8,

7

2008, the dealership notified GMAC at approximately 5:) 5 PM. that Everett

8

Chevrolet's bank (U.S. Bank of Washington, Everel1 Branch) had closed due to a snow

9

storm.

10

L1.

Everett Chevrolet was unable to submit a certified check to GMAC

11

because Everett Chevrolet's bank had closed prior to GMAC making its demand of

12

$206,000.00 at approximately 5:20 P.M.

13

12.

I discussed with the GM..6,C employees the unfair demand for

l4

$206,000.00 which was submitted by GMAC \\~thout any documentation or verification

15

for the bili and GMAC's employees agreed that their demand was unfair to the

16

dealership because there was no specific documentation that would justify the payment

17

of$206,000.00 to GMAC.

18

13.

On or about December 19, 2008, GMAC employees arrived at the

19

dealership and notified said dealership that based upon the dealership's failure to pay

20

the $206,806.18, GMAC demanded immediate payment of the new and used vehicle

21

inventory totaling $6,367,294.89.

22

attached hereto and marked Exhibit F.

23

14.

A true and correct copy of the demand Jetter is

The actions of GMAC as referred to in tills affidavit are believed by

24

myself to have been committed in bad faith and in breach of the wholesale floorplan and

25

security agreement.
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15.

The dealership as of December 18, 2008 was functioning as a viable

2

business entity, generating sales [rom all departments of the dealership (new car

3

department, use.d car department, service de1)artment, and parts department).

4

16.

The temporary restraining order involved in the instant case was served

5

upon the dealership on January 2, 2009 and has severely damaged the dealership's

G

business by its abrupt temlinatiolJ of all sales and revenue generating ac.tivity from the

7

new car department, used car deprutment alld parts department.

g
9
10
11
J2

13
14

J7.

GMAC is not legally entitled to possession of the subject inventory or

other assets of the. dealership.
18.

1be propelty of the dealership is not wrongfully detained by the

Defendants.
19.

Defendilllts have not defaulted under the financing agreement beiween

GMAC and the dealership.
20.

Defendant John Reggans alld Jane Doe Reggruls (his wife as identified

15

by the pleadings) are not liable under the Floor Plan Agreement, Security Agreement,

16

\Vholesale Agreement, or any of the agreements mentioned in this litigation to date.

17

18
19

20

21.

GMAC has demanded payment of the entire new and used vehicle

inventory in the form ofa cashier's check, which is impossible to perform at this time.
22.

None of the dealership employees forcibly ejected GMAC's employees

from the dealership premises.

21

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of
W~hington that the foregoing is true and .r,o~~

22

Dated this ~day of Jalluary, 20

at

~,Washington

23

24

John

25
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EVERETT
CHEVROLET
cC:r
J01111 B. ReggaI1S U.1

I have been the dealer principal of Everett Chevrolet since 1996. During this
period of time Everett Chevrolet has achieved some outstanding resulu;.

• I bought out Motors Holding investme:Jt in 2 years and 9 rnonth3
based on a 7 ~ year pro-fDma

• Th.e dealersh.ip perfonnance has earned us four Profit Enhanccmem
Program. (PEP) Awards from General Motors in 1997, 1999, 2004,
and 2006. This award is based on the highest net profit of sales group
for the year.

,. In April 2008 rwas elected to serve on the Board of Directors for the
Seattle Chevrolet (LMA) Local Market Association.
• Black Enierprise Magazine Top 100 Auto Dealers 11 consecutive
years 1997-2008
• Board of Directors G!\·1MDA (General Motors Minority Deaiers
Association) Chairman, GM1IDA Scholarship Committee 2001-

Present
• Board of Directors NAMAD (Nat.ional Association of1\'flnority
Automobile Dealers) 2006-2007

Education: Bachelor of Business Administration
Western l'v1ichigan University
Member: NADA (National Automobile Dealer Association)
WSADA (Washington State Automobile Dealer Association.)
PSADA (Puget Sound Automobile Dealer Association)

7300 EVERGREEN WAY· EVER::TT • WASHINGTON· if$203 • PHONE (425) 355-6690
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,oIeI;e or dilCb6rgt thtrtof .htll bt JIIIk! 10 GMAC 0/\ dGmand If' an "'diVoN! Pf<1 of tha obligdial uic:wtc! ~. W. Ihodl 1lO1
~, ~ Of Iowt tho .ehicb arad sh-'I not U...ter or olhwwlll! di.pose of lIwm u;C$PI ti I1IIIIct horcInaftill mont pwticu~rty
~rovlded. WI. 1bell e>I8CtItl In ~r of GIAAC II)'( form of c!oc:ulnelll which II\OY bt 'fQUlrad .fl)( tne IIl1OUI\U _noecI 10 tl14r
~ctun" i:flltlibulOr or $JIll.. , tnd , .... 1C"ee.Jte ruch addilion&! docvmtnUu CMAC rMY ;1 any 1111>' r~t ~ o.(je., to I:01Iflrtn 01

ptrl~ title 01 1t~ in l.ho wlliQ*f. Ex,ovlioub-f \II of ony In<trumelll fo( U-,A .mounl ~.~",,*d shall be dftmtd ... id*"OC of I)~r
obliptlon and not p.)'meoJI therefor, Wt au1flori;j9 GMAC or ~ny gl It~ 17ffic.'~ Of .m,ployes or .,nls 10 exec ...'U such docu!tl8l'lts in Otlr
btMIf and tI> ,,"pply allY omitbCI illformuio~ and cOm>c;t p~lIn~ 1ItI0I1 ir. .n, OOeullltnt tK~ by 111.

We undem.1Id 'II.! WI> ""Y leff Il'td IUJO the vehl~I'" 'I "~il in tn.. orClln,ry tOUiU 01 bllI'I>ta, W6 fll11her IIgfa that " •• th
nhiclt k 5OId. or Ieaad, we will, flitl1fu1ly and promptl~ ,a",il 10 YOLI \hi lf1Ioun\ you IIS.6l1Oed or h • .,. III!corre obligtlted to 111_ on
oor beftal( 10 tlJe II\tIlUf~"', dil1ribu1ot or lIlIar, .,.id, IllIerm at u .. ~~.lfId I.", pot annum ""''' ill .fleet lAI(I., tM GMAC
'NhoI..... I"l.... 'tlw CLV.C v",.,iepl.. PI.n;' .,.,rwby ineurpo,1Ib;d by crier..,.."

,.,..,Ity

whI,,,,,,,,

GIo.IAC's
irrnI~$1 ,1\ ttle .e/SId.. stW1 w.. ttt to the IUiI "'..,,,, p,owidtd or ptfmi~ by 1_ t~ the tlI'O<>fiIdJ, in
'orm, of ""., reiail NI. 01'" Ie ... lht1!!O' by us ulJtjl RIm pttClOdl ate ,""",unt&d for ~ tfo"ul<l, and to tI1t prOOttdi of tny othar
disposition of said IlehldlS or IInY pi" thtfllOf .

til the CIIen'! we drllzull in payment. \.Ind., ""If ;ccordifllilO this "9'E/!""'"l, nI

in duo pe,lorlnllnc<> or IX)RIpI~ wlttI 'Ill' ~

tn.

tnd concIItIOnJ twrwof, or in the eve"t of l p~lng In bonkr\lptcy, ·intcl'tfl.ey or r~llhifl ilUtitUttd by (If. agatl'ln us or our
proptrty. or an 1he «nil! that GMAC deems lt~1 I~t or Slid 1i.'dd~1 are in daoge,- "f
.rlft or~km, GIMC
may lib immedillte ~ of old Yehicit:$, witholll ~d or fo.rrtNr ~ioI! D/ICI withOUt 1'9"1 proC:e$1; lor U't purJION IIId I~
fUl1herwlot thereof. WI mall, if GMAC ~ r~1l1S11, a...mbla ~id vehle'*' .... d nI.1h them ""toilabl! m OWAC ~ • tlALl<>A8ble 1:bI1Y8~
~ ~ W It, .ncI GMAC iii •• h~ tl-re ,lgIn, lnO 'vt Nrtl7{ ItItiloritl! .nd Illllpo'NIIt GMAC. 10 mbr upon"" ,.... . . .
wII*-r .., nllitf. mey be and " ' _ ~, W, chall P'V .M experIWf ..,(1 . .".btJ,R GallAe fat any tIIJ*1dIturtll. IndlidiOl'
reaoNb,* at1OtMv'1 tan ~nd icvIIl ex~ II> co~neGtion wim GMAC'I eJ<trd" 01 IIM'f 01 in f~1I..-d ,1II'I\edi~ .., * UIIs .-.amtnt.
teNm

misu_. _,

, .. the IYIK1t elf rc~ion of I"" Yehitltl by GMAC. then Ih. rlgh1s &nd ,.",odlts appl1"bl, "ndrrr tho Unltor"" Commr.<IIet
c.:>dt ""'II apply.
Any pI'OYlIiOn

proyltlom Mreo.f.

IItrtOf p-ohlbltl!d

by I~ shill be ;"ffhc:tiYe to tf>t.JC1enI 01

sucII pronll:hlon .lthOUt inwIldetlng t~ nmalni~

IN 'MTNess WHEREOF, tach 01 rhe p<t!.tI "u ClIUSOId this AQreelnBfll 'ID be 1IX8C\II~cI by In duly .utl!o:in# repnl«.tat!1I1 lhil.

I ()

_d;ayof

Ole.

19.1i,

.

Q:1(5~

~ii;M1o;.f
p. Q, ~

lSll

s.m.:.

IA
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Exhibit -C.CP86

This "9'¥mont. 8'fhctivu", Jhtt datG tat tortll :le>iuw, arnMds the Wholesaill s~cur~y A!ln11tlTKlJi,l oned
~, 191.J2.. I)lC8CUted by ~nd bilw~n the und~fUlgll'ld Dollior (·D~ul'lI· ) and GanefD' Motor~
Aceeptll1C:e Corporutbn '"GMAC"), Ind lilly othflr j;mencJmem ,hlll'tttl [th& 'Wholesale S6e1,1rity Ag~mdnt ~I.
!i~.lIhHi

WharfJaS. pvrutJDnt to ltI' tarm5 and condition& Df ttl!! Wholes:.I~ SOOIIl"!ly AQlaemafl\, (;MAC tIM 8gload to
Iw..nce the pun:haDQ 01 t'l~W and uCIld ".hicl" which 'IhII Delk:r acquite, from ",.nufacl.J,ers 6nd d!ttrlbul:Dro;

and

Whel"et!S. from tima \0 time Dealll, 8cquirc>~ nIIW ."d usolld vglltch!s from orl'il!r sl!licr~. 1nc:ludinQ. without
5rr'letIOn. IWctio,"_r6. t!eelers, meroh..-.t£, cu'itomat'S, brokers, lusil1ll IIIid r'lintt>1 comp:.nil'f;, "nd oth"
SUppn61S lthl "5ellet"6") which vehieilu DMW desires GMAC

It)

1in..ncs {~h. "Other v"hicl~s·i·

Whf!I'8M, GM,II.C in wi'in" 10 finance Oeil!t\r's acqo;"it;OJl of the 'Olher V6hic~s', p(J(~uant ;0 t.h~ :<!rms bnd
=onditiorn; of the Wnole~le St>ClJ1'fty Ag.eemem One! rh~ ,m/rrK!mllrrl th.. relo.
Mflf.!iI.At;NT

NoW THfn€FOi'lE, In consiti1!>ration of ttl. pr&miSeB. Delller Br)d GMAC avre9 ' .s folfowc:
11 Tt» WhoIellOle SecurItY A;,:artM')Gf1t is hereb'l arr.<&i'ldod 100 that the ""Old ·"ehiclct:" is ilSlld t"r&-.!pl'tolJt tho
wno~eI. &ec",nty AIIr.omell\. GhclI .. in oo':IItier: t;> tI1e dg,cripOOI'I cor.~$ined thllrein - iTllmn !)nd incliJdo
.11 othor WhiclOS which Gt.lAC· ek!t;r, to 1inruloZe for Dnlar from lime t;> rime (the · Oth6f Vei-licJe
-"dvancc~·'J.

2) Upon reqI.l,t:t frum GMAC. Dealer sha. pro\lid~ It wilh ut/sfactory evidence :.>1 the idllmity. O)~~hip,
VltIU$. $oorcc, rtl/tIJS, and l'It/'Ier Informfltiun I:Ol'ICemlng th~ D-J>er Vehicles In e,;otl~ctlQ" with Other Vl)hlcl~
Mvnnc~, including eompio!ioll of ihe GMAC Flnor Pl~n Advice! Form IGMAC 17~-1).

:1 GAJAC JrlIlY deliver the proCC6d1; Irom Other ViIIllcle AdvMC8S dl",etly 10 Oe&ier ot SeU ......
41

For at! iI1teml Gntl purpO&!W:I. the Wh()I~le Seeuit'{ A(ll"fitiment r~1rnii11!l in ju~ (orce

ana

ethe!, including.

without IImi1sti:>rt. d~
III Dsaier Ilgrces upon .demand to JlII\' lo GM.~C the IIrnO'~nt it ~dvll"r:p.s or lfi obJigatr;J 10 a:1.vance t~ each
oi !he Other Vehicles lit 3 (lite of i1\t~r~i\ pel" a"'1'JM desillnau.-d bv GMt,C from tlr!'.~ to tjmy :and tMn ir,
force; .,111
.
ill Any and ,II onalit linet provided by GMAC to o..*w.r ani expltuiy sub)e.:! t(> It'lll wmBn terrill; pf the
WholKale S&ouItty Agl'IIIII'!'I6ftt, Including tm5 ~Dnt. and 111& dlsorWoo:rry in '.hM tflll")! M&'r' !xl
modifjgd, EI,IqlIII1ded or termInated ~ GMAC's electlon; and
<::1 To fill1her ~1!CUI'e all of the Obligstlons Whiell Dealer ~ 01 tlll~.tter OW&!; to GM,&..C j)Ufltl.Ulnt to d)!j
~aIe SeeuP'ty A9rKrnant. Oaal9r ~1i!I1tJi: 10 GMAC Q ttt~rify interost in ~aoh cf ~ Other Vehic:e~
no.... crwnod or '-"'after 8cClUI~ by Oealor. <ond any ltnd lIU add'''·ion\, replacem9;tts, substitutlol\~ lind
access.iom plioltOining Iherelo, and the prol)-~ fh¢rltOr
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, GMAC and Dealer h"v~ O"U!~ this IIQI'I!en1ent tel be el<lIC'u1eO I'nd c.eiivorod b\' lIS duly

81J'!horired repre-ntlltives affective th~

Title:

LtL- day tlf -JLt.:.b--.." 19915.

Assistent Treasurer

OWIC ""'" W.t18~
; ~"'!I

.~.---------------------------~~-------

Exhibit J2..
CP87

~c

m

Jll<><, , ..~

i'1II'lp;dlf2:lr.a.".~~

1 ....

AGREIENT AMENOING THE WHOLESALfsECURITV
AGReeMENT AHD CONDITIONALLY AUTHdRIZlNG
THE SALE OF NEW FLOOR PLAN VEHICLES ON A
DELAYED PAYMENT PRIVILEGE BASIS
This .AQ!'eement Is made and c><eclrteld b)'
Corpolation

tBMAC'l

efleeUv~ ~ 0419

Ia'I(l

bOtw99:'1 fl>a undeBig,,9(l Ot!:elet

fDOall!lr1

sf::! klrII bnlow

aI'lIl GEonwal ~!I)Ia:'S ",C(:&PlSIlCp

.

rd;

WHEAI!AS, Dealer p'.1Il0~ly, or s1mutla"*OUi with \he ex&CUtJOn oi \~16 A~Ih .. eX9aMd ~1Id ciIIliv(!red to ttMAC ~
Wlo!esaia $8CUrI1y Agreemen\. by which. among olhar Ihingllo. (a) aIMe p!Ovidll1l wholesalt floor ~llll\ Ifnanclni/ of n,OlO'
veI1~ for Pfi!1If, ahd Deelor 1I11/l1l11: 10 ~ pay 10 ClM'AC Ilia aowa/ amount Ilnarosd, It9 GIlct1
1;J')QnceO moIor
vehicle Is I'Old OJ IaMeC by beale! (Ilia "Vet'IIcIt ,6roounl Finanoed'): and (bl GMAC conaents 10 D9W9( S&~'""9 and II!sslrog 8IJCh
financed molar vehldai al rtld ir) lIle ordl~ CW'So of busintss tlhf 'Routlna Oi$pO$ilion oj Ve~~'): slid

,"ch

WHEREAS, Oemlor hl1~ roqt.?e:itoo !he privilege 01 delaying Peymen\ ,if the VeI1IcIe IVnounl FInanced in the imitcd instances
whoro s.\ic:11 fi"J&nced motor 'm-r1dr.JS IIJO sold by Dp;alor to 8 I)IJr.:h!isel lor v.11om bOTn Dealer It''IO GMAC h31le e~ 10 e,
delaved paymert ~0!1 (to'IO "Da!eyl!d Pe.y.n8fll PrMIt>ge'); Me
V"'HERS/l.S, Dea19r 000' GMAC may /lBW PI1/ViollSly QX!J~, IOn Agreem..rn lor Ille Oelayltll Pa;ot7M?01 PI""ilega 101 New FlOor
Plai> Uni\s, which IhiI psrtle~ heteby Inl&lM ~ &u;l6rtOlld'.1d by Ittl! AgrlKi,:.em b' all SlX:n l'tInsO!(:oorrs '.Iril;l<1g oro 01 alief the
efIoClNe delO hereof; IlIld

WHEREAS, Dealer and GIMC dea(m ~nd i<lt$nd heo'lt>y In rolnin, ill luJi fortllllld tff!ltt. !he valilftY. enforcoabi~1y and lelatiY~
priority 01 GMAC', security 1n\9t(llG1 .., any ~ri.sn wOll fillaOOe'.lll'lblCl" vel'OOlw lit are SOf<j or leased b\' Oo;a'~r pursuanllD Ih~
Oeh.yvd f'ayInenI P"vifege, ~llhsIanding GMAc\: prlOl COfl!n!M 10 ltIe FloUliM DI,pO!!1liCor. 01 lishicl~, ,lI!1le~& and ~'ntl
OMAC r~ __ 1he VthldE; ArroOU'1t F<nanoad \J'!OG~ the tllrm8 IIf'l:I condIticnt- • r,grDo..ft!r ~ fOtlr.
NOW. THEREFO~E. In (;OI1~l:Ietallon o! the pter.'liMS, 1M OonVon!J!Is hl>l1ln Ht ior1h. IIOC lor olhDl good arrd veluebu"
Cl)IISiOet atiOll, \he $U1lCiBncy aild l'9CQiPt of '1I!Iioh is h&~ 8CknowJacloed, 0 . , e:r1I1 GMAC hereby ag/'ee as to.cANS;

em

I. The e1orefTl9/1l,onod Wholesale Se;:w1ty A9reem~nt IIIlII lillY
a.£ dooumeots. pial», InslrumeolS (;1 ~g/ee.-n"nls
r aialltlg, "'odJlyl~, sUbCfftuti1l(j or allsndanl tJlIr1lIO. """~ t>oIIW.... o..l~( and I3MAC BIB
amar\OO(j In kltm aM
6\b!l1llra: by k'r!lertiog the/ein Ih& I:>Iklwi'lQ IIIngoaoe as ! 99P!lrSl'll crd GIs~rd oaragr"ph:
'NatW~ anything cMlai/led J')ereln 10 Ihe comlllry; DOllltr

"'.,ebV

«.eo: orte) agrws It1at GlMC's s.tcuriIy intSlest In

8IPf Bnd all vehlclln Idd or leased, m;:n IIlan OIl!! Vel~cIe perlndMe!LIIi IrO,lII8t:Iion. 10 a cum;ner. Md in v~ch
the lui Pliym8lll thel1lOf by ~It1'1If' OIl • prdpMy perfecta:' retBl! IrSalIllCllt DOOIIlWI or ok ~rlly ag<'\IUIl1lln~
r:mI& 1$ not made t:arUmpol'Eln&our; vtilh Ills delivery oI8OC1\ 'W!Jjcle$ by Oeillel (the '1)e1a~e(j P'8YITI9I>1 V41'hICIes"),
s'lall I'$IJ'ltIln In M hlrt0 !lrOd GIfvcIIr. such ~ PilYl"'.ant V$hiofllS IIId ahtll not IKf rellrlqul&hQd. ex\ilOJi!t1e:t
r911Nosed or Ietmlnated as 8 oonseql.l8noe at auch salt or I~ unless and liml lilt co$\ctrlf9( tnIIkfJO paylTlEIT.
tl)etefoR diq to GMAC or jointly 10 DeaIeI ,Il(! GfAAC, Mof!lOV\ll'. OeeItr II ~ prohlblted and ~n ~
nlll'9 anr lI}I;ilr6H, Implied or ajlp8l8nt authority to ael(, is_, tIM.r 01 orhelW'" tII$pos& 01 any Ol/Iayfld
p/lyl'lKllnt V,hlol~ unle$S' ana until the f:<ptet;& wrJlIM1 permlsslotl of GMAC 1$ !hl ol7lalnecl r,md Ih.." l<11Ct.
8U1hQrtty IIhaIl be. hI each aM (/'($0/ nroe.nce, lkWfed ID 1ho IenntI !WI COfl(!jllO/\s 01 fI\JIlh IHInniHlon; It b&>:ng
t.rrtner tlVru9d Ihllt the Ie,,", of tilt pata;r3Ph $hal "'" be iItIen!d, mCdill&<!, Svpplll~. qt.IIItllfied, w~ 0:
amtmdee by ~on r:A ,MY ~mel1 (unles$ in wriIing 8'K'eCI49d b)I Dea'er lind (3MAC). IX by mil cour~e of
pOC'IOI'mafIC6, course of dM/Ing, or \$3g9 of trade by 0831er and GMAC, ~ lIIIhIlr oIlhell'..

2. Any I'~y .,~ Allreem.nt lor the Oel8yed Payman! Priv"~ for Now rboi,Pian Unitt! D!llWten Deaoer and
GMAC Is auperSCKttd oy Itlt terms an!! COI'l(l/tlont oIlhlt AQr"mMt Ie{ sll Deltyed F'ilytra'd PrtvllegG tr3r.GllClioni ;l(is!ng on

tlf afI~r

!he eftaot.lYe ~

.,.I11Of,

.

3. CMal6t sntlli alM5e GIlUiC of &6t'n and ftWHY pownUaf lr~~" in which Oealer r"'luests GMAC to grant me
DIIIayed Paymont PTivilege, and the j)erlo<! ~ Itne fur which '"' DrIbyed l'8ymant Privlle\lllS beil19l&<lueslOO. &.00 ~V&li
sIlan be tnllO& 01 GMAC In W!'ltInO and OIl • tl)rm 01 the ~ and kln(I PI'QW!OQ Ipf GMAC from tim. :e lima, GII.IAC·~ consent II
:my. u> 111e 'l!CIi:'est must bII obIiWled prigr 10 tho 58i1!, 1fiaS6. trarudet [Y aeIr.'I!ry of .ny ~Iales plopoll8d bv [)e;lat 10 Jt!
liisposecl by tn. Delayed p~ Prtviklgo (Ih! "Oe/ay8d Payment PtlVi!E>ga Velioles,.
.
4, Gw\c'& COII5Bri to til. Dealer's IVQum fQr dispositlrm 01 Dtlll"d f>8yrntol Prj</iIepe Vehl:1e$ sMll be 1urtM9t ,ubj~
and coniInglHlt \Jfl0l1 tile- f~ IIdddlon,,: tSlm& and CQ\O,~iOt'$:
'

(Ill GMAC mey. In Its sole and trclt.lSivw dtSCrelfon li;rr.; lhe number of VehicleS.
oondillons fOT WIlb~ the 00I0yed Pa)n\fll1. PIMlape ~ roqUlISIed ~y 0e119r.

(IlTIOUnl

oulS\andln9 and ';,(rI15

Bnr.

Bl) G~C may, in l1!J ~ore ar.d exc\u:llY9 di5orotion withdraw, ,*~L or N!pend 1h~ Delayea I'ayment Privileg" ~I
/)riYI~e a"d f?, allY tBa~," ~on a Ien-OAY IICIVAne6 'Millen /lotice IU>d lmmaOiD\eIy if Pealer Is in de1aUl1 I1f any
rLgtlMlrnenl M'oiOO ~.."" l1as WIth GMAC; Pf1)\l\d!lO, hoI\I~'!I. tllal sue.~ Witl'idrawal. ::&.rv::6naUon or su~en"Qn ~I:
nCit offec: the ri!)'lls, II'IIEIrII'1!I aM dutles ul'der this Agreement MOl' #lfJlHo,
.

-_.. -----------_._----- -
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Exhibit i-,
CP88

9X~ 8t(jeIiV~

d~A ~9d

:ej Doalar Ghall rompla\8,
Ie GlMC, '!TI1\1Bd.at9f)/ upor; \I1f)
PayMl!nr Priviopr;
'JehICiBS, a brm otthe !W6 ana kWla prOVkl9d by GMA.C Wom ;''''1', tc lime !lilt' 'OC!llYet)' SI~"O!(l(je'i,
[:I) OeaiQr shall Imm&<!!al&ly flIIV \lIMe Ill. Vantil< A.'TV.mI FlnBliC&d upon thE! unlGid. of ~l d(;{n3f!C b-; GMA(:; cr Iii)

rpcolpt of the amount dl,e foom the 4iSoosllo<t at etch 01 \ht Oelay&!f f'aym~m Priv\l~ Veh,cle£'; or r.lQ Ihe
·Purc.~r f'aymQn( 0atP." set fof1t1 on !he IIPP\iCobIe OeltJGlY Sdl9dll.ll,

(9) DIHII", !!hall 01$11' from the pmotl acqlir~"lG Ibft o.Iay$j f>aymtlnI PIMk'.Qe ~~ 8 dUtr adh01'Zl!d al'od e~.d
ad(nO'~ from t/IlI F>un:hti~r ~ thai lI1e Isrm",i at tsIt iF\CIII1)fl Iha OOntiruaUDO 01 GI.IAC'$ SOCuff.y
!merest In the OelayIKI p~ Pm/llege YIrii~"t$ Th. 8C~ r;l!st ~ In 111111!r.g ano on a form of thO
~ 600 kind pJOV1ded by GMAC fl'tIt1l tJrne 10 tlme, wfllctJ shall c.. ~.. rM \0 GMAC prof to fi1o/ sale, ieo!">,
unat or CllJfivwy of IIrty OIiII!Iyld P8'f.l\8I"I' F'rNilogs Vllhklie 10 wet! p&f10fl (tI'!e •Ac!cIlowIsdgtmlM1 ~ PiItC1'1 ~1.
(I)

The gr;Kt &M eY.erC/se ttl t!ii Dslay«i P4.ymeit Prh.ilega by ~ stIIIIIln ~ ~l' e'XIIrJJ~: re!~_ r)ll~'late

GMoCIC't &!CUrlty l!lIQtest in 1M, ~ f'a'fme:\I Pflv!lege YehlcllJS UhIlU and UI'lIII me concIIioni Ol!SCrit>otd In II>G
llmending para!)lCllih set tMh in ~'1 1 r:J thlr. ~nt and 1t18 efofel;.'lid Aornolllled\r-I':'IC'II <;1 P"rcl\Bs",
fI(8 flrJt Mli!lId, which ...'laS IMn lind IIlrmsator <:C!'1IInue in the PI'OOlNd6 ~oI,

,'" (!;MAC shall h8V\l 00 !My or ob5!;811D11l0 Il'<&'rine, re....~w DI CIO(\lI/(fer th~ ctOd'.t..orthinni Ill· IU1'/ prcpo!lad cr I!.CIIJIlI
oeser lor Whim Deal.! ~ GMAC's ~ 10 1M Otll.lyoo PII)'mMI PrI\.11Ll'J8 tJl'od my W\,'U' 1lI<1lrr.lnalfon.
I:!r COl'$kiara!lOn by GMA.C s!W ':lII for It; fo!R ard el;1;1usM;. CJ&e Ilf1Il Picposes: \he Dt;eIcr ~I'El)' agraeinQlhot 'my
r_1pt or rolla""" IJI'lIlUCh 1nkrm2:~1on II';Jffi 3MAC wou\:! be 9rtllultc>us I\Ild U'YIlIIsonable, r!:II~I~,
~"~Ml81 of

,,,v-ew

6, OGalen obligation 10 pat GMAG for Iht' \lehide Amollffi F'mncod Iit:an be Bb9o!u;e, unG:X'ldltiOlltll and prilnBJ'y,
ncAwith!Jlanding /a) 'lIMe COIiSit'dlng to \he Doley((l ~ ?IMage; Gf (b) ~ r. Ib& ~'fM'1( or IIcquisr\i:)(llerms by
\he cllStomer of 11e DaalOr 1Cr In.d Paymfl PJM6jJI! 'Ieh,*, ,,, IhiII of any of aJlilomet'fl !lU1'I!¥ !/Ilat'lYItor, e:J-obillJor or
19I100r; or (ei reitcIion at'revocatlon of f,COIIIPlIInQl oIlII'IY O&t!!yed Payment F'rivl~ ~k:IeI!I by SIIC."l cuP>tomer. 01 (d) \l'lP.
lIc(;&p1aOOe pY GW.O of any ftSIIlQnm ... or pro04ltds'llom Btl)' ~ Pa~1n&/It PlI.Ilog, VIhIt.I.'I$; PrO.'l:I&:I. hOWeVer:, th'it
nOlt-4I'19 ,,, ~ ~ a i. itlIended 10 p&m'.it payr,tmt to !lMAC r:t I/rIf mOl''' thar! t,e great", 01 (il ~'fe VEl'ldS l.mou~\$
Rnencell C/<' /f!) (he VIlUa oIl3MAC's $l!aJrity Interest iIllhl> Dellmlf Payment PrlvlIIilI' 'hhI;~
j, .opon demaod by GMAC, O....r Slhllll p.~ ()MAC wl1t. an ~rIIMI of all ~, IiIIe: aNi ntent!ll at !lit De.l... in
.ind to Ito'I IICCOlMII$, oorllrlltll 1igI1tsI, . . proc~ or any OItler Inttrtllll D~ may then or ~I&r hIIvc In :n~ M~y«s
Pe.ymer'll ,PtMI~ VeIIIc:e. Se;d 1IG~lW'IIenI ~ I;IG 'or ~ furpose of lICIda;p,'lAl 5W.Ift): otlIy ar.d wi: bel 00 a iorrr, 9f !"~
~,tpe IlJ'Id kF.l<f providtd l),' GMAC Trom time 10 ume,

II. BMAC /IlB)' I&~e $Veil ectlcns 11$ II daOIrll ewr0i:>18:le Ie _re and III'\fO'09 llO!Il'Ilflf'C'! wllh lhis AQ,,,.,mf,lnt,
~~,iil3Ing req<.~, for a.rdt'I jXJTp05eS. vlJrik;atic)n IrQrn Dealer's ~'!I1he !ClOt 01 4e11Y91)" ~, aI'II1 0I1\!X.ItJ'i. dale
'«."Iii clrcumstant:as It p3~"'et'li ot ~ Delayed ~ Pllvt/e98 VehIa&s. lflii lIle 1I000At8!lorI1t! !iW"OP'la1e fJ!O!SOI'IS 01 any
!!ecurily inlare!!l. ss9i£;nmll!lt Of oilier dahl !r'IItlt, DfllII)'ed 1"ayme!'l( PrivS'De Vehicles at OMAC,

/0

_clayuf_
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GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES

-

520STenllyso.ll.Pat~'Wl!y;Slii~e 12{)

Plano, TX 75024
800-343-4541 o?'t. 2050

SENT VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS AND EMAlL TO JOHNR@,-EVCHEV.COM

December 19, 200~

Everett CheVrolet, Inc.
"1r. Jcil1li Reggans
73.00 :&vcrgteei1 Wa'j
Everett; WA 982Q3
Re:

Everef.i Chevrolet, Inc.
NOTICE OFDEFAULT

DEMAND FOR PAYMENT
Dear Mr.~ggi\tls:

Y·ou ar.e b~eby Aotifi!ldthat Everett Cbewo1!:t, lnS;. ("Dealership") is in 'default under its wholesale financing
agreemellts with GMAC for failure to pay GMAC $206,8.06.,18 for vehicles .UpOIl tlieii" sale or lease.
Asareslllt, GMAChereby demands that the Dealership immediately remit p;i.ymenl of all amounts owed to
GMAC under its wholesale credit /ine,cuITentiy in the following !lmounts;
(A)

Principal Amolmt of Vehicles Financed by GM'\C
(fuc1 udes the $106; 806. i 8)

5:

5,602.460.32

(B)

liiterestCharges through November :10,2.0.08

$

26.~34.57

(C)

Revolving Line ofetedi! Princip31 Balance

$

738;000;00

S

6,367,2-94.89

TOTAL AMOUNT DEl\1N'.'DED

This demand for payment is made wjthout pri:judic.e to any other amounts now or hereafter owing by the
DCaler.ship to GMA C, including, withOilI limitation, interest aeci'uing from and .after the date of tbis 1ettcr, lind
obligations arising under' the GMAC Wholesale l>lan,

Ifthe f>ealership fails to maJcepayment as .deman~ed, GMAC may !like. possession of all Dealersl)ip property
in which it !)as a se.curily'interest, inc!udin&, with9ut limitation, all oftlle motor veliiclcs fulanced by QMAC
for. the Dilaletsliip. In ihjSrespeet,the Dealership may be asked to assemble and pres.ent .for retaking by
GMAC suCh.coJialeral. GMAC reserves.lhe right to exercise any other remedy.it JIiay.have pursuant to law or
contract.
.

ExhibitL.
CP90

EXHIBIT 2 ·

CP 91

2

4

5
6

7
8

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY
GMAC, a Delaware Corporation,

No. 08-2-10683-5

9

Plaintiff,
10
VS.

It

EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC., a
12
13

Delaware Corporation; and JOHN
REGGANS and JANE DOE REGGANS
and their marital community,

DECLAR..A.TION OF JOHN REGGANS IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO HOLD
PLA.INTIFF IN CONTEMPT FOR
VIOLAnON OF RESTRAlNING ORDER
AND MOTION TO MODIFY
RESTRAlNlNG ORDER

14

Defendants.
15
16
17
18

1, John Reggans, declare as follows:
1.

I make this Declaration of my personal knowledge. r am the. President of

19

Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "Everett Chevrolet"). Everett

20

Chevrolet operates as a Chevrolet franchised dealership at 7300 Evergreen Way,

21

Everett. WA 98203.

22
23

2.

Prior to Decembe.r 5, 2008 Everett Chevrolet had consumer financing

arrangements \\·ith the folLowing institutions which finance the dealership's new and

24

used vehicle sales transactions:
25
DECI_ARxnON OF JOHN REGGANS IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIUN TO How PLAINTIFF IN CONTEMPT FOR
VIOLA'nON OF REsTRAtNJNG ORDER AND MOTION
TO MODIFY RESTRAINING ORDER - J

MARSH MUNDORF fRATI SULLIVAN
+ McKENZIE, P.S.C.
16504 9'~ AVENUE S.E., SUITE 203
MILL CREEK, W A 98012
(425) 742-4545 FAX:: (425) 745-6060

ExmBlT"F"
CP92

Whidbey Island Bank
\Vachovia Dealer Services
Drive Financial Services
Credit Union Direct Lending

2
3

BECU
Alaska USA Federai Credit Union
Washington State Employees Credit Union

4

5

3.

After December 5, 2008 GMAC issued letters to all of tlle dealership's

6

consumer finance sources instructing them to remit all retail proceeds directly to
7

8
9
JO

11
12

13

GMAC and said instruction remains in effect until the financial institution receives
written notice from GMAC to the contrary. True and correct copies of these letters are
attached to this Declaration as Exhibits "0", "H" and "I".

4.

lnunediately upon the consumer finance sources receiving the subject

letters the finance sources ceased accepting anv new sales transactions from Everett
Chevrolet andlor retumed unfunded the consumer retail installment contracts wruch

14

they had received from the dealership. A true and correct copy of a letter from a lender
J5

with iliis infOimation is attached to this Declaration as Exhibit "T'.
16

5.

Everett Chevrolet cmmot obtain fll1ancing through any of its consumer

17

J8
19

20
21

22
23

finance sources without OMAC withdrawing the letters referred to as Exhibits "0", "H"

and "1".
6.

OMAC has intcrfcre.d in the dealership '5 ability to sell new and used

motor vehicles by their issuance of said letters referred to as Exhibits "G", "H" and "I".

7.

Exhibit "B 1" attached to this Declaration is a true and corree·t copy of a

document prepared by Everelt Chevrolet which lists sales tax monies, warranty monies,

24

and 80% of the dealership's profit which all totals $31,006.42.

25
DECLARATION OF JOHN REOOANS IN SUPPORT OF
M0110N TO HOLD PLAINTIFF IN COh'TEMI'T FOR

MARSH MUNDORF PRAITSULUVAN
+ McKENZIE, P.s.c.

VIOLATION Of REs1'RAJNfNG ORDER AND MonON
TO MODIFY REsTRAINrNG ORDER - 2

16504 9'" AVENUE S.E., Sum 203
M1u CREEK, WA 98OJ2
(425) 742-4545

FAX: (425) 745-606(1

EXHIBIT "Ft·

CP93

8.
2
3

The dealership made a request of GMAC for said funds . A true and

correct copy of this request is attached to this Declaration as Exhibit "B2".
9.

GMAC refused to reimburse the dealership for the fui1ds which GMAC

4

has in its possession. A true and correct copy of GMAC's reply is attached to this
5

Declaration as Ex.hibit ''Br.
6

1O.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit "B4" is a true and COrrect copy of

7

8

9
10

II

12
13
14

four vehicle sales transactions which had been sent by the dealership to Whidbey Island
Bank. As a result of Vlhidbey Island Ballk receiving GMAC's letter (Exhibit "I") the
bank returned all of the sales transactions unfunded.

1l.

Exhibit "B4" also lists four vehicle sales transactions tbai were

forwarded by the dealership to Morgan Chase Bank for f1l1lding. \\Then Morgan Chase
Bank received a GMAC letter (similar to Exhibit "1"), after January 14, 2009 the. bank

refused to finance anymore sales transactions referred to them by Everett Chevrolet.

15

12.

The actions of GMAC have severely financially damaged the dealership .

13.

All Exhibits and statements referred to in this Declaration are true,

16
17

18
19
20

accurate and authentic.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws
\Vashingfon that the foregoing is true and COITCCt.
Dated this

or

the State of

4-/1,· day of Febmary, 2008 at Everett, Washington

21

22
23

24

Df!.CLARA TION Of' JOHN R.E.OGANS IN SUPPOR.T Of

MonON TO HOLD PLAINTIFF IN CONTEMPT FOR
V JOL-'I. TlON OF RESTRAlNfNG ORDER AND MOTION
TO MODIFY REsTRAINfNG OR.DER • 3

MARSH MUNDORF PRATT SULLIVAN
+ McKENZIE, I'.S.c.
16504 9m A VENUE S.E., Sun'E 203
MJLI. CREEK, W A 98012
FAX: (425) 745-6060

(425) 742-4545

EXHIBIT "F'~
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FAX NO.

~tnbetr

3Su15~14B

P. O\lUl

f9, 2008

..

:

R'IlI:

Notice CIf Ast!ignmerrt and Demand fPr Paym~t

To WhOm It May COflCElrn:
ThIs \etttlr if1 to notilY you thai GMAC hotll a i:l!;Ctlmy ln1'.erlJli;t in aU 4$$. Of
El,ferett CheJvrOlet, 11\0. ("Peal9~n.ip"). including ~I motor venlcl9 Inventor( and

accountS due O$l(I~/'IiIllp, 11115 RaCIJt1ty interest cXmtinlJes 111 an prttlXleda of
1t!e&8 vel'IkiIes and if1ctudD/l atl _Ignrnent of amQun~ 'flJUI ifIst1MiOIl owes 10
DeeIl!lrAhip for fetal! ingtQnroort ~Is tmtt/Or $9ge CCII'lb"acts acquired fram
Dle9lerUhi~ now Qr In the fUl.ure ("'RcataIl p~s").

Effe.."'IIve lmn'\ed&!I\te~, GMAC her$y dl!llllanOs that ~lQUr institution JrlInlt all
R!!PtaII f'roc;:e.mia <l111llCUy to GMAC at h 8.dd\'l!38 $bave. As you tiWaly are awana.
under Ar&le 9 of 1I1e ur.der Uniform Qt)rnmen:laJ Coc!e. ~l9I1t df R&I.aIr
Proceeds kl ~Qne IM~, Indl.l.d\r19 CBalet&hlp. dQaS !'tOt relieve your Instffutlpn
af 11$ obllgflt!on 10 pay thooe amounts to GIl4AC.
Thl5 tlotive Is. given In aCCGrtl8llcliI wltll SeoUCln 9406 of tflS Unlfomt Com~rtlial
Code aod remairtf: In effeot until yoll l'tleei~ W1'Itten nQ\ioe from GMAC ro the
COIlnry.
8In~utY.

Exhibit "Hn
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-GMAC PINANCIAI. SERVICES
b •

GMAC Dallas R~IOI'1al Buainess Callier
5208 TonnY6<m p~rtway, Sl.Ilte 120

Plrmo, TX 750241·800·34:;..4541

e~,

20F.i3

,1anuary 7,2009
SENT VIA FEDEX AND FACSIMilE TO 3&0·675-7282

Whidbey Island Bank
450 SW Bayshore Dr
Oak Harbor. WA 96277
Re:

Notice of Assignment and Demand for Payment

To Whom It May Concern:
This l~ter is: to notify you that GMAC has a securtty interest in all assets of

Everett Chevrolet. Inc. ("DealershIp''), including all motor vehicle I!wsntory and
accounts due DaQle~hlp. This security Intere."lt continues In all proceeds of
these v$t\ictes and Includes an ast;ignmt'.II;t of amounts your institutivn owes to
Dealership for retail ins1ailment sale andfor IElas& contracts aCQuired from
Dealelship now or in the future ("Retail Proceeds').
~ffectlY~ immediately, GMAC heraby deiTlartds that your institution remit all
Retail Prooaeds directly to GMAC $t the acldrl!l$~ ~bbve. As you likely are aware,

under Article 9 of the Under Uniform Commercial Code, payment of Retail
Prot;eed$. to anyone else, IncludIng Dealership, Cloe.s not r9[ie·ve your institution
of Its oblige-lion to pay thest:' amoUrr,j; to GMAC.
n~is notice Is given in accordance with Section 9-406 of the Uniforrn Comm€lrcisl
Code and remains in E!ff~cl until you receive written notice from GIVtAC to the

contrnry.
Sincerely,

-=-=?~~. Sl
Pedram Davou.dpour C.j ~
POrtfolio MaI'Isgsr
Office: (972) 649·,'2063
Fax: (972) 649·2218
Pedran1. DavOl;dpour@gmacfs.com

Exhibit "I"
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~\Vhidbey!

_ ..., .. Island. Bank
,.;

....,

J~ua(y 21 , 2009

Everett Cbcvro'lt'tf

7300 Evergroen Way
E',YCfett,

W A 98203

AITN: Larry White, FinaneI!' l)itettor
Dear Lurry,
A~ We prr.viously di9CUS8ed. GMAC FUIIl.Qcilll Se1V;~ I)otified '\Vbldbey J)/.Iand Bank on
J('..IlUSlry 1, 2009 ofi~ ~ecurity intCl:~1 in BvC('ett Chc'Vrol<tI's iD.V~t"ry, accounts, and

pl'Qceoo.') thereof GMAC'~ nqtice demanclcd that Whidbcy bl~md B~n:k ditectly
di.shur$~

to GMAC My Retail PrOC"'...ed(i from any contra-c1s we pu.rc.h"ed
Cb.evmlct rr'Oltl tr.at (llttl') f'OI'Mltd until fl.lrthor notice.

ITO!).l

Eve(e:1:t

In cousidt.rr:rtion of )"t':C'.cipt: of said Rttull Pl'oc.eed$, we i1!Cjue91«!. GMAC to gt1<lrumec to
\Vb1dbey Island Bank that the: terms of ott~ Master Vealitt' Agteemem with BVlIrett
Ch(.IVI'olet would be met, Ol\.1AC declined our rcttuest. and tb<!11 al~o declined our off~r to
dotliV/l:r !he retail contracts ditt)Ctly to them. tc satiRfy their 5ccurit!\, ir.te-rest
With OMAC' $ t()nsetlJ;, we arc \:bereforr.. rt1utlll.ug the cnclo$eri five r@t'ait contro.cta to
EV/lt(:u CheV'f1)lctr.. We !E>gret thDt we are unable to purchMe ;md fhnd tbese .~onlnct!j ~t

this tim~.

Until GMAC ootHi~ UP it hn.~ rOlinqu19hed ;1::1 teqi.U.rement that WI! dirt\\.'11y disbur$e:all
mOle Cf/u.trBOt1 from Everott

RelD.it Proceeds to GIV.LAC, we wj IIllOI be ahlc to ;}(;cept. fAny

Chevrolet

B0bComley
Vp f l\1anager
D:;-nl~ :6l1nki.ng .Dj...·i~ion
360· 757-5030

Exhibit HI"

Ce,: VOOt'lttn D8.voudpour - OM j\C
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TAX, WARRANTY/GAP COST, 80% PROfJT ON UNITS FUNDED DIRECTLY TO GMAC
SALE
DATE

CUST
STK#

12117/200880222A
1211512008 80429
12117/2008 B0468AA
1/2/2009 L9595
1212012008 D9675
1211412008 95566B

VIN

NAME

204140

MCENTIRE
GRADY
BERG
JENNINGS

175631
514401
803936
545013
C35156

HOLLICK
BOSEMAN

FUNDS
REC'VO FROM

WAST
TAX

AMER'SC.U.
WSECU
BECU
TESORO NWCU
AMER'SC.U.
WSECU

1,691.56
3,253.09
711.11

~

oJ)

....

80%

GAP
188.00

1,334.49

1,270.93
867.68

WARR

PROF]T

t,127.00

1,856.69

1,198.00
1,520.00

9,398.07
1,216.00
391.68

1,202.00

1,424.86
2,355.28

5,047.00

16,642.58

0->

TOTAL

4,675.25
14,037.16
1,927.11
3,246.17
2,695.79
4,424.94

w

Lv

,...,

N

lJ1
I
lJ1

r.n

--.J
I

Iv

".)
,....

-..J

9,128.84

168.00

31,006.42

...,
fTl

??,
X
A

H

;j;

6
(f)

.....

:::
--.J
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject;
M'Ohel~.

Per our request please fund 31,006.42 f'Jf tho!\e deal'S funded dlreclJy io GMAC by Credit Unions via Srnarl~h by noon
IOdgy

Thanks for )lOur aS$i~,;'Ince,
Terry Cady

feny CaCly
Office Manager

Everett Chevrolet Inc
425-~55-8aoo

425-355·6530 fax

Exhibit "B2"
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132/134/21309
...·..:..1·... ..1.

16:33
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...Jf'-

R.oquest\tl~ funds

215-557-2217
"4:"j..:lU
"';;::;
ed oy (,;m1Jt I.JIll Oflr;

on deats {

FEDEX KINKO'S
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Tltny Cady

S-ent:

Smitll. PJse M. tns.e.emltll@gm;Jcfs.coml
MondRY, Fe~ary 02, 200912:16 PM

To:

Ynrry Cady

fOrnm:

Subject: RE:

R~vcgfjllg IUn~

on deals funded by Cred:1t Unions

Tr/.rry ,

M we

di~IJ~td eor!ie:t', H~ fl/!lds

in ql.lest1o!'r!! w!!:re t'(!c.eived prior to the 'fRO "ocl thy;

clrtitk-d '1'0 t~ fUi1~.l understond ·,t,i~ wo~ discussed by both P<It1i~ ~"fJn!t~lla.,'t

l;"oC{)~r~hir IS no,

w~er. ol'>d theM !A'CIS riO

t;c"fusion re90rdiog the funds.

Mic:hal;-Smith

------'---'

Operetlom: Mal1.!1Qer
G/1.7,4C Ffn8nciQ/ $/frv;c.,t;
DBllet; Rp.gio,-u]J BUlilnlt~$ C&f)rer
.;208 'il'nny.~11 PllrlfW!lY ·H20
i'1,fJrl<'. rx 70024

Of-ice: 972·6.49-208(5
O~/J: 6(J:~·956"()039

Fq~: 97.NJ.(.9'2~r5

c·Ma;! Addmss. ti$f!.f',nlI1h@gt;racfJS9Jl1
From: Terry Cady [m~ia.o:l$'Iy~evchev.com]
Monoart FebruaJY OZ, t009 1:44 PM
To: SmJth, PJSe M.
Su~ Reqm'!'tIFIg funds 01'1 d~1s funded I;Jy Cre:fi(: UnionS
~

Pet our fequ~ please fund ~ 1,006..1.1210! tf1()$e dtl~ fUrKled directly to GMAC by C{\!qit Ul'Iions viS SmIi'I.rtcash

W noon today.

T~rry C~dy

TB<I)< Cady

Office M"n~~r
Ellerl1>l1 Chv-vrolet Inc;
425-~515-Sei~O
4~.).SE)..eail(l

Z11l200y

f-I<x

Exhibit "B3"
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4

SONYA KAASKI
COUNTY CLERK
SNOHOMISH CO. WASH.

s
6
7
8

SUPERlOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY
No. 08-2~1 0683-5

GMAC, a Delaware Corpol"ation,

DECLARATION OF JOHN REGGANS

Plaintiff,

SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RESOLVE

10

vs.
II

12

13

EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC., a
Delaware Corporation; and JOHN
REGGANS and JANE DOE REGGANS
and their marital community,

14

DEFENDANTS' ASSERTIONS THAT
GMAC HAS VIOLATED TE:M:PORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER

Defendants.

15
16

17

18

r, Jolm Reggans, declare as follows:
1.

I make this Declaration of my personal knowledge. I am the President of

19

Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "Everett CheVTolet"). Everett

20

Chevrolet operates as a Chevrolet franchised dealership at 7300 Evergreen Way,

21

Everett, WA 98203.

22
23

2.

Everett Chevrolet has filed a counterclaim against GMAC for breaching

the dealership's wholesale security agreement.

24

25

DeCLARATION OF JOHN REOQANS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFS' RESPONSE IN OI'I'OSmONTO PL'S MOTION TO
RESOLVE DI!FS' ASSBRTIONS THAT GMAC HAS
V lOLATED TEMPORARY REsTRAINING ORDER _ J

MARSH MUNDORF PRAIT SULLIVAN
+ McKENZIE, l".S.C.
~ 9'" AVllNUli S;E., 5UrI1> 203
Mn.L CREE)(, \II A 98012

(G(QJ [j2)

25) 74:2-4545 FAx: (425) 745-6060
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3.

Pursuant to the ordinary cOUrse of business, Everett Chevrolet maintains

an open acCOLUlt Witll General Motors Corporation whereby the account contains funds
earned by Everett Chevrolet from the operation of its dealership. The funds in the open
4

account in part consist of warranty payments made by General Motors Corporation to

5

Everett Chevrolet as payment for warranty repair work performed on customer vehicles,
6

various rebates and sales incentives paid to Everett Chevrolet by General Motors
7
g

9

Corporation for the sale of vehicles completed by Everett Chevrolet.
4.

On or about January 30, 2009, I instructed Terry Cady, a dealership

JO

employee, to request General Motors Corporation release to the dealership funds earned

11

by the dealership and that were on deposit in the open account of Everett Chevrolet

J2

which is maintained by General Motors Corporation. Exhibit "P9" represents various e-

13

mails issued by Everett Chevrolet to General Motors Corporation and the responses to

14

issued by General Motors Corporation.

On February 3, 2009 General Motors

15

Corporation notified Everett Chevrolet that GMAC issued an assignment for the
16

purpose of obtaining ilie fimds contained in Everett Chevrolet's open account.
J7

18

5_

On or about February 9, 2009 General Motors Corporation forwarded the

19

open account proceeds of Everett Chevrolet to GMAC and GMAC has refused to

20

transfer said funds to Everett Chevrolet.

21

indicates GMAC received said funds by the stamp attached tllereto.

22

23
24

6.

At

DO

The nlemo portion of the $80,000 check

time did Everett Chevrolet authorize GMAC to obtain an

assignment of the open aCCo\l.rlt funds of Everett Chevrolet that were held in the open
account maintained by General Motors Corporation.

25

DI2CLARA TlON OF JOHN REGGANS IN SUPPORT 01'
DEPS' REsPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO l'L ·s MOTION TO
ROSOl. VB DEl'S' ASSI2RTIONS THAT GMAC liAS
VIOLATen TEMPORARY REsTRAINING ORDER - 2

MARSH MUNDORF PMTI SU'LUVAN
+ Mcl<:ENzrE,p.S.C.
16!>()4 9'" AV'JiNUE SA, SUlrB 203
MlLLCReEJ<. WA 98Ol2
(425) 742-4.545 PAX: (425) 745-6060
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-- ----.--

.-

-.

I declare under penalty of perjury under tbe laws of the State of
Washington that the foregoing is true and correct.
2

3

Dated this 5th day of March, 2009 at

erett, Wa'lhington

4

5

6

8

9
10
11

J2
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25

DECLARATION OF JOHN REGOANS £N SUPPORT OF
bEFS' REsPONSBlN OT'POSITlONTOPL'S MOTION TO

REsOLVB DEI'$ > ASSERTIoNS THAT GMAC flAS
VIOLATED TBM!>ORARY REsTRAININ() ORDER - 3

MARSH MUNDOR:F FRAIT SULLIVAN
+ Md(ENZIE,l'.S.C.
16504 9'" AVENU:S S.E. SUm 203
MIu. CREEl(" WA 98012
(425) 742.-4545

FAX: (425) 745-6060
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HEARING DAlE AND TIME: August 3,2009 at 9:45 a.m. (Eastern Tirrie)
OBJECTION DEADLINE: July 28, 2009 at 4:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

Joshua D. Rievman, Esquire

HOGUET NEWMAN REGAL & KENNEY, LLP
10 East 40 th Street
New York, NY 10016-0301
Ph: 212-689-8808
Fax: 212-689-5101
Jrievman @hnrklaw.com
Attorneys for Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
James S. Fitzgerald, WSBA #8426
(pro hac vice application pending)

LIVENGOOD FITZGERALD &: ALSKOG, PLLC
121 Third Avenue

P.O. Box 908
Kirkland, W A 98083-0908
Ph: 425-822-9281
Fax: 425-828-0908
fitigerald@lfa-law.com
livengoodfitzgeraldalskog@gmail.com
Attorneys for Everett Chevrolet, Inc.

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

----x
In re

Chapter 11 Case No.

GENERAL MOTORS CORP., et aL,

09-50026 (REG)

Debtors.

(Jointly Administered)

----------------------------:1
DECLARATION OF JOHN B. REGGANS ill IN OPPOSITION TO DEBTORS'
MOTION FOR REJECTION OF EXECUTORY
CONTRACT AND UNEXPIRED LEASES WITH DEALER EVERETT
CHEVROLET, INC.
JOHN B. REGGANS III declares:

/
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I.

I am the President of Everett Chevrolet, Inc. (hereinafter "ECI" or

"Everett Chevrolet"), a Chevrolet dealer located at 7300 Evergreen Way, Everett,
Washington, dealer No. 20 on the list of dealer contracts (Exhibit A to the Debtors'
motion) General Motors Corporation ("GM") and its affiliated debtors have moved to
reject pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 365. The dealership stopped using the name "Everett
Chevrolet-Geo" when GM dropped the Geo. This declaration is made in opposition to
the Debtors' motion to reject. I have firsthand knowledge of all matters stated herein and
am competent to testify about them.
2.

I graduated from Western Michigan University with a degree in Business

Administration. I have been a GM dealer for 14 years.

Since 1996 I have been a

successful Dealer Principal of ECI. Originally I acquired the dealership through a capital
investment by Motors Holding, a division of General Motors, which I paid off in full in 2
years 10 months, several years sooner than the 7.5 year pro-forma upon which Motors
Holding made the investment.

Dealership performance has earned us four Profit

Enhancement Program (PEP) Awards from GM in 1997, 1999, 2004, and 2006. This
award is based on the highest percent of net profit of sales group for the year.
3.

The exceptional sales performance of ECI was reCognized in other ways

by other business groups. In April 2008 I

w~

elected to serve on the Board of Directors

for the Seattle Chevrolet Local Market Association (LMA). Black Enterprise Magazine
named me one of the Top 100 Auto Dealers 12 consecutive years from 1997 - 2008.
Since 2001 I have been a member of the Board of Directors of the General Motors
Minority Dealers Association (GMMDA) and chairman of the GMMDA Scholarship
Committee. I was also a member of the Board of Directors of the National Association
of Minority Automobile Dealers (NAMAD) for 2006-07. i am a member of the National
Automobile Dealer Association (NADA) and state and local dealer associations.
2
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4.

Despite the rapid downturn of the economy in general and GM in

particular, in 2007 ECl was No. 2 in retail car sales for Chevrolet in the Seattle Zone,
which includes 35 dealers (186 cars sold). The dealership is located in Everett, a city of
101,800 residents, and only 25 miles north of Seattle with a population of 602,000. ECl

has ranked near the top in 2008 in all important categories of PDS (purchase and
Delivery Score) and SSS (Service Satisfaction Score). In December 2008 ECI ranked
above the GM goals in PDS and SSS .
5.

Based on our proven track record of sales performance for over 12 years,

GM's decision to reject ECl

as

a dealer is not a rational exercise of business judgment.

Although the Debtors claim that rejection is based on a quantitative "Dealership
Performance Score" calculated as part of its "Dealership Evaluation Process," they admit
the factors considered were both "subjective" and "objective." Motion at 8. GM has not
provided its dealer evaluation analysis of ECl to the dealership so that we could
participate and have a fair opportunity to be heard and challenge any erroneous data or
conclusions in the analysis. The rejection process utilized by GM violates the terms of its
dealership contract with ECI and violates the dealer termination laws of the State of
Washington codified at R.C.W. 46.96,010 et. seq. As explained below, there is an issue
of fact regarding the credibility of the Debtors' self-serving assertions of good faith
'exercise of business judgment in rejecting ECl as a dealer.
6.

GM admits that if its decision to reject ECl is based on "bad faith, or

whim or caprice," it cannot be sustained by the Court. Motion at 16. There is substantial
evidence of bad faith and irrationality in the Debtors' decision to reject ECl as a dealer.
II

1/
II
3
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Bad Faith
ECl recently completed a three and a half week replevin hearing against

7.

General Motors Acceptance Corporation ("GMAC"), the financing arm of GM that was
claiming a default by the ECl dealership and demanding repayment of $63 million, as
well as the irrunediate closure of the dealership and repossession of all vehicle inventory
collateral by GMAC.
On April 10, 2009, Judge Eric Z. Lucas of the Snohomish County

8.

Superior Court 'ruled against GMAC on all claims, making several express fmdings of
"bad faith" by GMAC.

A true and correct copy of Judge Lucas's oral decision

("Verbatim Report of Proceedings") in GMAC v. Everett Chevrolet, Inc., et al.
Snohomish County Superior Court Cause No. 08-2-10683-5 is attached hereto as Exhibit
A (hereinafter referred to as "RP"). A true and correct copy of Judge Lucas's order dated
April 10, 2009 is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

The Court found no breach of the

Wholesale Security Agreement by ECl, or any other wrongdoing by ECl. The Superior
Court is allowing ECl to pursue tort and contract damages from GMAC for its wrongful
termination of the floorplan line of credit and interference with the dealership.
The swiftness of GMAC's efforts to close down ECl is demonstrated by

9.

the following timetable:
•

On July 31, 2008, GMAC demanded a $800,000 capital injection to the
dealership by no later than October 31, 2008, along with a personal
guaranty by me as additional security.

See Exhibit C attached hereto.

Even though ECl was not in breach of the flooring agreement, GMAC
threatened that failure to provide either of these would result in suspension
or termination ofECl's credit line.

4
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•

On October 16, 2008, GMAC advised that "due' to current market
conditions" it unilaterally suspended its obligation to make credit line
advances to ECI and raised the interest rate on outstanding advances. See
letter attached as Exhibit D. If I did not agree to the change, GMAC
threatened to terminate my credit

li~e

and demand full payment of the

credit line by November 30, which amounted to approximately $778,000.
..

On November 25, 2008, GMAC threatened that unless I provided a
personal guaranty and arranged a capital injection of $300,000 to the
dealership by November 30, it would suspend or terminate the credit lines.
See letter attached as Exhibit E.

•

On December 8, 2008, although ECI was not in default or past due on any
obligations, GMAC suspended our flooring plan. See . letter attached as
Exhibit F. GMAC notified GM "to remit to GMAC all accounts owed to
the Dealership." See attached Ex. F., page 1.

•

On or around December 15,2008, GMAC terminated ECI's flooring plan
and gave me 3 months to find a new lender to pay back the $6.3 million
GMAC credit line in full. See letter attached as Exhibit G.

•

On December 19, 2008, GMAC declared ECl in default and demanded

full payment of the flooring plan, a sum amounting to $6,367,294.89, and
threatened to take possession of all Dealership property and vehicles
subject to its security agreement. See letter attached as Exhibit H.
•

On December 31, 2008, GMAC filed a replevin action in Snohomish
County Superior Court to obtain possession of all vehicle inventory,
accounts, equipment, receivables and other personal property covered by
its security agreement with ECL Falsely claiming that ECI was out of

5
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trust for failing to pay GMAC an "estimated" $206,"806.18 for vehicles
sold or leased, GMAC obtained an ex parte temporary restraining order
("TRO")! preventing ECI from selling any cars, and basically shutting us
down for two weeks until the order was modified at a hearing on January

14 to allow ECI to sell cars and remit proceeds to GMAC.

This was

extremely harmful to ECl. The TRO was finally dissolved on April 10,
2009 after a lengthy evidentiary replevin hearing conducted March 17 April 10, 2009.

10.

Among Judge Lucas's findings in the replevin action, he ruled that

GMAC:
a.

Unreasonably delayed responding to dealer requests for funding for
the purchase of the dealership land. GMAC's reasons for refusing to
fund were unreasonable and lacked credibility. "From a business
standpoint, GMAC's position is not reasonable." RP at 5: 8-9. TIlls
unreasonableness was not an "isolated occurrence," but indicative of
a "pattern of behavior" by GMAC. RP 5 at 13-15.

b.

In demanding new and additional securitization measures on July 31,
2008/ GMAC attempted to IIlask GMAC's ulterior motive of
termination ''by justifying GMAC's actions based on credit trends
and performance." RP at 7: 14-15. These, the Court found, were false
justifications intended to mislead the dealership by "manipulating and
withholding information." RP at 7:25 - 8:1.

1A

true and correct copy of the December 31,2008 TRO obtained ex parte by GMAC is attached hereto as

ExhibitP.
2

A true and correct copy of GMAC' s July 31, 2008 letter, referred to by Judge Lucas, is attached hereto as

Exhibit C.

6
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c.

Failing to share with the dealership GMAC's"very sophisticated
fInancial analysis" of Everett Chevrolet; setting targets without
justifIcation; setting deadlines without notice or justifIcation;
demanding a personal guaranty without justification. RP at 8: 5-15.

. d.

GMAC credit managers Vick and Smith were "not credible"
witnesses. RP at 6:7, 9: 16 and 11:9 ("total lack of credibility").

e.

GMAC dealt dishonestly, unreasonably, unfairly and in bad faith with
Everett Chevrolet, keeping a "hidden agenda" and failing to disclose
material facts to the dealer, including its intention to cease doing
business with ECl in the future. RP at 11: 12; 11 :23-25; 17 :6-11 &
19-22; 18:8-12; and 20:14-15. Using "false targets" that GMAC knew
the dealership could not achieve, GMAC "manufactured a default" by
Everett Chevrolet.

RP at 19:13-15. "The goal of the team from

GMAC in this case was to shut down the Dealer." RP at 18: 11 1913.

"Given the totality of GMAC's actions, this is the only

concllision this Court can come to." RP at 19:16-17.

f.

GMAC imposed a three-day remit requirement that was "arbitrary
and not commercially reas~nable . " RP at 14:15-16.

g.

In December 2008, GMAC prevented Everett Chevrolet from
accessing funds to finance sales, thus preventing the dealer from
reaching sales targets imposed by GMAC. RP at 16:17 - 17:8. Not
only did GMAC freeze the open account with GM, shut the business
down by TRO, and send demand notices to financing institutions,
GMAC's

~ctions

were calculated to prevent Everett Chevrolet from

7
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closing a deal on January 9, 2009 with GM's Motors Holding to
provide $2.5 million in working capitaL Id.; RP at 19:7-10.

h.

"The actions taken by GMAC to assault the Dealer's working capital
were designed to put him out of business, not merely to protect
collateral." RP at 19:22-25.

1.

"The law only requires GMAC to be honest with regard to its
intentions and not attempt to manufacture defaults, put pressure on a
business to fail, or block other contract opportunities.

All these

things were done in this case, and all are acts of bad faith." RP at
20:1-6.

j.

"ECl, under Mr. Reggans, has been profitable every year from 1996
until 2007.

The Dunn & Bradstreet report filed as Exhibit #92

indicates that his high year sales were approximately $40 million
dollars." RP at 3 :4-7.
k.

''ECI sold $19 million dollars by October 2008 . With these sales, that

if he had cut back his sales efforts and lowered his break-even point,
he could have made

aprofit, but GMAC was pushing him to do just

the opposite in order to engineer default. This constitutes bad faith."
RP at 20:14 - 21:19.
1.

"Here, GMAC aligned all forces in order to make the Dealer fail."
RP at 19:13 - 20:14. "GMAC breached the contract by violating the
Covenant of Good Faith and Fair DeaImg. The request for replevin is
denied." RP at 21:22-24.

11.

Judge Lucas also dissolved the January 14, 2009 restraining order, fuiding

no breach or other default by ECl that would sustain GMAC's replevin claims. Since
8
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Judge Lucas's ruling, GMAC has appealed to the Court of Appeals· seeking emergency
injunctions barring ECI from any ftrrther vehicle sales, or to reimpose the injunction

lifted by the superior court. GMAC claims it had no duty to act in good faith. Twice tthe
appeals court has denied GMAC's motions for emergency injunction.

Through the

barrage of litigation, GMAC is seeking to bury ECI with litigation and attorney's fees to
divert my time, energy and resources away from running a successful dealership.

RetaliationlBad Faith
12.

Since August 2007,1 negotiated with GMAC to fInance a purchase ofreal

estate where ECI operates in Everett. In a meeting with GMAC branch manager Greg
Moffitt, I discussed my plan to acquire the dealership property and utilize the equity to
generate working capital for the dealership. Mr. Moffitt supported the plan and requested
documentation for GMAC to review.
13.

The dealership property is owned by a GM subsidiary called Argonaut

Holdings, Inc. Wben 1 acquired 100% of the dealership in 1999, the option to purchase
.the building and land on which the dealership was located was an essential part of my
deal with GM. I originally exercised the option to purchase in 1999, but the sale did not
close because a large capital improvement construction project was not completed and
GM was slow about providing details on "contingencies" that would affect the purchase
pnce.
14.

After meetings with GM, I confirmed in writing my exercise of the option

to purchase in November 2007 at a price of $4.9 million as provided by contract See
letter attached as Exhibit 1. Based on a market appraisal, the purchase would generate $1
million in equity which I could use as additional working capital for the dealership. The
sale was originally set to close by December 31, 2007.

9
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15.

Two - three weeks later (in early December, 2(07) however, GM

repudiated the sales deal, informing me that it would not honor my option to purchase. In
a letter dated December 12, 2007, Troy Freeman, Project Manager for Worldwide Real
Estate Western Region at GM's Economic Development and Enterprise Services wrote
that my options had expired. See attached Exhibit J. I referred the matter to my attorney
to demonstrate that the option to purchase had not expired.
16.

Bye-mail dated March 6, 2008, attached hereto as ExhibitK, GM's David

Fredrickson informed me for the first time that " ... GM Worldwide Real Estate intends to
pursue the opportunity to offer the property for sale to the Tenant [ECI], however, at this
time is unable to do so due to the constraints imposed by the [General Motors]
Corporation's initiative for AID [Argonaut Holdings, Inc.] to sell these properties as part
of a large portfolio sale." I wrote a reply back to Mr. Frederickson to i.n.form him that I
did not agree with his account of the discussion. See attached Exhibit L.
17.

If the dealership property was sold to a third party charging market rents,

ECl's rnpnthly rent of $24,000 would increase to $62,000. Compared with a monthly
purchase mortgage payment of approximately $40,000 if ECl bought the property, it
would make no fmancial sense for

~CI

to stay in business on the property if it were sold

to a third party. Because of the urgency of avoiding a nearly 50% increase in rents and
losing the equity in the property, it was imperative that the deal close soon.
18.

Eventually, after several meetings with Mr. William Powell, an African-

American Vice President of Industry and Dealer Affairs at GM in Detroit, differences
were resolved with Argonaut and GM. Mr. Powell said "a deal is a deal" -- GM supports
its dealers and would recognize my option to purchase the dealership property. A new

Purchase and Sale Agreement was signed in May, 2008 for me to acquire the property
from Argonaut Holdings at a price of $5.1 million. Earnest money of $50,000 was paid
10
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to Argonaut on May 30,2008. The purchase was to be financed by GMAC, which over .
the course of a few months unilaterally changed the deal to raise the interest rate from 12
to 15%, and then required $1.2 million in cash down.
19.

With Mr. Powell's assistance, the deal came together with GM, through its

affiliate Motors Holding, a GM dealer development program that also provides assistance
to minority dealers, to provide up to $3 million to ECI, with $1.2 million of the money to
be applied to cash required to buy the dealership property.
20.

Around the time that the land sale was being finalized in May - June

2008, GMAC began making unreasonable financial demands that it knew were not
feasible, as found by Judge Lucas in his April 10, 2009 oral ruling (Ex. A, RP at 6-8, lOll). GMAC demanded that I put in an additional $800,000 of working capital into the
dealership by October 31, 2009 and that I provide a Personal Guaranty of all obligations
of the ECI dealership to GMAC. See July 31, 2008 letter of M. Jerry Vick (Exhibit C
hereto). After 11 profitable years in the car business, and not in default with GMAC or
GM, I declined to sign the personal guaranty. However, I did offer to seek funds to
provide additional working capital into the dealership, and that was being arranged.
through the Motors Holding investment.
21.

Although GMAC managers told me several times that GMAC would

fmance the land purchase deal, Mr. Vick of GMAC announced in May, 2008 that GMAC
would not finance the land purchase. Judge Lucas found that GMAC's refusal to finance
the land s;tie was unreasonable and done in bad faith. Ex. A, RP at 4-5. GMAC's actions
to impede the land purchase and place unreasonable demands on the dealership had the

effect of stopping Eel's land deal so that OM and Argonaut could proceed with a sale to
a third-party, implemeritmg the same strategy of refusal to sell that Mr. Frederickson of
GM revealed in his March 6, 2008 email to me (Exhibit K hereto). The people at GM's

11
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Worldwide Real Estate department and Argonaut who had initially opposed the sale were
unhappy that the deal was going forward and they appeared to have manufactured a way
to block the sale by using GMAC to close us down. Because of the close connection
between GM and GMAC, GMAC would not have backed away from the land purchase
financing deal without GM's participation in the decision. GM used GMAC's bad faith
tactics as a way to avoid selling the dealership property to me.
22.

At a meeting with William Powell and Joe Chrzanowski, head of GM's

Motors Holding division, on August 28, 2008, Mr. Powell confinned that GM would
invest to recapitalize the ECl dealership. I provided them a copy of GMAC's July 31,
2009 demand letter for $800,000 (Exhibit C hereto). We discussed the need for GM to
provide ECI with sufficient funds to satisfy GMAC's demand before the October 31
deadline. After passing a pre-investment audit by GM, OM advanced ECT only $500,000
on October 5, 2008 under a pre-investment agreement, of which $270,825 was paid to
GMAC, and the rest went towards paying other critical ECl obligations.
23.

The $500,000 was $300,000 less than the $800,000 capital injection

demanded by GMAC, and less than what GM indicated would be available in our August
28 meeting.

In addition, when the closing papers were presented for my review on

October 3, two days before closing, GM demanded a personal guaranty which had not
been previously offered or discussed. I was under duress and felt I had no choice but to
sign it to make sure the $500,000 and the additional investment would be funded.
24.

Shortly after the $500,000 was provided by GM, I spoke to Jim Madaras,

Portfolio Manager for Motors Holding at GM, about why the pre-investment amount was
less than the $800,000 previously discussed and agreed upon. At that time in October,
2008 GMAC was pressuring me to put more capital into the dealership, or else it would
shut the business down. When I spoke to Jim Madaras about GMAC's demand, he said
12
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"hold GMAC off." Mr. Madaras told me if we needed additional funding, "just make a
request." My. Madaras retired from OM's Motors Holding division on October 31, 2008
and was replaced by Ruby Henderson.
25.

When I asked GM Motors Holding to expedite the investment money,

Ruby Henderson said they didn't have the money and needed more time to close on the
$2.5 million investment. When I told her I needed the money - an additional $300,000
right away- to satisfY OMAC and stay in business, she said there was no more money
available at that time. The Pre-Investment Agreement indicated that Motors Holding
would not provide me with investment funds to enable me to pay $1.2 million cash down
payment required to purchase the dealership property from Argonaut Holdings.
However, because OM understood this meant I couldn't exercise my option to purchase
the land, OMlMotors Holding agreed to hold the rent to its current rate at $24,000 per
month and not implement a rent escalation clause in the lease agreement.
26.

Nevertheless, on May 1, 2009, I received a letter from OM's attorneys

demanding $674,977 in delinquent rent based on a retroactive adjustment in addition to
the $24,000 monthly rent ECl had been paying going back to January 2007. See attached
Exhibit M. If the deal to purchase the dealership property had gone forward, the back
rent would have been forgiven as arranged by OM and agreed to by Argonaut Holdings.
See attached Exhibit N. But because the sale did not close due to Motors Holding not
funding the additional investment and OMAC refusing to fmance the purchase,
OM/Argonaut Holdings proceeded with recalculating an escalation of Eel's rent
backdated to January 2007.
27.

On December 5, 2008 I made a request to Ms. Henderson for $540,537

from Motors Holding to pay current and due expenses of$358,715 as well as $175,000 in
payroll and taxes due December 2008 and January 2009. She informed me a few days
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later that they didn't have more money to loan, and my December 5 request for funds had
been denied by the investment committee.
28.

At the end of October 2008, after William Powell retired as Vice-President

of Dealer & Industrial Affairs, ECI lost its only advocate at OM. OM abruptly stopped
supporting ECI's deal and began to work with OMAC to put me out of business. In
November 2008 Clarence Oliver, OM's Director of Motors Holding Field Operations Public Companies & Strategic Investments, told me that several people at OM resented
my "going over their heads" to get support from William Powell on the land purchase
deal and Motors Holding funding and that I "didn't go through the proper channels." He
told me that with William Powell gone, ''there is no support for this deal." In the weeks
that followed, OM sought to postpone the closing date on the Motors Holding investment
and would not pennit an earlier closing in order to relieve heightened financial pressure
exerted by OMAC.
29.

When GMAC suspended our floorplan on December 9, 2008, without

notice OM unilaterally froze ECl's open account within tWo days, and refused to disburse
funds to ECL The open account is the way OM pays ECI for dealer rebates, incentives,
warranty, and the like.

Normally, the account is $20-30,000 at any given time, but

because OM froze the account at OMAC's mere request within two business days, money
accumulated in the account that remained unavailable to· ECL Typically, it takes no more
than 10 days to resolve a problem with OM regarding a frozen account and to have the
account unfrozen. In this case, however, OM wrongfully refused to unfreeze the open
account and would not disburse funds to ECI without OMAC approvaL
30.

In December 2008 I asked the OM regional dealer support manager, Rick

Sitek, to identify the person from OMAC who told OM to freeze ECI's open account. He
asked me if I was recording the phone conversation. When -I answered that the call was
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not being recorded, but that others were present in the room with me~ Mr. Sitek abruptly
hung up the phone and never called back. As of July 2,2009, there is still $261,254 in
the open account that GM controls and refuses to disburse to ECL
31.

In late January, 2009 we requested that GM release $80,000 from the open

account to provide much needed working capital for the dealership. On February 3, 2009
Rick Sitek informed ECr bye-mail that "I found out that GMAC has invoked their
assignment on the account, so the release of funds will be in a check that will be sent to
GMAC."

GM provided the $80,000 check payable to ECI directly to GMAC at its

request and GMAC cashed our check without ECl's participation or consent. During the
replevin hearing, Judge Lucas found this action unreasonable and ordered GMAC to pay
the $80,000 proceeds into the registry of the court, and later ordered the entire funds
disbursed to ECI.
GM Pulls Out of Investment
32.

By letter dated January 23, 2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 0, GM

provided written notice that it refused to proceed with the $2.5 million investment in ECI
based on nondisclosure of "pending actions ... as of the date of this Agreement," claimed
as a breach of the October 9, 2008 pre-investment agreement. Ibis was a pretext for
GM's breach. There were only two "pending actions." One was the GMAC action,
which has been extensively referenced above. The other was a very small, even routine,
claim known as the "Gardner" action, ·filed in Snohomish County Superior Court under
Case No. 08-2~07242-6 against ECI and Ford Motor Co. It involved a breach of warranty
claim by a customer who purchased a used Ford truck from ECl and believed that the
engine had a problem - of which problem ECI had no knowledge. Nevertheless, on its
own initiative ECl, though its attorneys, reported the Gardner action to GM's auditor,
Henry & Home, PLC, by letter dated December 1, 2008. GM never requested details
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from ECI or its attorneys about the Gardner action. Ford Motor Co. was primarily liable
because the express warranty was Ford's. ECl decided upon a nuisance-value settlement
of the Gardner claim for $3,000 in mediation and was dismissed from the case. In short,
the Gardner action was not a legitimate basis for GM to refuse to follow through on its
investment agreement with ECl.
33.

The only other reason cited by GM for refusing to invest in ECI was the

mere filing of replevin action by GMAC in December 2008, which GM determined was
conclusive evidence that investment in ECI was not a "commercially reasonable business
investment," although ECl passed two audits: the first pre-investment audj.t by Motors
Holding (no irregularities found) and a second audit by an independent auditor/CPA,
Henry Home, for Motors Holding for due diligence (no irregularities found) and Judge
Lucas foundthat GMAC acted dishonestly and in bad faith to close ECI down. GM's
decision not to proceed with the deal was made unilaterally without discussions with or
requests for information from ECl. Because GM assumed the good faith veracity of each
and every allegation made by GMAC against ECI, and presumed every doubt against ECI
without a due diligence investigation, the facts indicate that GM and GMAC were
working together, conspiring in bad faith to close down ECI.

Since GM relied on

GMAC's actions, GMAC's bad faith must also be imputed to GM. Not only did GM
refuse to invest further in ECI, in February 2009 GM demanded repayment of the
$500,000 investment made to ECI in October, 2009. Within weeks after Judge Lucas's
ruling against GMAC on April 10, 2009, GM sent notice to ECl on May 14,2009 of its
intention not to renew its contractual relationship with ECl beyond October 2010. By
continuallY siding with GMAC against ECl, despite express findings of bad faith by a
judge, GM has demonstrated its steadfast and unreasoning loyalty to its financial ally,
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GMAC, regardless of ECI' s proven track record of Chevrolet sales performance and trust
in GM. This is wrong and devastating to ECI, its employees, me and my family.
34.

GM tried to use the GMAC dispute as a pretext to avoid its commitment to

invest $2.5 million in ECI. GM's actions deprived me of the opportunity to pursue other
options such as sale of the dealership to interested third parties. Although I had a valid
Sales and Service Agreement at the time, no disputes and had not expressed any desire to
sell the dealership, I was approached by one interested dealer who said he had discussed
purchasing my dealership with GM's zone manager. This was a surprise to me since I
had no interest in selling at the time.
35.

Since GM's decision to reject ECl as a dealer is tainted by bad faith (its

own as well as the judicially-established bad faith of GMAC), the Court should not allow
GM to reject ECl's dealer contract. The Court is requested to require the assumption of
the ECl dealer contract and order the New GM to recognize ECI as a Chevrolet dealer on
an ongoing basis with terms as favorable as other renewed dealers permitted to sell cars
in the State of Washington under a Participation Agreement with terms and conditions
approved by the Washington State Attorney GeneraL This is

t~e

only relief that fairly

restores the dealership rights that ECl enjoyed before the bad faith efforts of GMAC,
acting in concert with GM, to shut ECl down and put us out of business.
36.

Even though Judge Lucas ruled in ECl's favor on all issues and found

GMAC acted in bad faith, GM has furnished no vehicles to ECl since December 9, 2008,
the date when GMAC suspended ECl's line of credit. Without claiming any default by
ECl and without prior notice or any opportunity to be heard, GM unilaterally prevented
ECl from ordering new vehicles in the computer order system and rescinded all existing
orders in the system.

~

this manner, GM acted in concert with GMAC to close our

business down by preventing us from ordering cars.
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37.

GM is rejecting ECI's contract as retaliation for standing up to GMAC's

bad faith tactics and defeating their wrongful collection actions in litigation. Further
discovery by deposition and requests for production is likely to show that GMAC and
GM conspired to close down ECI and take away my dealership by improper means.
GMAC would not have taken such aggressive action to shut down ECI, a Chevrolet
dealer for over 12 years, without the advance knowledge and consent, if not active
participation, of GM.
Sales Damaged by Bad Faith Actions of GM and GMAC
38.

ECI sold 346 new vehicles and 608 used vehicles for calendar year 2008.

In 2007,531 new vehicles and 955 used vehicles were sold at ECI. After December 2008
until the present, ECI has financially suffered as a result of the wrongful actions of
GMAC in trying to shut ECI down.
39.

Even after Snohomish County Superior Court injunction was dissolved on

April 10, 2009, and ECI has not breached any agreement with GMAC or GM, GMAC
wrongfully refuses to return to ECI titles to vehicles that were not floorplanned by
GMAC. The titles to thes,e vehicles represent approximately $270,000 in used vehicles
that are a liquid asset just like cash to ECI because the vehicles can be sold to wholesale
or retail buyers at any time. Without those titles, ECI cannot sell the vehicles and GMAC
further squeezes the ECI dealership financially.
40.

Among our staff of 14 employees, we have technicians who are qualified

to support the Chevrolet line make. At the peak of sales, ECI employed 80 persons.
Racial Discrimination
41.

I have continuously stood up Jor dealer rights in the various associations I

belong to. I am a member of the National Association of Minority Automobile Dealers
("NAMAD"), and was on the NAMAD Board of Directors from 2006-07.

As an
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African-American member and director, I have been an advocate for minority dealers'
I participated in promoting NAMAD's 15% program, which tries to obtain

rights.

commitments from major

~ar

manufacturers to increase the number of minority OWned

dealers to at least 15 percent of all active dealers. Rick Wagoner, the President of GM at
the time, was asked by NAMAD to support the 15% program. On behalf of GM, he
refused to commit to the 15% program.
Detrimental Effect of Contract Rejection if Granted
42.

Elimination of the line make - Chevrolet cars and trucks - will financially

damage the dealership to the extent that it must close all operations and let all employees
go. Since ECI is a single point Chevrolet dealership and sells no other lines (GM denied
my requests to sell Cadillac or Mazda lines), there would be no cars to sell. I have
personally committed all my resources to developing the ECI dealership at its present
locatioIL The Chevrolet dealership is my main livelihood and source of income. Without
continuation of my dealership with GM, I will have no business to generate income with.
ECl's dealership is located in a viable market in Everett with customers located
throughout Western Washington. In all likelihood, there will continue to be a Chevrolet
dealer in Everett. Since I have built up the Everett dealership for the past 12 and a half
years, and know the market here and have considerable good will in the community, I am
in the best position to operate the dealership going forward.
43.

The dealership and I enjoy an excellent reputation and the highest

goodwill in the community. lfthe Rejection Motion is granted, ECl's Chevrolet business
will be destroyed, its customer good will lost, and employees let go.
44.

ECI costs GM nothing to continue as a dealer. Through its franchise

agreement with GM, ECI pays the total costs of operation, including but not limited to:
inventory, parts, tools, salaries, and plant costs.

There would be no benefit to the
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Debtors' estate for GM to reject ECl's contra~t. In fact, rejection would produce a
detriment to the debtor estates by eliminating the No. 2 leading seller of Chevrolet cars in
the Seattle-Everett area (2007). GM sales will be hanned when ECI customers buy cars
from other manufacturers. At a time when GM is struggling to regain market share,
terminating a successful Chevrolet dealer who has the closest relationship with buyers is
self-·defeating.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that
the foregoing is true and correct.
SIGNED AND DATED this 27th day of July, 2009 at Kirkland, Washington.

~=~
~

Jo

Reggans III
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2

1

THE

COURT:

All right.

We are back on

2

in the matter of GMAC versus

3

this morning's hearing was scheduled

4

motion to amend the complaint.

5

this· agenda.

6

here we go.

7

Everet~

~he

record

Chevrolet.
~o

And

talk about the

I've sort of changed

I'm going to give you my ruling.

So

This matter has come before the Court for hearing

8

from March 17th, 2009 to April 10th, 2009.

9

has heard and reviewed trial testimony, all exhibits,

10

the memorandum of counsel , the records and the files

11

herein.

12

decreed as follows:

13

14

It

The Court

is therefore ordered, adjudged and

And these are my Findings of
·OWner, John Reggans, has

~een

Fa~.

operating Everett

15

chevrolet Inc. (Henceforth Ecr) successfully in the

16

city of Everett since 1996.

17

business with an 80 percent investment from Motor's

18

Holding, a division of General Motors company and a

1.9

twenty percent match of hi sown.

He started in this

20

The program he engaged in with Motor's Holding

21

enabled the junior investor to buyout the larger

22

company interest in a certain amount of time .

23

The pro forma plan for Mr. Reggans was to

24

accomplish

2S

performance was better .

~his

task in 3.5 years.
He

His actual

acquired one hundred

page 2
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3

1

percent ownership in 1999, after only two years and

2

ni ne months.

3

through dealer profits.

4

5

6
7
8
9

10

Thi s acqui si ti'on was achi eved solely

ECI, under Mr. Reggans, has been profitable every
year from 1996 to 2006 .

The Dunn and Bradstreet

, report filed as exhibit number '92 indicates that his
high year sales were approximately 40 million dollars.
During the iate 90's Mr. Reggans testified that he
averaged new,car sales of 70 a month from 1996 to
1999.

In 1999, a new chevy dealership, speedway

' 11

chevrolet, opened up as a direct competitor.

12

this, his new car sales dropped, but he still managed

13

to ,average about 40 to 60 new cars sold a month.

14

After

In 1999, he' received a working capital loan from

15

GMAC in the amount of S500,000, and repaid it in full

16

in five years.

17

with GMAC since 1999, with payment terms of interest

18

only.

19

unilaterally demanded principal reduction payments of

20

$10,000 a month in addition to interest .

21

He has had revolving line of credit

This continued until July '2008, when GMAC

Mr. Reggans testified that in 2006 ECI earned

22

S700,OOO in net profit.

23

industry began to decline.

24

on 1y about 'S28 , 000.

25

However, after 2006, the car
His 2007 net profit was

In september of 2007, Mr. Jerry vick became GMAC

page 3
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4

1

branch manager-for the Pacific Northwest.

2

vick was asked on direct examination if there were any

3

credit issues in 2007, he indicated, yes, that ECI

4

needed to expand its revolving line of credit from

5
6

when Mr.

_$500,000 to $800,000.

The request was made directly between Mr. Reggans

7

-and Mr. vi ck.

There was no problem granting this

8

request at that time.

9

Reggans also requested of Mr. vick that GMAC help

At the end of 2007, Mr.

10

finance the purchase of real estate the firm was

11

leasing.

Mr. Reggans saw this as critical to the

12

_prof; tabi 1; ty of hi.s busi ness because he was faci ng a

13

dramatic increase in lease payments and this was a

14

proactive action on his part.

15

The purchase of the property would avoid an

16

escalation in lease payments of nearly fifty percent.

17

Mr. Reggans made clear that this deal had to close by

18

December 31st, 2007.

GMAC did not respond until May

19

of 2008.

was

20

delivered by Mr. vick.

21

request in writing.

22

On

The response

a decline and was verbally

GMAC did not respond to this

direct examination, Mr. vick indicated that the

23

reason for the decline was no positive cash flow.

24

However, the April financial statement loss was the

25

first Quarter loss of the year.

page 4
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1
2

increased the revolving line of credit.
lastly, the collateral is extremely valuable real

3

estate on Highway 99, Evergreen Way in Everett.

4

property was appraised.

5

that

6

appraisal, as such, the court does not find Mr. vick's

7

answer at trial to be credible.

8
9

~he

The un rebutted testimony is

sales price was one million dollars under the

From a business standpoint, GMAC'S position is not
reasonable.

From the facts presented, GMAC appears

10

to have been dragging its feet .

11

than swi f't rej ecti on, deni es the deal er the

12

opportunity to .pursue other options in a timely

13

manner.

14

important. ,

'15

behavior .

16

The

This delay, rather

'AS an isolated occurrence, this fact is not

But it is important if it is a pattern of

The April fCI financial statement showed a year to

17

date loss of S163" 042 .

Thi sled to a meeti ng between

18

Mr. vick and Mr. Reggans on June 10th.

19

testified that the meeting basically covered all the

20

items later ~ernorialized , in his letter of July 31st,

21

2008, which is exhibit

22

this vehemently in his testimony, indicating that the

23

meeting was dominated by a request for his personal

24

guarantee and that virtually none of

25

in Mr. vick's subsequent letter were communicated in

number~.

Mr. vick

Mr. Reggans disputed

~he

other topics

.f.

6
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1 ,

'2

3

this meeting.

This raises a very serious issue of

credibility.
In his court testimony, Mr. vick indicated that he

4

could not recall Mr . Reggans' resf}Onse to raising

5

these very serious issues, particularly to the request

6

for the S8OO,000 cash injection.

7

Mr. vick's testimony is simply not credible .

8

9

The court finds that

In the letter, Mr. vlck indicates that because of
the losses,

ECI

will need a cash injection of

10

S800,OOO, Mr . Reggans's personal guarantee and

II

conti nue to pay promptly and faithfully .

12

was set at october 31st, 2008 to achieve these goals

13

and if that they were not achieved, GMAC promised to

14

"suspend or terminate" the dealer's wholesale credi1:

15

lines.

16

were added.

A deadline

After these conditions were set, a .few more

17

One was a charge of S500 per audit.

18

And number two was the change in the revolving line

19

of credit setting a principal reduction' payment of

20

S10,000 a month.

21

This letter is copied to Michelle Smith and her

22

only.

23

letter of this magn i tude would be sent almost fifty

24

days after the meeting'.

25

The court also finds it incredible that a

In the wor.ld of finance, sixty days is a lifetime.

7
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1

A concerned dealer would certainly want these

2

days in order to meet the conditions set.

3

deprived the Dealer of his time to adjust, another

4

indication of delay.

S

Here, GMAC

By his own testimony, Mr. vick did not mention the

6

deadline in his meeting, only ;n the letter.

7

entire scenario, as a reported by Mr. vick, lacks

8

credibility.

9

The

This letter has been construed in many different

10

ways, but in business this 'is known as a drop dead

II

letter.

12

that the relationship is over and it is just a matter

13

of time before the end.

14

attempts to mask this intent by justifying GMAC"s

15

actions based on credit trends and performance.

16

The author is communicating to the reader
However, this letter
Bu~

'at this point in the year, there were no trends as'
All high overhead businesses show losses at the,

17

yet.

18

beginning of the year until they reached their break

19

even point in sales later in the year.

20

common knowledge.

21

oral conversation over lunch, there is no question,. ;-n

22

this Court's view, given Mr. Reggans' wide ranging

23

contacts, that he would have had a different posture.

24
25

This ;s

If this had been the subject of

But GMAC deprived him of the opportunity to make
the maximum use of his time by misleadlng him, by

8

1

manipulating and withholding information and resting
page 7
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2

on a reservation of its rights.

3

becomes a critical point later in the year.

4

This fifty days

What Mr. Reggans did not know is that GMAC was

5

undertakin9 a very sophisticated financial analysis on

6

his firm.

7

applied to him.

8

to show a debt to equity ra"tio of three to one, yet

9

"this was never told to him, even though GMAC knew they

He did not know that a metric was being
MS.

Smith testified that he needed

10

had analyzed his April debt to equity ratio at over

11

9.73 to 1.

12

injection of $800,000 was based on achieving this

:t3

three to one debt to equity ratio.

14

There was no proof by GMAC that the cash

And in fact, Ms. smith testifi ed that she knew he

15

could not make this target in July because he had

1.6

continued to lose money.

17

S500,000 into his business in OCtober hoping this

18

would convince GMAC to lift the personal guarantee

19

condi"tion, he still could only achieve a deb"t to

20

equity ratio of 18 to 1.

21

When Mr. Reggans did inject

On questioning by the court, Ms. smith admitted

22

that the targe"t cash injec"tion of S800,OOO was no

23

longer valid in July when it was requested in writing.

24

And they did not "tell him it was no lo.nger valid.

25

caiculated

th~L a

She

total cash injection of SBOO,OOO by

9

1

the october deadline, given the increased losses,

2

would only get him to a . debt to equity ratio of 10.73
Page 8
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3

to 1, when the met:ri cis 3 to 1.. she knew that ECI

4

could not meet GMAC goals.

5

According to GMAC, both Mr. vick and MS. smit:h

6

engaged in detailed financial discussions with Mr ..

7

Reggans about the performance of his business, yet not

8

once did they share the financial analysis with him.

9

Targets were set without any just:ification.

10

Deadlines were set without any notice or

II

just; fi cati on.

12

his personal guarantee after 12 years of doing

13

business with GMAC, he was told vaguely that it was

14

not uncommon.

15

that "not every dealer" had to do it.

16

MS.

when he i·nqui red why he was asked for

That was a quote, not uncommon, and

Smith was also not: a credible wi'tness.

By her

17

own testimony she has 2S years in the business and a

18

Masters in business administration.

19

not derive the formulas from simply reviewing 'the

20

financial information on instruments she has

21

purportedly used for years.

ZZ

formulas without a formula handbook or a cheat sheet

23

and she could not give the court ECI'S breakeven point

24

in total sales, only in units per month.

2S

level unit: manager, this

is

Yet she could

She could not glean the

For a high

simply not credible.

10

1.

However, it ;s credible if her primary job is

2

collections and shutting down companies.

3

not require a high level financial analysis.
page 9
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4

testi fi ed that she was just "promoted" to hi gh ri sk

5

manager.

6

businesses it's called special credits .

7

division of a firm that a·client goes to when all

8

credit is about to be cancelled and all debts called

9

due.

This is a credit collection term.

In other

This is a

proof of this collection attitude is her response

10
11

to Mr. Reggans when he asked her why he needed to have

U

a personal guarantee.

13

"skin in the game."

This court found this commen't 'to

14

be highly insulting.

It is no't only insulting to a

15

person who has earned his ownership via hard work and

16

profit over a 12 year period, it is insul'ting based on

17

her

18

of commi'tment . " That's a quo'te.

19

this is a false statement.

20

person ;n the world knows what a personal guarantee

21

means.

22

business.

23

;s why the personal guarantee is required, so that the

,24

lender can take your house if the business fails to

25

pay its deb'ts.

explana~;on

she said he has to have some

'that. a "personal guaran'tee shows level
In the credit world

Every single business

It means the lowest credit rating for a
It means the business has no value.

This

In 'this case, it is not true 'that the

11

1

business had no value.

2

.own due diligence, .was prepared to ·invest 2.5 million

3

dollars in this business.

4

requirement for a personal guarantee.
Page ~o
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This casts doubt on the
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5

Most small business people start with a personal

6

guarantee and 51:ruggle to escape this risk by building

7

the net worth of their business.

8

in court under oath shows her lack of respect for the

9

cou rt, and he r total 1ack of credi bi 1ity .

"For her to say this
But it does

10

reveal her motivation.

II

the court and to Mr. Reggans is the first real proof

12

of a

13

GMAC

clearly, this explanation to

hidden agenda.

surprisingly, Mr. Pedram oavoudpour did testify

14

credibly.

When the Court asked him why these actions

15

were taking place, he candidly indicated that there

16

were "red flags in the file."

17

When I asked him to identify what he read in the

18

file that was a red flag, he indicated that the letter

19

of July 31st, 2008 was the red flag.

20

was not using the occurrences of November or

21

or August to impose the restrictions on ECI that he

22

was responsible for implementing, he was relying on

23

the July letter.

24

for the court that the requirements in the July letter

25

were false targets and were designed to create the

Mr. oavoudpou r
~cember

Mr. oavoudpour's testimony affirms

12

1

basis for ECl's default.

2

The hidden agenda that ;s taking place here is a

3

working capital assault on ECI designed to manufacture

4

a default.

5

First, a target for"" cash injection is set that can
Page 11
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6

either not be reached, or if it is reached, w;ll not

7

bri ng ECI into compl i ance wit:h the pol i.cy metri c of a

8

3 to 1 debt equity ratio.

9

Next is a communication to ECI that the break even

10

is units and that he needs to sell more units to meet

11

G~AC'S

12

reduce inventory.

13

this meant, she said, "sell PlOre cars."

goals.

ECI is also told that t:hey need to
when t:he Court asked MS. Smith what

14

Next is the S500 audit charge.

15

Then there is the SID,OOO monthly principal

16

reduction charge.

17

Then the revolving line of credit is suspended,

18

exhibit: 69, while at: t:he same t:ime the int:erest rat:e

19

is increased from Libor plus
. , 300 basis points to Libor
plus 600, an increase of one hundred percent:.

20
21

MS.

Smith testified that all past credit decisions

22

were purportedly based on ECI'S performance, but this

23

one in her letter is thinly based "market condition",

24

without indicating what met:ric in the market is being

25

used, without any stated relation to a specific market

13

1

condition or contract term.

2

arbitrary action, which is not commercially

3

reasonable.

4

This seems to be just an

Next: is the inventory reduction charged billed at:

5

over SI70, 000.

6

contract.

Thi s pre payment .has no basi sin 'the

see exhibit number 3 where it says "AS
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7

each vehicle is sold or leased, we will faithfully and

8

promptly remit."

9

capital without being earned.

It comes directly

OUT

of working

The calculation of the

10

sum has no metric and appears totally arbitrary.

It

11

appears to assume depreciation of a vehicle that is

12

not being used when all depreciation rules are based

13

on use.

14

car based on mileage used, so this charge appears

15

arbitrary and as such is not commercially reasonable.

It is even generally known that you value a

16

Then there is the November refusal to floor

17

unencumbered new and used vehicies at the Dealer's

18

request when it would have had maximum positive effect

19

on .the Dealer in response to the Dealer's efforts to

20

be proactive and anticipate his problems.

21

Followed by

~hat

decision is the one in December to

22

allow flooring after audits found

23

Trust.

24

testified by

25

ECI

to"be OUt of

This action violated GMAC'S own rule as
MS.

Smith that .no flooring would be done

. once the floorplan was suspended.

14

1

But in the December case, the flooring helps

GMAC

2

by obtaining more of Eel's assets, and har.ms the

3

Dealer because only his earlier proactive approach

4

would have enabled him to avoid the Out of Trust

5

position.

6
7

The three day business day remit rule in this

context is used to assault working capital.
page. 13
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8

business most needs flexibility, the rule is strictly,

9

if not arbitrarily, enforced.

This rule is not a

10

contract term, and it is not unifonn among dealers .

11

Some have a five business day remit rule.

12

was no testimony in the record concerning how it was

13

applied or who got three and who got five.

14

If h's not based on contract or a clearly

15

articulated poliey. it is arbitrary and not

16

commercially reasonable.

17

And there

The sales date determined by GMAC is arbitrary_

18

pedram oavoudpour testified that when there was a

19

dispute about ·sales dates then they would negotiate it

20

with the Dealer.

21

testimony that there would be no negotiating with Mr.

22

vick or Mr . Ted Modrzejwski.

23

an arbitrary manner because cars are considered sold

24

before the deal .closes and is funded.

25

However, it was clear from the
The date is applied in

Even known

.unwinds are included in the audits as due and payable.

15

1.

This is a working capital assault, because .it tnen

2

requi res the Dealer to fund the GMAC floorplan payment

3

out of his working capital rather than out of the

4

sale.

5

di sti nct advantage here over one who has a three day

6

·remit.

7

because it's not based in any contract term and not on

8

any clearly artlculated policy.
Page 14
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9

Audits taking place on a daily basis also assault

10

working capital.

All the employees who testified

11

indicated that the daily audits interfered with their

1.2

perfonnance.

13

Inefficient performance diminishes working capital

14

because emp 1 oyeesmust be pai d who are not achi evi ng

15

peak performance..

16

on site interfering with the business operation from

17

November· 14th, 2008 until he left on January 28th,

18

2009..

19

not one day when they were not physically on the

20

premises."

Th~y

testified that it reduced sales.

Mr . Jaffee testified that

GMAC

was

He testified that during this time,· "there was
This is not commercially reasonable

21

behavior.

22

conversations when they would come into his office and

He tes'tified tha't customers overheard their

23

demand information.

24

·GMAC

25

employees to step out.

This testimony is contrary 'to

wi tnesses who sa; d "they were pol i te and asked

This creates a credibility

16

1

question that this court resolves against

GMAC.

2

.On oecember 4th, exhibit 56, demand on the open

3

account was made severely impact; ng not only worki n9

4

capital, but the Dealer's cash position by diverting

5

and freezing these critical funds.

6
7

8

9

On

December 15th

GMAC

demanded payment on all

credit lines with a deadline of March l3th.
And then surprisingly,.on December 19th, just four
days later,

demanded irrrnedi ate payment of all
page 15
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10

credit lines referenced in the letter December 15th,

11

2008.

12

other do not make sense unless they are intended to

13

stop his invesument from Motor's Holding.

14

These two actions coming within days of each

on December 30th

GlAC

acqui red a Temporary

15

Restraining Order that shut the business down for two

16

weeks.

17

Demand notices went to financing institutions and

1&

this assault stopped all financing of sales until

19

relief was granted by ihe court Janu~ry 15, 2009.

20

It is un rebutted that Mr. Reggans had a

21

pre-investment contract, exhibit number 109, in place

22

that would have provided an equity cash injection into

23

his business by Motor's Holding in the amount of 2.S

24

million doilars and which was due to close on January

21)

.9th, 2009.

It is uhrebutted that Mr. vick and MS .

17

1

Smith of GMAC, and others, knew this contract was

2

pending.

3

junior investor in his business.

4

undisputed that an equity investment of 2.5 million

5

dollars, just days .away, would have solved all of

6

ECI's credit problems with GMAC.

7

its refusal to close, cited this lawsuit as a basis

8

for denial .

9

okay.

10

quote.

with this deal, Mr. Reggans wbuld again be a
However, it is also

Motor's Holding, in

So here is my analysis, and this is a
page 16
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II

"The law has not yet acknowledged a general

12

requirement of full disclosure of all relevant facts

13

in all business relationships but the duty to disclose

14

relevant information to contractual party can arise as

15

a result of transaction itself within the partie's

16

general obligation to deal in good faith."

17
18
19

This is from Liebergesell vs. Evans 93 wash.2d 881.
And the quote is from 893.

It's a 1980 case.

By failing to disclose the debt to equity ratio and

20

other aspects of bMAC's sophisticated financial

21

analysis, GMAC was able to create a false

22

the Dealer and mislead

23

ECI

~rget

for

about its future actions.·

GMAC withheld information on its true targets and

24

metrics, while at the same time pushing the Dealer to

25

achieve the stated targets by trying to increase

. ~

18

1

sales,. while at the same time deliberately depriving

2

the Dealer of the working capital needed to reach the

3

stated targets and/or goals set for him by GMAC.

4

so doing, GMAC leads the Dealer to behave in a way

5

that is beneficial to GMAC but detrimental to the

6

Dealer.

7

facts were at all times relevant to their relatio.nship

8

and this Court finds that GMAC had a duty to disclose

9

them.

These facts were never disclosed.

By

These

AS such, failure to disclose these facts

10

constitutes a breach of the implied covenant of good

II

faith and fair dealing.
page 17
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.In a slow market there are two ways to break-even

13

and reach a favorable debt to equity ratio.

One is to

14

increase sales but the other is to reduce overhead,

15

whi ch wi 11 reduce the fi rm' s abi 1i ty to sell.

16

Revealing the debt to equity ratio and other parts of

17

the financial analysis could make this determination

18

to reduce possible.

19

only in units and only in increasing unit sales hides

20

this fact.

21

good for GMAC.

22

he could have reduced his efforts to obtain

23

profitability, but this would have increased his

24

inventory.

25

"sell more cars" to succeed.

To discuss break even analysis

Lower sales in the current climate was not
GMAC pushed the Dealer to perform when

Ms. Smith testified that he needed to
clearly, in the current

19

1

market, with all of his competitors, hers is a

2

specious conclusion.

3
4
5

The u.C.C. defines good faith in RCW 62A.9A-I02(43)
as follows:
"Good faith means honesty in fact and the

6

observance of a reasonable commercial standards of

7

fa; r dealing."

8

9

In the instant case,
honestly.

GMAC

did not conduct itself

There was a hidden agenda throughout the

10

time from when Mr. vick took' control until the

11

catastrophic demands in December.

12

team from GMAC in this case was to shut down the
Page 18
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The mechanism was to set a false target that

13

Dealer.

14

could not be achieved and by so doing manufacture a

15
16

. default.
Given the totality of GMAC's actions, this is the

17

only conclusion this court can come to.

18

hidden agenda.

19

to shut down the Dealer and put him out of business .

20

GMAC

21

in a commercially reasonable manner.

22

done in thi 5 . case. ' The act; ons taken by GMAC to

23

assault the Dealer's working capital, were designed to

24

put him out of business, not merely to protect

25

collateral.

GMAC

This was a

does not have a contractual right

may withdraw their financing, but they must do so

nd s ¥las not:

If GMAC had disclosed that it did not

20

1
2

want to do business with ECI in the future openly and
_ honestly, then he would have had recourse to

3

alternatives.

4

believe his past good relationship with GMAC still

5

existed all the while secret actions were taking

6

place, which damaged his abili1:Y to perform, and these

7

actions escalated during 2008.

8

of December 15th and 19th seemed designed to block his

9

fi nanci ng from Motor's Ho 1 di ng, whi ch cl osi ng date was

10
11

But instead the Dealer was led to

In fact, the actions

1 ess than thi rry days away.

If he had the fifty days from June 10th to July

12

31st, he may have been able to close that deal

13

the efforts of GMAC. Here, GMAt aligned all forces in
page 19
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14

order to make the Dealer fail.

15

commercially necessary .or reasonable.

16

the perennial problem of a false target, otherwise

17

known as "hi di ng the ball".

18

could never achieve the goals GMAC had set, then it

19

would have been free to pursue other options.

20

such actions are not
This case ;s

If ECI had known that it

NOW, GMAC Quoted the case of Badgett.

I am not

21

going to give the cite.

But Badgett is not on point

22

because it deals with an affirmative expansion of a

23

duty of good faith by requiring cooperation.

Here no

24

such expansion is contemplated or required.

ECI and

25

this Court does not require GMAC to cooperate in any

21

The law only requires GMAC to be honest with

1

venture.

2

regard to its intentions and not attempt to

3

manufacture defaults, put: pressure on a business to

4

fail, or block other cont'ract opportunitle5.

5

these things were done in this case, and all are acts

6

of bad faith.

7

All

The Dealer in this case has a right to know how he

8

is being evaluated.

Failure to disclose this amounts

9

to having to take a test without knowing what the

10

problems are to be solved.

11

partial financial information and encouraged to turn

12

his inventory when doing just the opposite would have

13

made him profitable.

14

He was constantly given

Eel sold 19 million dollars by OCtober of 2008.
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15

wi~h ~hese

16

efforts and lowered'his break-even

17

have made a

18

jus~ ~he

19

constitutes bad faith.

profi~,

bu~ GMAC

cu~

back his sales

poin~,

he could

was pushing him

~o

do

opposite in order to.engineer default.

This

So the conclusions of law are that this Court has

20

n

sales, that if he had

jurisdiction in this

22

GMAC

mat~er.

breached the contract by violating the

23

Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.

24

The request for replevin is denied.

2S

And

I

think consistent with that, the motion to

22

1

amend the complaint is also denied,
don't think we need to talk about it.

2

I

3

Anybody have ' anything el-se they want to say?

4

MR. GLOWNEY:

5

the

TRO?

well,

6

THE

COURT:

7

Mr~

Hausmann?

8

MR. HAUSMANN:

9

what is the Court going to do with

I

think

tha~

means it's over,

I agree, I think it was just in

place 'between the time of the inception of the case

10

and this ruling on replevin, so

11

distinguished by definition.

I

think it's

12

MR. WHEELER:

Your Honor --

13

MR. GLOWNEY:

Is the Court treating this as the

14

15

final ruling in this case?
THE COURT:

The Court is treating this as the
page 21
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16

final ruling in this case.
MR. WHEELER:

17

Your Honor, taking that into

18

consideration, we would request that there be a hold

19

on the bond so that we could pursue monetary damages

20

against GMAC on that bond.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. GLOWNEY:

23

I

will grant that.
Is that going to be in this case or

some different case?

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. GLOWNEY:

I

am not sure.
r'm just trying to understand, if you

23

1

are saying that this case is finished, then where is

2

he pursuing this claim?

.. 3

well,

TIlE COURT:

I

thought about this to a

4

certain extent, because I know that this matter is

5

going to continue in some form.

6

how.

7

jurisdiction in this case for any post hearing motions

8

that relate to this replevin action.

9

10
1.1

I am not quite sure

What I'm going to do is I'm going to retain

And if you think that the bond relates to that, go
ahead and make your motion.
MR. HAUSMANN:

Your Honor, I think just to -- for

12

interest of full explanation we do have a counterclaim

13

pending, and it has a claim for damages.

14

And I just don't -- I am not

I'm st:il1

15

processing your decision, I am not sure how we should

16

approach

tha~

issue through here.

page 22
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17

THE COURT:

18

MR. HAUSMANN:

19

The rest of the trial?
Yes, well you just mentioned this

was a final decision .

20

THE COURT:

On the replevin motion.

21

MR. · WHEELER:

So should we file a motion for -- as

22

for readiness to proceed against the bond for the

23

monetary damages on the counterclaim?

24

25

I am not quite sure I understand that

THE COURT:
either.

24

1

MR. WHEELER:

We have a counterclaim against GMAC

2

·for .monetary damages.

3

so that in the event the replevin action was decided

4

against GMAC --

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. HAUSMANN:

7

MR. GLOWNEY :

It is.

8

MR. WHEELER:

It is.

9

The bond was submitted by

GMAC

Oh, is it a replevin bond?
It is a rep1 evi n bond.
So in the event that that

decision was rendered against GMAC and the Dealer

10

could prove damages, the Dealer could pursue a claim

11

against that bond.

12

THE COURT:

I'm just doing this off the top of my

13

head, I hadn't thought about this pan.

14

expect that would be the second step of this action,

15

.the proceeding against the bond.

16
17

MR. GLOWNEY:
damages?

I w.ould

Wouldn't it be a trial on monetary

I don't quite understand what proceeding
page 23
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18
19

20
21

agains~

the bond is -well, the bond is replevin bond and

THE COURT;

the decision on the replevin has been made.
MR. HAUSMANN:

Just to confuse things a little bit

22

more.

The first action was an injunction.

What

23

filed was a replevin bond before Judge Allendoerfer.

24

We argued that was not the right type of bond.

Judge

25

Allendoerfer said it's a bond, it's sufficient.

r

GMAC

2S

1

don't want to paraphrase what he said, but arguably he

2

said that was a bond to insure from damages that

3

·flowed from the injunction, which

4

different species of damages or species of claim, than

5

a replevin bond and the damages related to the

6

replevin.

7

THE COURT:

okay.

I

think might be a

What I .contemplated was that

8

there was this replevin show cause action and then

9

once- the decision was made here, then the other issue

10

would proceed to trial.

11

MR.

HAUSMANN:

12

THE

COURT:

13

MR. HAUSMANN:

14

THE

COURT:

okay.

That's what

I

contemplated.

Right.
But there might be SOme -- what

I

was

15

thinking about last night, is there may be need in

16

going from that step to the trial, there may be some

17

need for other types of motions, depending on the

18

ruling of this hearing. to facilitate a smooth
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19

transition.

20

think of anything, but that might have been because it

21

WaS

22

that well then.

3:30 in the morning 'and I couldn't process all

But

23

And off on the top of my head, I coulon't

I

think that there are probably some things

24

that probably need to be done, so

25

jurisdiction for the post hearing motions .

I

will retain
I

will not

26.

1

retain jurisdiction for the trial. that has to go back

2

to 'presiding to be assigned out for trial.

3

trial will be on damages .

4

MR. GLOWNEY:

5

THE

6

MR. GLOWNEY:

7

$0

And that

the injunction is lifted?

The injunction is lifted.

COURT:

So when they sell cars what do they '

do?
They are still contractually bound.

8

MR. HAUSMANN:

9

MR. WHEELER:

We will pay the fioorplan amount.

10

MR. GLOWNEY:

Then we have S70D,OOO in

11

12
13

14
15
16

del i nquenci es.
The delinquencies were caused as a

MR. WHEELER:

result of your action.
And the 130 under the TRO, we don't

MR . GLOWNEY:

need to debate that here, but that's a Question.
THE

COURT:

I

understand that is not a neat and

17

tidy situation, okay.

18

problems at this point.

19

But

I

can't resolve all the

I just want to be clear, the
Page 2S
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20

injunction is lifted or not.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR.

HAUSMANN:

23

MR.

WHEELER:

24

THE COURT:

25

It:

;s lifted.

Thank you, your Honor.
Thank you, your Honor.
So I'm not Quite sure what you all

want to do in terms of an order, but in an hour I'm

27

1

going to be heading over to juvenile court.

2

Mr. Hausmann, you know where juvenile court is.

3

MR. HAUSMANN:

4

THE COURT:

5

If you need me to sign something today,

I w;11 be available over there.

6

MR. WHEELER:

7

THE COURT:

B
9

10

Yes.

Yes, we do.
You just need to go over there and

speak w;th the court coordinator .
MR . .HAUSMAN N :

That's down at Denny.
Have you been there lately?

THE COURT:

Just go

11

in the main front entrance, once you go through the

12

metal detector and all that, there ;s a little booth.

13

MR. HAUSMANN:

14

THE COURT:

Kiosk.
Yes, kiosk, and just ask them.

I

will

15

either be in courtroom one after three o'clock, or I

16

w;ll be upstairs in staffing .

17

MR. GLOWNEY:

18

do you want me to

19

MR. HAUSMANN:

20

MR. GLOWNEY:

Are you.going to prepare an order or

We will work together.

We need to get it entered today .
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21

THE COURT:

22

~R ..

.23

Anything else?

GLOWNEY:

THE COURT:

I

don'~ ~hink

Thank you.

so.

Cour~

will be in recess .

24
25
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2

3
4

5
6
7

SUPERlOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY

No. 08-2-10683-5

GMAC, II, Delaware Corporation,
9

ORDER D~G PI...AINTIFF'S
REQUEST FOR RErLEVlN AND

Plaintiff,

10

DENYING MOTION TO AMEND

"vs..

COMPLAMf

11

EVER..c-rr CHEVROLET, INC-. 8
12

Delaware CoIponttion; and JOHN

13

REGGANS and JANE DOE REGGANS
and 1bt;ir marital community,

:: )_"_ _ _ _ _ _ _De_fun_d_sn-'ts'-,_ _ _'--_ _

Hi

~

____

~

THiS MATTER. having :reguImiy come before this Court upon

_ _ _ ____1

8.

show cause

he3ring for replevin;. GMAC's motion to amend its' comp1aint:; 8Dd GMAC's motion to

17
18

Enforce Jmuary 14 hUuc:tion Order.

19

The Defendants being n::pr=nted by their

attorneys, William L ~ler and Marsh Mundorf Pratt Sullivan + McK.enzie, P.S.C.,

20

by Karl F. .Ha~~nIl7 Plainti·ff being rt:pr=nted by its attorneys Stoel Rives ll.P, by
21

n·

Andre>.; A Guy 8!ld Jolm E. GloWney, and the Court having hc:ard

231"'i~

1he testimony of

.

and considc::red e:xhibits, and considered the pleadings submitted by the

parties 2:.,d heard c>ra1 arga:ment a.."J.d reviewed the records and file herein and being fully

24

~advised in 1hc premises., NOW, THEREFORE,

I

Ol!.DER DENYING P!...AIN'T.!FF's REQUEST FOit
R£I>l...,"YIH.AND DarY1Nq' MonON TO AME.ND

CoMPLAINT - I

/
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IT IS HE:RE:sY ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:

z

GMAC's request for rcpkvin is decied. The court finds and concludes

1.

3

that GMAC has breached its Wholesale Security Agreement and violated its duty of

4

good faith and fair dealing under the Washington UCC and Washington common law.

5
6

14,2009, is dissolved.

This is the final ruling on the show cause bearing for replevin. However,

3.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law will be entcw:f upon presentation by the
9
10

II

parties . .
The $32,000.00 held in the Registry of the Court shall be paid

4:

\2

immeilintely in and expedited

13

Everett Chevrolet." Counsel for Everett ChcviUlet will provide wiring instruction·to the

14

by wire transfer to the U.S. Bank account of

Clerk offue Court.

1,5

This Court will trtain jurisdiction over the case to resolve all remaining

5.
. 1.6

IIlllllDeT

issues related to the request fot replevin, including the .resolution of the Two Million

17.

.

Dollar ($2,000,00.00) court hond OD file.
.HI .

19
2D

21

6.

GMAC's Motion to Amend its Complaint is denied.

7.· . . .GMAC's IDotion t~ enforce the

t-uary ]

4th injunctive order is denied.

DONErnOPEN=T~j~

23

. JUDGE ER1

. LUCAS

25

ORDEll. DENYING PLAlNTJFF'S ltEQUESTFOR

REPLEVIN A)I!) DENYrNG MemON TO ~ENO
CoMPLAINT-2

L
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:::~~~~'~er, Jr., Esq.

4

peIlIlS)'ivania Bar #22443

.5

Pro f:Ioc nee
OJ.f'-.-O\.IDSeI for Defendants

6

.

MARSH MUNDORF PRATf SUILIV AN
+ McKENZIE, P.S.c.
_

:Km~~
10

~1
'

Local Co1J[)Se
Co-Coonsel for Defendants

COpy RCccived; Approved for Entry IlIld Notice of Pr'es!;:ntfilion Waived:

12

.. ' .. . .

13

STOEL RIVES LLP

!4

15
- 16

..

Andrew A. Guy, WSBA il9218
Jobn.E. Gloyroey; WSBA #12652
Attomcys fur plaiDtiff

;
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ORDER DENYING P1..AINTIFF'S REQuEST FOR
REPLEVIN AND DENYIl'IG MonON TO AMEND

COMPuUNT-)
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GMAC
July31,2008

Mr. John Reggans, President
Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, WA 98203
Dear Mr. Reggans:
Thank you for meeting with me on ' June' 10, 2008 to discuss a number of concerns GMAC has with the
unsatisfactory credit base, operating trends and wholesejle performance of EVerett Chevmlet, Inc. (the
'Dealership) , This letter serves to. confirm OUf discussion.
Based on an analysis of the Deal~rship's operating trends, repayment capacity and available security, GMAC is
unable to increase the limit of the Dealership's Revolving Line of Credit or extend a working capital loan to the
Dealership.
Further, the deteriorating operating trends and credit base of the Dealership and its poor wholesale performance
increase GMAC's .credit risk associated with the Dealership's account In order to continue the finandng
arrangement between the Dealership and GMAG and io help mitigate GMAC's credit risk, GMAC requires; at a
minimum, the following:
.
By no later than October 31, 2008, an unencumbered capital injection of $800,000 must be made
.
into the Dealership.
By no I~ter than. October 31, 2008, the personal guaranty of John Reggans of all obligations of
the Dealership to GMA,C must be provided to GMAC as aqditional security.
As always, the Dealership must r~mit payments for vehicles "faithfully and promptly' upon their
sale or lease, as required by the Dealership's Wholesale SeGUrity Agreement with ' GMAC, and
. strictly comply with illl provisions of the Wholesale Security Agreement..
If the Dealership is unWilling or unabl~ to comply With the above requirements; GMAC may suspend or terminate . .
''the Dealership's whOlesale credit lin·~.
_ .
'.
.

In

additjon. pursuant tothe Dealership's Revolving Une of Credit Agreement with GMAC, in addition to inierest
charges. GMAC will bill the Deale~hip a minimum principal payment of $10,000 each. month.
Additionally, as we discussed, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Dealership's Wholesale
Security Agreement, effective August 1, 2008, GMAC will assess a fee of $500.00 en. audits ('Audit Fee"). The
Audit Fee will appe'a r on the Dealership's wholesale billing statement or a separate billing . GMAC, .in its sole
discretion, may waive the Audit Fee if the results of the audit reflect wholesale. payoff delays of less than 25%.
You are reminded that:
1.

Audit results are for GMAC's use and wiil not necessarily be shared with you. or the Dealership. Audit
results may not be relied upon by third parties without GMAC;'s 'prior written consent.
2_ Audit results do not constitute business, investment, financial, or other advice from GMAC to you or
. the Dealership_
.
3.

Audits are based on information provided by the Dealership, and 'GMAC relies on the accuracy and
completeness of such information in CQmpleting audits. GMAC does not.o.rdinarily verify the acCuracy
or completeness of such information.
'
..- -.

I
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· 4.
5,

Audits conducted by GMAC do not create a fiducial)' or other trust relationship betwe'en the
Dealership and GMAC.
GMAC is not liable for any Ipss Qr damage incurred tiy you orthe Dealership arising out of or related
to any Dealership audit.

Nothing in this letter constitutes or should be construed as a waiver by GMAC of any of its rights .or remedies
llnder any of the Dealership's agreements with GMAC 'or applicable law, such rights being expressly reserved.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Dealership's wholesale credit lines are expressly subject to the terms of the
agreements under which they were extended. They are discretionary lines of credit and may be modified,
suspended or terminated at GMAC's election, in its sale discretion.
Should you have any questions or. comments, please do not hesitate to

Call me.

Sincerely,

mm~
I~':/
M. Jerry
Bran Ma~er'

cc: R. Michele Smith, GMAC

GMAC Financial' Services
5208 Tennyson Parkway #120
Tel: 206-41~ - Plano, TX 07524
E-Mail: mjerry.vicl<@gmacfs.com
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EXHIBIT D
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/

M,ain& Address: P.O. Bcix 650100 D,IL", TX 75265<OlOO
Tdephonc: 1 ·800-)~H541 aC207) .

BRANCHEs TH RO UCH OUT
nlEWORtO

D:Ecvn"E OFFICfS
Dt:TROIT

October 16, 2008

John Reggans
Everet1 Chevrolc:t, lnC.
7300 EvergTcen Way
Everen, WA 98203
Re: E\'ereil Chevrolct-Gco, Inc. ("Borrower") Revolving Line of Credit Agreement
Dear Mr. Reggans:
Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc. is the Borrower under the Revolving Line of Credit Agreement datd October
16,2000 ("Agreement"). Due to current market conditions:
GMAC can no longer make this credit line available to the Borrower and hereby suspends its
obligation to make Credit Line Advances to the Borrower as of the date' of this !l:ncr; and
GMAC nuds to raise the rate of interest on any outstanding Credit Line Advances to 600 basis points
above the preVious month's average of the 3D-day LIDOR rate.

This rate increase requires an amendment of the Agrertrnelit fhat must be signltd by the Borrower·and
GMAC. As such, GMAC proposeS to amend Section Ie£) of the Agreement, which is captioned
"lntercst", to read as follows:
L

Strike the first paragraph in its entirety and replace it with the following :
"The Credit Line Advances will bear interest on the principal amount of and from the date of
each advance to the dale of repayment in full of the Credit Line Advances.· Only one interest
rate will apply to the Credit Line Advances at any given time. The rate of interest on the Credit
Line Advances will be 600 basis points (one basis point equals one hundredth of one percent)
above the previous monlh's average of the 30-Day LIBOR 'rate (as hereinafter defined)_ Such
previous mon th'~ average of the 3D-Day LIBOR tote as of October I, 2008 is Two and Seventy
Two Om: Hundreds percent (2 .72%). Upon each subsequent increase or decrease in the
previous month's average of the 3D-Day LIBOR ratc, the rate of interest will be increased Or
decreased by the same amount as the increase or decrease in the previous month's average of
the 3D-Day LIBOR rate, effective on the first day of the next monthly interest billing period. 1ri
no event will the applicable interest rate exceed the maximum permitted by law.

2.

Strike the second parngraph in its entirety.

The foregoing amendments would be tffective-on December I, 2008, and all other paragraphs of Section
t(f) and all other terms and conditions of the Agreement will remain unchanged and in full force and
effect as written. ·
.

KXHlBrr

(!.,

o!.

~

J Y<:' " .r

1 ··'{-cr;
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~

..

,,~.-,

Please indicate the Borrower's abrreemenl 10 this amendmenl. effective December I, 2008, by signing
below where. indicated and rcturlJ :I signed cor), of this let1er to GMAC at the address indic:ltcd
abol'e by Octoher 31,2008.
.

~)

If GMAC does nol receive the Borrower's signed agreement by October 3 1,2008, then:
GMAC wilJ deem the ERLC Agreement tenninated effective November 30, 2008.
•

The Borrower must pay the full amount of the Creelit Line Advances plus aCcrued interest by
November 30, 2008.

In the interim, the ERLC Agreement remains unchanged and in fuJi force and effc:ct as writtc:n.
]f you

have any questions about this matter, please contact me at telephone number 97.2-649-2086.
I

Capitalized terms used in this letter and not otherwise defined in it have the meanings ascribed to them in
the Agrec:ment.

;1c~WSJ-Michele Smith
Operations Man\lger

Acknowledged and Agreed

Everett Che\' ?-let, Inc.

1ID'

~

Signature:--t~~.~;;;~~~:::=-_~__
By (print

na~):

JpIlN

/l. ·'tEG;6ANS

Title:'_-1(J'-.!I:!.,!,H.~IIJ~E."-.!II~rL-_ _ _ _ __
Date.: __

/_O~/_3_o.:....I_()8_ _ _ _ _ __

')
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GMAC Financial Services
5208 Tonnyson p.'r.kwoy, St, 120 '
l'bno, "0( 7S0i4
300-3434541
.1L'\NO<ll THI;OUCHOlJT

'nn:wonLD

IOXECUTIV'f. Ol'fltt'i
\)~TIlOIT

November 25,2008

SENT VJA ~:MAIL Ai~D,FACSTh'fLE ON NOVElYlBER 25,2008

Mr. JBhD Reggans
Everett Chevrolet, Jnc.
7300 6verween Way
·Everett, WA 98203

RE: Everett Chevrolet, Inc. ("Dealership")
Dear Mr. Reggans:
This lettcr c.onfinns the conversa-tion ben.veen you and GMAC on Novembe:r 21, 2008 regarding the
Deakrship's .failure to meet all of the requiremenis as stipulate.d in a lettcr sent to )'ou by GMAC dated
July 30, 2008. 1-0 iliat letter, GMAC rcquired the follDwing in order to continue tIle financing
arrangements' betvv'een the Dealership and GMAC:

By 11.0 later thaIl October 3D, 2008, an unencumbered capital injection of SMO,OOO must'be made
into the Dealership.
By no later than October 30, 2008, the personal guaranty of John Reggans of all obligations of
the Dealership to m'''IAC must be provided to owe l+S additional secority.
As always, the Dealersh ip must remit payment for vehides "faithfully and promptly" upon their
sale or lease, as required by the Dealership'S WholesaJe Security Agreement with GM'\C, aJld
striGtly eOlllply with all provis,ions oftbe Wholesale Security Agreement.
As of the date of this lotter:
GMAC has received unencumbere.d funds in the amollnt of$500,000.
The peTsonal guaranty of John Rcggans of all obligations of the Dealership to GMAC hilS not
beeo received.
The Dealership has not remitted payment fOf vehicles "faithfully and promptly" lIpon their sale
of lease, as required by the Dealership's Wholesale Secllrity Agreement with GMAC, as proven
on four separate wholesale iT)YentoT)' audits completed on August 22, 2008 (J7 out of22 sampled
vehicles), September 4, 2008 (7 out of 16 vehicles ~Dmpled), Septernber 23, 2008 (9 OUI of 15
vehicle sampled), and October 27,2008 (5 OLlt of 13 vehicles sampled),

I
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All discussed; desp;~e the fuj:t tb~t GlvfAQ'~reqUir~ments ii.ave Mt 'b_e~tdullY,,"Nit, QlyfAC Is agre~ableto
l~mpbfa!,ily continue'-!he, Deci:le.liSb.ip's credit l'i~'Jeif ~he.:fo1Jb\i;i:ng r.eqtiiiemeotS 8.i'e·inet'by No.vetnh:~r30,
'200&:

The personal guaranty of Jolm Reggans of all obligations oftbe Dealership to GMAC (document
enclosel;! for signature).
An unencumbered capital injection of $300,000.00 into the Dea!ership.

If the Dcaler:sbj·p is unwilling or unable to comply with the above
tcnninate the Dealership's wholesale credit lioes,

requirem~nts,

GJvLAC may suspend or

Nothing in this lett~r con~titlltes or should be construed.~,s a waivet of a'll}' ofGMAC's. rig1~~ ()r.('em~ies
under ?ppii<;able law or under (he D~a:tet?hip'5 agf.eeri1e!'i~s Wi~ll GMAC; <1:11 q,fwhiGh 'are- ei{p.:ess}y
r.e served,
Notwithstanding the toregoing, the Dealership's credit line is subject, to the agreemeJits Under which it
was extended, GMAC ·financing is demand financing of a 4isc.retionary nature aJld thus may be
modified, suspended or ierroinated at GMAC's election, in its sole, absolute discretion ,

/J
/!
1/11 Jlj/) ~\
j1/~~(tt
tfA ~M-: .~<,,·I . ~J
Si'tleerely,

"

J

I,,~-,

"

StIi.i}Q

' ..

OJ:l.etattons 'i'\.1~.~er

'!-
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EXHIBIT F
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GMAC

FINANCIAL SERVICES
.5208 Tennyson Parkway, Sle JAl
PI ana, TX 75024
(972) 649-2086 fax: (972) 649-2218

December 8, 2008

~. John Reggans
Everett Chevrolet, Inc_
7300 Evergreen. Way
Everett, W A 98203

Re:

Everett Chevrolet, Inc. ("Dealership")

Dear Mr. Reggans:
On November 25, 2008, GMAC sent the Dealership a letter regarding certain ·requirements as
stipulated from a previous letter sent to you on July 30, 2008. The requirements that were to be met by
November 30, 2008 were:
•
•

Provide GMAC with your personal guaranty of all obligations of the Dealership to GMAC.
An unencumbered capital injection of $300,000.00 into the Dealership.

As of December 1,2008, neither of these requirements had been met.
Further, GMAC sent the Dealership another letter dated November 6, 2008, which required principal
balance reduction payments totaling $172,279.00 on the following units by November 30,2008:
Prior model-year units financed by GMAC that have been in the Dealership's inventory for
more than 180 days .
• . Used vehicles financed by GMAC that have been in the Dealership's inventory for more than
120 d a y s . '
.
As of December 8,2008, GMAC has not received these principal reduction payments.
Lastly, on December 5, 2008, GMAC conducted a wholesale inventory audit which revealed 75%
payment delays (12 out of 16 vehicles sampled). It was detennined that eight vehicles financed by
GMAC, totaling $131,637.98, were due on or before December 5, 2008. As of December 8, 2008,
GMAC has not received payment for these vehicles.
Despite the Dealership's promise under its Wholesale Security Agreement to" pay GMAC on demand
for amounts advanced, as of the date of this letter, GMAC has not received the aforementioned
·payments. Therefore, the Dealership is in default under the WholesaJe Security Agreement.. As a
result, GMAC has suspended the Dealership's wholesale credit line, effective December 9, 2008, and
GM has been notified t6 remit toGMAC all accounts owed to the Dealership.

/

Nothing in this letter constitutes, or may be construed as, a waiver of GMAC's rights or remedies, all
of which are expressly preserved.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at 972-6492086.
Sincerely,

R.M. Smith
Operations Manager
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EXHIBIT G
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GMAC Dallas.Regional Business Center
5208. T~nyson.Par1cwIIY. Suite 120

. PlanQ, TX 7502-4

1-800-3.43...454LE:tt.1063
SENT VIA FEDEX AND EMAlL TO JOHNR@EVClfEV.COM

December 15, 2008

Mr. John Reggans, President

Eve.rett Chevrolet, Inc.
71{)0 'Evefgreen Way
B'lerett, WA 98203

Re: Wholesale Credit'Line.or'Everett Chevrolet, I:n.c. ("Dealership")

Dear Mr. Regga.'ls:
As you kaO\\" GlvfAC has communicated with you Of! several occasions this year about the 'd'ec'lirilrig
crerutworttilness of the Dealership. Due to its concerns, 'GMAC has requested in various communications
that certain actions be taken within a specified period of time in order to reduce the risk to GMAC ..
Beginning with the meeting on June 10, 2008 between you and Jerry Vick, the requested actions included, .
among other things:

..

Make 'an injectiOQ of unencombered funds in the .amollrit of S80D,OOO into the Dealership
o This'was only.partially achieved; only $500,0'00 was invested
·Prov.ide your personal gu.a:ran.ty oflhe Dealer:srup's obligations
o This has not been done yet
Remit vehicle payments "pr.omptly and faitbfully" as require-d under rile Wholesale Security
Agreement ('WSA")
o Dealership wholesale pay.meot performance has not improved, as de.tennine-d by'!UJdits taken
on 812212008, 9104/2008, 912312008, 10/2712008, 1111 tl200S, 11 120!200!~> and 12J0512008.
Most notably, the recent sale out of trust on December 5, 2008 of appmXima1e.ly $132,000
was unacceptable, aod is a serious default under GMAC's WSA.
Pay principal reductions as billed on prior model year inventory, as well as on used vehicles financed
more than J20 days
o To date, reduction payments have not been made, in full, as billed.

GMAC also advised you on numerous occasions that the Dealership has exceed~ its credir line limit ~d has
had an excessive number of financed vehicles in inventory for an extended period of time. As of the date of
this Jetter, the Dealersbip's New Vehicle Credit Line is at 110 units (temporarily increased 0.0 1Oil 10 8 to 13&
ll[]its) with J 65 units currently [manced by GMAC; which equates to a 196 ~ays supply ba!;ed on the Ootober
3 I, 2008 G.M Operating Report (54 of the 165 t,lnits cllITcnlly financed by GMAC are Prior Model Year
Units [2008 and older)}. The Dealership's Used Vchicl~ Credit Line is at 1 J () units with 89 units currently
tioar"ccd by GMAC (3R uf1its have been finUlce.cJ greate,· than 120 days).
1!XHIBIT

6

I'Z "'9) c.. ..... I
:; - '-( -c ,
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Due tp. the above, this te.tter:is to a4'yjsc ~eD~i).I:etshlp~.:~HiMAC bils dec.ided to ierrriill~1e:;the Dealerohip's

wholesale Cfedit Jine fU1ci tt~(.rriinate tb~ De;t/trship' ~ ji.cvolvlilg Line of Credit Agreement wit4 GMAC da.ted
October. ~6, 200!} Ohe "Revolving Line of Credit').

.

Acco.rdingty, GMAC hereby demands JU'I! pilymenf6f alYatnoUl'lJs sue, including principal, unpaid M:crued
inte.rest and any other charges, in connection wi.th the Dealer'srup's wholesale credit line and all amounts due
under the D~a1ership's Revolving Line qf Credlt (all sucb amounts, ~loog with any accrued inter-est and
app~icable fees, the ''Dealership Obligations"). Thc principal amOUlJts of such Dea1ership Obligations are as
follows:
.

G

Dealership's wholesale line of credit

$5,530,666.13

Dealership's Revolving Line of Credit Agreement

$738,000. 00

PaY~l1erit··fof such Dealership Oblig;ttioos is d!le·:bif.ar.~fureMaTch 13, 2009 (the ".vu~. Date'') and f~e
·who3eSale ·credit li.lle ~d Revolving Lil).e of Credit
l)e terminated an the Due Da1,c.Interest on
Dealership Obligations will contir).Ue to aCCT1.1e and is payable with the outstanding prin';ipal balances and
any orher unpaid charges .

wm

will

Tbe faihz;e or the Dealership to pay its wholesale credit obligations to GMAC by the Due pate
constitute a default of our WSA by the Dealc;tship. 10 that event, GMAC will charge the Declership a
Il.oncqnipliance. fee of $42,()OQ.OO, which will be immediately due and payable. The noncompliance fee
would
in addition to ,IllY amounts owing to GMAC under the Dealership's wholesale credit line. This fce·
will neither extend the DealerShip··s woolesale credit line rior waive its defa~Jt fo, faiiure to ID.ake the .
feqU'ired payrnlmt. F~et, GMAC will have ali· its rights and remedies under our Agreement5 and·
apf,'r!c.i:ilil~ law to· coll ect the.DeaJef~hipOQligations.
. .

he

Yo:g.i!J;~ ..M~~;>a.:d.}!j,~,e~At~t'·$<9 lo~\~;!h.lf.iD.t:i;l.J.eil:;J:t!.pp~l!i:}.a~Ons r~!iin \.u].:pai.d; ,th~ftl:t19:wm;g:;·~9it56h$ are

in effeyt ~lOtiI~furtherhotiCe froiirGMA€:
."
..

.

.

GNIAC mu,st retain possessiol;l ofMCOs,titles,:ahd.keys to in~·entory .
GMAC will continue to charge $500 f0f each audit.
The Dealership will be charged for s~c.urity servicl! required to proteet GMAC's coJJateral.
All demonstrator vehicles must be retLlrned to the Dealership preqlises and '-ta,.lc.en out of
der:nolJstrator service.

As aJways, you and the Dealersh.ip untst strictly comply with all agreements with GMAC.
GMAC .expressly reserYl?s i~ righ(.5 onder its ag~eemellts 0[ <!pplicable law. Th~ Dealership's "'TIolesale
credit line is a diScreti'C>llary line of.cred·it ~d· may ~ m04ified" suspended, O[ tenninat~d at GMAC's
election,

if]

its sole discretioI;!.

. ::~
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.G~
, ~ir ,~,~

n~~'t~ 'A1:t~'nT i;J
~E"'lE!ITJ'J#iE
, .:n. lit..,.\if ,,~
~

ftl!.n~.t' J!,;.il~-;n.:.lI,.~:".;it;~a

52Q&Tennysqti P,li:f:K,I'ifiy, Suite 120
PIl!110, TX 75924 ,
8.00"343-4541

Ext. 2050

SENT ViA FEDERAL EXPRESS AND EMAlIL TO .WHNR@EVCllEV,COM

December 19, 2008

Everett Chevrolet, ,me,
Mr. John Reggans
730q Evergrecfl Way
Everett, WA 98203

Everett ChevroJ.et, Inc.
NOTICE OF DEFAULT
DEMAND 'FOR PAYMENT

Re:

Dear Mr. Reggans:

You are hereby notified that Eyerett CheYr'ol~t, In~. (UDealeJShip") is in default under its wholesale finmcing
,agreements witti,(jMAC for failure to jj.a;y &MACS106;gO'li:,J:8.foI" ~el:!iclesllPQn their sale or lease.
As a result"Gl\.1AC hereby. deroa:ti~:ttrat'tM IDerue!:Sli;ip ~'Wm:'ili'!ll~WteTiiit payment of ali afi)t'lUnts owed to
GMAC und.er jts \\'ho!esa!e credit line, curi:elitlYQl,the follpw)ng ,iillipnnts: '

(A)

Principal Amount of Vehicles Financed by GMAC
(Includes the $206,806.]8)

'$

5.602.460,32

(B)

Interest Charges through November 30, 2008

$

26.834.57

(C)

RevolYing Line of Credit Principal Balance

$

738.000.00

S

6,367 .294.89

TOTAL AMOUNT DEMANDED

nus

demand for payment is made without prejudice to my other amounts now or hereafter owing by the
Dealershjp to GMAC, includiog, without limitation, interest accruing from al1d after th~ date of this '\etter, arid
obligations arising' under the GMAC Wholesale PI:rn..
If the De-.ilership fails tel make payment as demanded, GMAC may ta.ke 'posS'ession of all Dealmbip pr-operty
in which it has a seclirity interest, including, without limitation, aU of the motor vc.hicles financed by GMAC
for the Dealership. In this respect, the DealerShip may be asked to assemble and present for retaking by
GMAC slIch collateral. GMAC reserves tbe right to exercise allY other remedy it may have pursuant to law or
contract.
sinrey

Ii ,/ -

1zMr::::r
Director Commercial Lending

,. ,

EXHIBIT I
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EV'ERETT

CHEVROLET

.c::=:;:r

November 27, 2007

General Motors Corporation
EDES-WorldWide Real Estate, Western Region
Attention: David Frederickson, Regional Manager
Troy B. Freemari, Proj ect Manager
515 Marin Street, #211
Thousand Oakes, California 91360
Re:

Everett Chevrolet, 7300 Evergreen Way, Everett, WA
. Purchase of dealership real Property from Argonaut; Inc.

Dear David' and Troy:

Thank you for speaking with me concerning my efforts to pm-chase the real property
. upon which Everett Che'Vrolet is located from Argonaut Holdings, Inc. Please consider this letter
to be my cOnfumation of my intention to purchase both parcels of property that comprise Everett
Chevrolet from .Argonaut for an amount equal to the "Total Project' Cosf' that you quoted to me'
in our meeting that totals $4,989,333.27, comprised of $4,061,272.01 for the Main' Parcel (7300
Evergreen Way), Bnd $928,061.26 for the Used Car Parcel (7428 Evergre!'m Way).

I int~od to purchase the property under .the name of Reggans Investment, L.L.C., a
Waslrington limited liability company.
I am currently in the process of negotiating the details for the financing of t:b,is pm-chase
with the goal of closing the pm-chase 00 or before December 31,2007. I will canse a Purchase
and Sale Agreement to be prepared which sets forth the agreement to p~hase the Everett
Chevrolet property for the toW purchase price described 'in this letter. Thank you for your
anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely,

TT CHEVROlET

---ggans, President

364298.01 1355596jOOO8f7!3f101 I.DQC

7300 EVERGREEN WAY

EVERffi. WASHINGTON • 98203 • PHONE (.a25) 355-6690
I
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Economic Development
and Enterprise Services

Troy B. Freeman
Project Manager
Worldwld. It• .., Esbt.
Western R"!jion
515 MoIrln Street. Suite 211
Thousond o.ks. CA 9i360 .
Phone: (805)373-9516
F.x: (805) 373-9594

troy.freem.n@qm.cam

December 12, 2007

Everett Chevrolet
Attn: John Reggans
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, WA 98203
Re:

7300 & 7428 Evergreen Way, Everett WA

Dear John:
This letter is being sent in response to yours of November 27, 2007. Please note as
follows:
Per the terms of your master lease dated December 9, 1996 pertaining to the premises
located at 7300 Evergreen Way, Argonaut Holdings, Inc., regrets to inform you that your
option to purchase said real property is no longer valid.. As stated in your lease, the
Option Period in which your notice was due commenced upon your "buyout" of the
Motors Holding investment and ran for a period lasting the earlier of five years
following your buyout of the Motors Holding invesnnent or ten years following the
rent commencement date. The earlier of these two timeframes is five years following
your Motors Holding buyout; regardless however, both of these timeframes have
lapsed.
.
Additionally, per the terms of your master lease dated September 11, 1998 pertaining
to the premises located at 7428 Evergreen Way, Argonaut Holdings, Inc., regrets to
inform you that your option to purchase said real property Is no longer valid. As stated
in your lease, the Option Peli.od in which your notice was due commenced upon your
"buyout" of the Motors Holding inves1ment and ran for. Ii pertod lasting the earlier of
.
five years following yout buyout of the Motors Holding investment or ten years
following the rent commencement date. The earlier of these two tlmeframes is five
years following your Motors Holding buyout. Unfortunately, based upon the .
completion of your buyout in 1999/2000, this timeframe has also lapsed

IIi light of our previous discussiOIis, I 'would encourage you to contimIe to search
through your files for' any do~entation that substantiates your. position that th1s
option was previously exerdsed Upon receipt of said documentation. I will re-submit

CP 180
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this information through the proper channels in hopes of reaching an amicable
resolution.
.
Please feel to contact me with any questions.

1~eIY'
Troy B.Fr
Project M

an
ger
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Eyerett Chevrolet
From:

davidJrederickson@gm.com

Sent:

Thursday. March 06,20084:11 PM

To:

johnr@evchev.com

Cc:

jay.a.malott@gm.com; jim.gentry@gm.com; troy.freeman@gm.com

Subject: Thank you ...

John.
I just wanted to send you a quick note to say thank you for spending the time with us Tuesday night to talk
through our challenges with the Everett Chevrolet property. We recognize that you took time out of your evening
to do so, and it is greatly appreciated. I think we all agree that the issues we face are extremely important, and
reaching a swift but fair solution is imperative. To that end, I believe it is critical that we maintain clear
communication as we proceed to avoid any future misunderstandings. Therefore, I have briefly summarized
some of the key points of our discussion, and certain action items, below:
e

•
•

•

•

•

Based on a review of the past documents and correspondence, it the position of Argonaut Holdings Inc.
("Landlord") that the option to purchase under the Master Lease has not been exercised. Although there is
record of correspondence that would indicate Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc. ('Tenant") had an intent pursue
a purchase of the property, there is no evidence that a notice of Tenant's election to exercise the option. to
purchase in accordance with the terms of the Master Lease was ever delivered to Landlord. Additionally,
the tenms and conpitions at which Tenant was prepared to proceed with a purchase, as articulated in the
correspondence that is on file, was drastically inconsistent with the option terms under the lease, and thus
cannot be construed as a valid exercise of the option.
At this time, the Option Period under the Master Leases for both properties has expired.
.
Although the Option Periods have expired, GM Worldwide Real Estate intends to pursue the opportunity to
offer the property for sale to t/;le Tenant, however, at this time is unable to do so due to the constraints
imposed by the Corporation's initiative for AHI to sell these properties as part of a large portfolio sale. GMWRE will monitor the status of the portfolio sale and continue to pursue the special dispensation for the
approval needed to separate this property from the portfolio. However, Tenant has been explicitly advised
that the authority to make these decisions falls outside of the control of GM-WRE and AHI.
At this time, neither GM-WRE nor AHI have made any indications as to the price at which these properties
are to be sold, whether as part of a large portfolio sale, or otherwise. Although GM-WRE did provide
Tenant with the current Total Project Cost for these properties, this act should in no way be misconstrued
by the Tenant as an indication of the properties value, or the price at which AHI would be prepared to sell.
Only if and when the approval were granted to separate these properties from the portfolio sale will GMWRE and AHI begin to evaluate the terms of a proposed sale, including price.
GM-WRE has emphasized to Tenant that as distinct and separate issue from the potential sale of the
property, the rental rate per the terms of the lease is overdue for recalculation and adjustment. Tenant has
been provided with a notice indicating the Landlord's findings of fair market rent for the property, yet Tenant
has failed to respond to that notice. At this time, Landlord has implemented .the adjustment based on its
findings of fair market rent, however, Tenant has not its monthly rental payments nor begun any repayment
of the retroactive rent now due and payable.
Per our discussion, Landlord will re:issue the rent recalculation letter to Tenant, with a deadline by which
Tenant must either agree to the rent recalculation or formally, in writing, notify Landlord of Tenant's intent
to dispute Landlord's findings. That letter will be issued immediately and Tenant shall have until Friday,
3/11/08 to respond.

I hope you find my summaI}' of our discussion to be accurate. If you have any additional comments or concerns,
please do not hesitate to share them. Otherwise, T~oy Freeman drafted a revised rent letter and placed in the
loday's Fed Ex for delivery tomorrow. Once you receive the letter, please contact Troy or myself with any

I
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• Based on a review of the 'past documents and correspondence, it the position of Argonaut Holdings Inc,
("Landlord") that the option to, purchase under the Master Lease has not been exercised. Although there is
record of correspondence that would indicate Everett Chevrolet-Geo, Inc. ("Tenant") had an intent pursue
a purchase of the property, there is no evidence that a notice of Tenant's election to exercise the option to
purchase in accordance with the terms of the Master Lease was ever delivered to Landlord. Additionally,
the terms and conditions at which Tenant was prepared to proceed with a purchase, as articulated in the
correspondence that is on file, was drastically inconsistent with the option terms under the lease, and thus
cannot be construed as a valid exercise of the option.
• At this time, the Option Period under the Master Leases for both properties has expired .
• Although the Option Periods have expired, GM Worldwide Real Estate intends to pursue the opportunity to
offer the property for sale to the Tenant, however, at this time is unable to do so due to the constraints
imposed by the Corporation's initiative for AHI to sell these properties as part of a large portfolio sale, GMWRE will monitor the status of the portfolio sale and continue to purSUE the special dispensation for the
approval needed to separate this property from the portfolio. However, Tenant has been explicitly advised
that the authority to make these decisions falls outside of the control of GM-WRE and AHI.
.. At this time, neither GM-WRE nor AHI have made any indications as to the price at which these properties
are to be sold, whether as part of a large portfolio sale, or otherwise. Although GM-WRE did provide
Tenant With the current Total Project Cost for Ihese properties, this act should in no way be misconstrued
by the Tenant as an indication of the properties value, or the price at which AHI would be prepared to sell.
Only if and when the approval were granted to separate these prope:iies from the portfolio sale will GMWRE and AHI begin to evaluate the terms of a proposed sale, including price .
• GM-WRE has emphasized to Tenant that as distinct and separate issue from the potential sale of the
property, the rental rate per the terms of the lease is overdue for recalculation and adjustment Tenant has
been provided with a notice indicating the Landlord's findings of fair market rent for the property, yet Tenant
has failed to respond to that notice. At this time, Landlord has implemented the adjustment based on its
findings of fair market rent, however, Tenant has not its monthly rentat payments nor begun any repayment
of the retroactive rent now due and payable.
• Per our discussion, Landlord will re-issue the rent recalculation letter to Tenant, with a deadline by which
Tenant must either agree to the rent recalculation or formally, in writing, notify Landlord of Tenant's intent
to dispute Landlord's findings. That letter will be issued immediately and Tenant shall have until Friday,
3/11/08 to respond.

I hope you find my summary of our discussion to be accurate. If you have any additional comments or concems,
please do not hesitate to share them. Otherwise, Troy Freeman drafted a revised rent letter and placed in the
today's Fed Ex for delivery tomorrow. Once you receive the letter, please contact Troy or myself with any
questions. Thank you.

Regards,

David W. Frederickson
Regional Manager
General Motors Corporation
EDES - Worldwide Real Estate
Western Region
Tel: 805.373.9540
Fax: 805.373.9594
Email: david.frederickson@gm.com
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"Dea'r ·Mr. Fredrickson: I have reviewed your e-man to me dated March 6, 2008 regarding the
. purchase by me of the dealership property for Everett Chevrolet. In fact, I do not find your
summary of our discussions to be accurate. Without going Into any great detail I wish to reconfirm
thaI:

1. Your conclusion regarding the .exercise of the option is totally erroneous. In fact, I
formally exercised the Option to Purchase. This fact is known by all who participated in thai
transaction.
Following the formal exercise of the option, the transaction was proceeding to closing,
with the establishment of iii formarescrow, Issuance of a title commitment and preparation of final
closing papers and escrow instructions. Financing was in place and all of the documents to close
the purchase were In place with the escrow AgenL However, Argonaul Holdings was unwiOing to
sell the property for the required "Total Project Costs"; The amount demanded by Argonaut
Holdings for the purchase of the Dealership Property exceeded the "Total Project Cost" by at
least $350,000.00; If you will consider the historical corresp\>ndence, you will see that I objected
to the amount demanded by Argonaut as the Purchase Price as It represented a sum in excess of
the Total Project Cost; and

2. til November, 2007, Wf?rid Wide Real Estate/Argonaut Holdings finally agreed to sell
the DealershIp Property for $4.989,33327, comprised of the "Total Project Costsh of
$4,061.272.01 for the Main Parcel (7300 Evergreen Way), and of the "Total Project Costs" of.
. $928,061.26 f-or the Used Car Parcel (7428 Evergreen W<rj). I sent a leiter to you confirming our
agreement for Rle purchase of the Dealership Property for the correct amount· of Ihe "Total
Project Cosl"; I was then instructed to secure a commitment for financing for Ii! present sale of !he
Dealership Property. I secured the required financing commitment and I was and I am prepared
to close the purchase of the Dealership Property.

3. The Dealership Property was, In fael, offered to me in November, in part to reso/v8
the dispute over Argonaut's failure to comply with the terms of \he Option; and with the exception
of your lalest e-mail, nq one has ever slated about iIle inability to sell the D~alership Property due
to the hlarQe portfolio sale",
4. 1 do not Intend on waiVing my rights to acquire the Dealership Property and I Intend
on pursuing this Issue through all available means.

5. N; your e-mail memo to me dated March 6, 2008 is nol accurate and as it does not
reflect the historlcal facts, I feject it as a 'summary" of our discussions." RespectfuHy, John
Reggans

/ Af I
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LOWE, FELL & SKOGG, LLC
370 SEVENTEENTH STREET, SUITE 4900
DE!'IVER, COLOIW)O 80202

PHONE 720.359.8200.
FAX 720.359.8201
KIRSTEN J. PEDERSON

DIRECT DIA L 720.932.2631

E-MAIL KPEDERSON@LFSLAW.COM

May 1,2009

VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL
Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
Attn: Jolm Reggans
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, WA 98203
Re: Lease Agreemeni daled December 6, 1996, as amended by rhal certain Assignment of and
First Amendment of Master Lease dated December 31, 1997 (collectively, the "Dealership
Lease "), between Argonaut Holdings, Inc., as successor 10 Harrington Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
("Landlord"}, and Everett Chevrolet, Inc., as successor to Everett Chevrolet-Geo, ' Inc.
("Tenant"), for the property located at 7300 Evergreen Way in Everett, Washington (ihe
"Dealership Premises"), and Lease Agreement dated September 11, 1998 (the "Parking
Lease "). between Landlord and Tenant for the property located at 7428 Evergreen Way in
Everett, Washington (the "Parking Premises", and together with the Dealership Premises,
the "Premises 'J.

Dear Mr. R~ggans:

'This fum represents Landlord and has been authorized by Landlord to send this letter on
Landlord's behalf All initially capitalized .terms not otherwise defined in this letter shall have the
meanirigs 'given such terms in Dealership Lease or the Parking Lease ..
Pursuant to Section 3.1 of the leases, Tenant is obligated to pay Monthly Rent to Landlord for the
Dealership Premises and the Parking PreIDises on the first day of each month. Tenant has (1) for the
Dealership Premises, failed to pay the full Monthly Rent since January of2007 and has failed to pay any
Monthly Rent for March or April of 2009, and (2) for the Parking Premises, failed to pay the full Monthly
Rent since Janu.ary of2009 and has failed to pay any Monthly Rent for March or April 0[2009, and all of
which totals $674,977.00 (the "Delinquent Renf'). A detailed list of the Delinquent Rent is attached to
this letter.
.
Landlord requests that Tenant immediately submit the Delinquent Rent within ten (10) days of
receipt of this letter. In the event Tenant does not submit the Delinquent Rent by that time, Landlord
reserves the right to pur:sue all of its rights, powers, and remedies, which are available to it by reason of
Tenant's default under the Dealership Lease and the Parking Lease. In addition to Landlord's remedies
under the leases, PUISllaDt to Section 17.10 of the Dealer Sales and Service Agreement between Tenant

(00843072.1 07138-9999 5\Jl.2009 04:21 PM)
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and General Motors Corporation, Landlord has the right to obtain any money owed by Tenant through
Tenant's open account with General Motors Corporation.
.
Should Tenant have any further questions about the co[]tents of this letter, please contact
Landlord through David Frederickson at (805) 373-9540.
Sincerely,

Kirsten J. Pederson
for
LOWE, FELL & SKOGO, LLC
Attaclunent

lUP/es
cc:
D. Frederickson (via email)

(00843072.1 07138-99995\1\2009 04:21 PM)
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Mayd,2008

VIA OVERNIGHT/ CERTIFIED MAll.,
Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, Washington 98203
Re :

Lease Agreement dated December 6, 1996, as amended by that certain
Assignment of and First Amendment of Master Lease dated December 31. 1997
(col1ectively, the "Dealership Lease"), between Argonaut Holdings. Inc., as
successor to Harrington Chevrolet-:Geo, Inc. ("Landlord"), and Everett Chevrolet,
InC., as successor to Everett Chevrolet-Geo. Inc. ("Tenant'), for the property
located at 7300 Evergreen Way in Everett, Washington (the "Dealership
Premises"), and Lease Agreement dated September 11. 1998 (the "Parking
Lease"), between Landlord and Tenant for the property located at 7428
Evergreen Way in Everett. Washington (the "Parking Premises", and together
with the Dealership Premises, the "Premises").

Dear Mr. Reggans:
Landlord and Reggans Investment, LLC ("Reggans"), an affiliate of Tenant, are negotiating for
Reggans to purchase the Premises from Landlord: Provided that (i) Landlord and Reggans enter into a
Purchase and Sale Agreement (the "Purchase Agreement") for the Premises on or before J.une 6, 2008,
(ii) Reggans purchases the Premises on or before the Closing Date (as defmed in the ·Purc;hase
Agreement) unless the closing is delayed pursuant to the terms of the Purchase Agreement, and (iii)
Tenant is not in default tmder either the Dealership Lease or the Parking Lease from the date hereof
through to the closing of the sale of the Premises, then upon the closing of the sale of the Preinises
Landlord will forgive the additional Basic Rent (as defined in the Dealership Lease) due from Tenant for
the Dealership Premises for the recalculation of the Basic Rent for the third RenJ:a,1 Period (as defined in
the Dealership Lease). In addition, Landlord and Tenant acknpwledge and agree that Tenant's option to
purchase (a) the Dealership Premises pursuant Article 22 of the Dealership Lease, and (b) the Parking
Premises pursuant Article 22 of the Parking Lease, has expired and is of no further force and effect. If the
foregoing accurately sets forth the understanding of the parties, please so indicate by executing in the
space provided below and returning a fully executed copy to Landlord. If you have any questions, please
contact us.
Very truly yours,

ARGONAUT HOLDmGS, ]NC., a Delaware
cOtpOration

---t
BY~~
Its,;"'""
Name:

,.t)

(00801192307138-043251151200812;42 PM)
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The undersigned hereby consents to and agrees with the terms of this letter agreement.

EYERETI CHEVROLET, me., a Delaware

By: ~tic=~~~:loo
Name:-t_~:'L:.~--1:~.2l..;!=",!:!...!1.L!.:..:..Lr..llL
Its:_-rf_--'--'-'-'~~:":":"-'--_ _ _ __

( 00801192.3 07 138'{)432 5/151200812:42 PM)
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General Motors Corporation
January 23, 2009

Via Federal Express Overnight Delivery

lohn Reggans
c/o Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, WA 98203
Everett Chevrolet, Inc.
7300 Evergreen Way
Everett, WA 98203
Attn: John Reggans

Re: Pre-Investment Agreement dated as oj October 9, 2008 (the "Agreement 0), by and among
General Motors Corporation (" GM"), Everett Chevrolet, Inc. (the "Company") and John
Reggans ("Operator").

Dear Mr. Reggans:
.

,

This letter is being delivered to you in connection with GM's proposed investment in the Company. All
initially defined terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the Agreement.
This letter constitutes notice to .the Company and Operator that GM is terminating discussions regarding
a proposed investment by GM in the Company. Pursuant to the Sixth Section of the Agreement,
Operator and the Company represented and warranted to Motors Holding that there were no proceedings
pending against the Company. Notwithstanding such representation, Case Number 08-2-07242-6 was
filed in Snohomish County Superior Cburt against the Company and the Company filed a Notice of
Appearance in this lawsuit on or about September 22, 2008. The Company and Operator have breached
their representations and warranties set forth in the Sixth Section of the Agreement. Furthermore, on
December 31, 2008, GMAC filed a lawsuit against the Company and Operator in Snohomish County
Superior Court, Case Number 08-2-106835-5, wherein GMAC has received a temporary restraining order
against the Company and Operator and it appears that GMAC is seeking to recover on its loans to the
Company. Pursuant to the Agreement, GM has no obligation to invest in the Company unless GM
detennines; in its sole discretion, that such investment is a commercially reasonable business investment
GM has determined that it will not proceed with this transaction.
Concurrent with the execution of the Agreement, GM provided $500,000 to the Company and the
Company executed and delivered to GM a Promissory Note dated October 9, 2008 (the "Note").
Pursuant to the Note, in the event that the Company, Operator and GM failed to execute the Stock
Purchase Agreement on or before January 9,2009, the Note became due and payable in full.. This letter
also constitutes GM's written demand to the Company for payment of all amounts due and owing under
the Note, with such payment to be received within fifteen (I5) days of this letter.

{ 00830649.2 07142-0456 11231200909:50 AM}
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If you have any questions about the foregoing, please contact Ruby Henderson at (805) 373-8476.
Very truly yours,
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORA nON, a
Delaware corporation

qJ~Q\(J~

By:
Name: Valerie A. Schustet
Title: Assistant Secretary

cc:

Jerome Carpenter, Esq. (via Federal Express)
William J.Wheeler, Esq. (via Federal Express)
Kirsten 1. Pederson, Esq. (via facsimile)

{ 00&30649.207142-0456 1/2312.00909:50 AM}
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2
3

4
5

6
7

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF SHOHOMtSH

8
9

GMAC, A Delaware Corporation

Nf)S

10

PLAINTIFF

11

13

14

15

TEMPORARY ~ESTRAINING
ORDER AND ORDER TO SHOW

vs.

12

2. 10 68 3r~6

I

CAUSE

CHEVROLET, a Delaware
t:orporat'ioni and JOHN REGGANs
and JANE DOE REGGANS and
their marital community
EVERE~~

16
. .' ,

17

This matter, came before the Court on December 31, 2008 on
18

19

GMAC (hereinafter GMAC) Motion for a Temporary Restraining Orde.r

20

against Defendants Everett Chevrolet and John Reggc!ns

21

Reggans

22

Defendants received notice of 'the motion by phone, facsimile and

23

electronic message on December 3D, 2008.

(hereinafter

Defendants)

and

Order

to

Ii

Show

Jane Doe

Cause.

24
25
ttMi'ORAltY RESTRAINING ORDER &
ORDER TO SHOW CAUsE-l ,

Adorno Y05S CIlley Debkhoda & Qadri
:zs.4o 130lb Avt NE ilI)..150
. Bellewe, WA9Boos
{42,S) 869-4040 Pax"(42S) 869-4050
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/

The Court heard oral argument of counsel for the GMAC and
2

3

counsel for the Defendants. The Court considered the pleadings
act~on

in this

filed

and the following evidence including the

4

Declaration

of

Counsel,

Dianna

Caley;

Declaration

of

GMAC

5
6

7
8
9

Officer,

Mr.

Joseph P.

McCarthy and the supporting security

agreement and DeC filings.
Based

on

the

argument

of

counsel

and

the

evidence

presented, the Court finds that the GMAC is in danger of losing

to their property and their remedies under the security agreement
11

12

For the reasons set forth above, IT IS

signed by poth parties.

HEREBY ORDERED:

13

15

2.

Defendants,

their

agents,

servants,

employees,

16

attorneys, and all persons in active concert and pa·rticipation

17

with Defendants who receive actual notice of this order,

18

enjoined from selling, leasing, xenting, movinq,.encumbering or

]9

concealing any of the vehicles or other property in

20

~hich

ar·e· '. '

the

GMAC has a security interest.

21

3.

Defendants,

their

agents,

servants,

employees,

22
attorneys, and all persons are enjoined from removing,

ejectin~,

23
24
25

or forcibly evicting GMAC's personnel, employees, agents, and or
collateral specialist

agen~s.

TEMPORARY RESTRAINlNG ORDER &

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSJ?,.2

Adorno YC15S caWy Debkhoda 8( Qadri
2340 13ot1tkia Nlt 111)..150
. ~eUeYtIa., WA 98005
(4251 869-404 0 Fax (~ 869-405D

...... L
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PO.J,l-..::yQ
4.
2

3
4

order

This

conditioned

is

upon

~ •.J.
1,..0"1-\. ~ ,,,,-('"I~ in the amount
of $ ~1t>I'O> I.::'vp.
.

GMAC

first

for the payment of

costs and damages which may be incurred by any party found to be
wrongfully restrained by this order.

5

6
7
8

9

temporary

This

5"

-----f-\..L..:11~'1:..:.\o:.....-:..~_ _ _ from
Defendants

6.

,....,,,l-,y

(J~.p <:

-------

order

shall

expire

en try.

shall appear before at
tV I~.r

and show

during

restraining

the

cause,

pendency

if any,

10

enjoined

11

described in paragraph 2 of this order.

12

~bhlt.a

of this

why he

should not be

action· from

the

acts

Date and hour of issuance:

13

14
15

rr
Dated ~ December, 2008.

16
17
1&

19

20
21

Presented by:
Adorno Yoss Caley Dehkhoda & Qadri
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25

Attorney for
GMAC

Pla~ntiff
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1

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SNOHOMISH

4

5
7

9

cause No. 08-2-10683-5

.~

Plaintiff,

~)

vs.

6

8

~

GMAC. A DELAWARE
CORPORATION,

EVERElT OIEVROLET. INC:. A
DELAWARE CORPORATION,

Et al.

.

1

Defendants.

10
11

VERBATIM REPORT OF PROCEED:tNGS

U

13
14

BE IT REMEMBERED

that on ll:t:h day of Apri 1, 2009,

15

the above-entitled and numbered cause came on fOr

16

Hearing before JUDGE ERIC Z. LUCAS, snohomish county

17

superior Court, Everett, Washington.

H
19

APPEARANCES

FOr the plaintiff

JOHN Gla.NHEY

For the Defendant

WILLIAM WHEELER and
KARL HAUSMANN

REPORTED BY:
DIANA NISHIMOTO, OFFICIAL COURT
SNOHOMISH COUNTY COURTHOUSE
3000 eVERETT, WA 98201

REPORTER

PHONE (425)388-3281
(SR. 3222
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2

1

THE COURT:

All right.

~

are back on the record

2

in the matter of GMAC versus Everett chevrolet.

3

this morning's hearing was scheduled to talk about: the

4

motion to amend the complaint.

5

this agenda.

6

here we go.

7

And

I've sort of changed

I'm going to give you my ruling.

So

This matter has come before the CoUrt for heaMng

8

from March 17th, 2009 to April lOth, 2009.

The Court

9

has heard and reviewed trial testimony. all. exhibits.

10

the memorandum of counsel. the records and the files

11

herein.

12

decreed as follows:

13

14

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and

And these are my Findings of Fact.
·owner. John Reggans. has been operating Everett

15

chevrolet Inc. (Henceforth ECI) successfully in the

16

city of Everett since 1996.

17

business with an 80 percent investment from MOtor's

18

Holding, a division of General Motors Company and a

19

twenty percent match of his own.

He started in this

20

The program he engaged in with Motor's Holding

21

enabled the junior investor to buyout the larger

22

company interest in a certain amount of time.

23

The pro forma plan for Mr. Reggans was to

24

accomplish this task in 3.5 years.

25

performance was better.

His actual

He acquired one hundred

page 2
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3

1

percent ownership in 1999, after only two years and

2

nine months.

3

through dealer profits.

4

This acquisition was achieved solely

ECI, under Mr. Reggans, has been profitable every

5

year from 1996 to 2006.

6

report filed as exhibit number 92 indicates that his

7

high year sales were approximately 40 million dollars.

8
9

The DUnn and Bradstreet

During the late 90' 5 Mr. Reggans testified that he
averaged new car sales of 70 a month from 1996 to

10
11

In 1999, a new Chevy d~alership, Speedway
Chevrolet, opened up as a direct competitor. After

12

this, his new car sales dropped, but he still managed

13

to average about 40 to 60 new cars sold a month.

1999.

14

In 1999, he received a working capital loan from

15

GMAC in the amount of $500,000, and repaid it in full

1.6

in five years.

17

with GMAC since 1999, with payment terms of interest

18

only.

19

unilaterally demanded principal reduction payments of

20

110,000 a month in addition to interest.

21

He

has had revolving line of credit

This continued until July "2008, when GMAC

Mr. Reggans testified that in 2006 ECI earned

22

$700,000 in net profit.

23

industry began to decline.

24

only about 128,000.

25

However, after 2006, the car

His 2007 net profit was

In September of 2007. Mr. Jerry vick became

GMAC

page :1
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4

1

branch manager ·for the paci fi c Northwest.

2

vick was asked on direct examination if there were any

3

credit issues in 2007, he indicated. yes. that Eel

4

needed to expand its revolving line of credit from

5

S5OO,000 to $800.000.

6

When Mr.

The request was made directly between Mr. Reggans

7

·and Mr. Vick.

There was no problem granting this

8

request at that time.

9

Reggans also requested of Mr. Vick that GMAC help

At the end of 2007, Mr.

10

finance the purchase of real estate the tim was

11

1easi ng •

Mr.

Reggans saw !hi s as eM ti cal to the

12

profitability of his business because he was facing a

13

dramatic increase in lease payments and this was a

14

proactive action on·his part.

15

16

The purchase of the property would avoid an
escalation in lease payllents of nearly fifty percent.

17

Mr. Reggans made clear that this deal had to close by

18

Oecember 31st, 2007.

GMAC did not respond until May

19

of 2008.

was

20

deli vered by Mr. Vi ck.

21

request in writing.

22
23

The response

a decli,:!e and was verbally

(;MAC

di d not respond to thi 5

On direct examination, Mr. Vick indicated that the

reason for the decline was no positive cash flow.

24

However, the April financial statement loss was the

25

first quarter loss of the year.

page 4
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1

increased the revolving line

of

credit.

Z

Lastly, the collateral is extremely valuable real

3

estate on Hi ghway 99, EVergreen Way in Everett. The

4

property was appraised.

5

that the sales price was one million dollars under the

6

appraisal, as such, the COurt does not find Mr. vick's

7

answer at trial to be credible.

8
9

The unrebutted testimony is

From" a business standpoint, GMAC's position is not
reasonable.

From the facts presented, GMAC appears

10

to have been dragging its Teet.

II

than

12

opportunity to pursue other options in a timely

13

manner.

14

important.

15

behavior.

16

The

~ft

This delay, rather

rejection, denies the dealer the

"As

April

17

date loss of

an isolated occurrence, this fact is not
But it is important if it 1s a pattern of
ECI

financial statelllent showed a year to

$16~,042.

This led to a meeting between

18

Mr. vick and Mr. Reggans on June 10th.

19

testified that the meeting basically covered all the

Mr. Vick

20

items later memorialized in his letter of July 31st,

Zl

2008, which is exhibit number 1.

22

this vehemently in his testimony, indicating that the

23

meeting was dominated by a request for his personal

24

guarantee and that virtually none of the other topics

25

;n Mr. vick's subsequent letter were communicated in

Mr. Reggans disputed

f

6
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1,

this meeting.

Z

credibility.

This raises a very serious issue of

In his court testimony, Mr. Vick indicated that he

3

4

could not recall Mr. Reggans' response to raising

5

these very. serious issues, particularly to the request

6

for the $800,009 cash injection. The Court finds that

7

Mr. vick's testimony is simply not credibl~.
In the letter, Mr. vick indicates that because of
the losses, ECI will need a cash injection of

8

9
10

$800,000, Mr. Reggans's personal guarantee and

11

continue to pay promptly and faithfUlly.

U

was

13

and if that they were not achieved, GM4C promised to
"suspend or terminate" the dealer's wholesale credit

14
15
16
17

A deadline

set at October 31st, 2008 to achieve these goals

lines. After these conditions were set,
were added.
one was a charge of $500 per audit.

a .~ew

more

19

And number two was the change in the revolving line
of credit setting a principal reduction'payment of

20

S10,000 a month.

18

21

Z2

This letter is copied to Michelle smith and her

Z3

only. The court also finds it incredible that a
letter of this magnitude would be sent almost fifty

Z4

days after the meeting.

ZS

In the wor.ld of finance, sixty days is a lifetime.

7

page 6
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1

A concerned dealer would certainly want these fifty

2

days in order to meet the. conditions set.

3

deprived the oealer of his time to adjust, another

4

indication of delay.

S

Here, GMAC

By his own test:imony, Mr. Vick did not mention the

6

deadline in his meeting, only in the letter.

7

entire scenario, as a reported by Mr. vick, lacks

8

credibility.

9

The

This letter has been construed in many different

10

ways, but in business this is known as a drop dead

11

letter.

12

that the relationship is over and it is just a matter

13

of time before the end.

14

attempts to mask thi s intent by justi fyi ng GMA.C' s

15

actions based on credit trends and performance.

16

at this point in the year, there were no trends as .

17

yet.

18

beginning of the year until they reached their break

19

even point in sales later in the year.

20

common knowledge.

21

oral conversation over lunch, there is no question., in

22

this Court's view, given Mr. Reggans' wide ranging

23

contacts, that he would have had a different posture.

24

25

The author is communicating to the reader
~ever,

this letter
But

All high overhead businesses show losses at the
This is

If this had been the subject of

But GMAC deprived him of the opportunity to make
the maximum use of his time by misleading him, by

8

1

manipulating and withholding information and resting
page 7
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2

on a reservation of its rights.

3

becomes a critical point later ;n the year.

4

This fifty days

what Mr. Reggans di d not know is that GMl'.C was

5

undertaking a very sophisticated financial analysis Qn

6

hi s fi rID.

7

applied to him..

8

to show a debt to equity ratio of three to one, yet

9

this was never told to him, even though GMAC knew they

He

di d not know that a metri c was bei ng
Ms.

smith testified that he needed

10

had analyzed his April debt to equity ratio at over

II

9.73 to 1.

12

injection of $600,000 was based on achieving this

13

three to one debt to equity ratio •

. 14

There was no proof by GMAe that: the cash

And in fact, MS. Smith testified that she knew he

15

could not make this target in July because he had

16

continued to lose money.

17

$500,000 into his business in OCtober hoping this

18

would convince GMAC to lift the personal guarantee

19

condition, he still could only achieve a debt to

20

equi ty rat; 0 of 18 to 1.

21

When Mr. Reggans did inject

on questioning by the · court, Ms. smith admitted

22

that the target cash injection of $800,000 was no

23

longer valid in July when it was requested in writing.

24

And they did not tell him it was no longer valid.

25

caiculated that: a total cash injection of $800,000 by

she

9

1

the october deadline, given the increased losses,

2

would only get him to a debt to equity ratio of 10.73
page 8
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3

to I, when the metric is 3 to I.' She knew that Eel

4

could not meet GMAC goals.

5

According to GMAC, both Mr. Vick and MS. Smith

6

engaged in detailed financial discussions with Mr.,

7

Reggans about

~e

performance of his business, yet not

8

once did they share the financial analysis with him.

9

Targets were set without any justification.

10

Deadlines were set w;thout any notice or

11

justification.

12

his personal guarantee after 12 years of doing

13

business with GMAC, he was told vaguely that it was

14

not unconanon.

15

that "not every dealer" had 'to do it.

16

when he inquired why he was asked for

That was a quote, not unCOIIIIIIOn, and

Ms. Smith was also not a credible witness.

By her

19

own testimony she has 2S years in the business and a
Masters in business administration.
Yet she could
not derive the formulas fro. simply reviewing the

20

financial infOrmation on instruments she has

17
18

21

purportedly used for years.

she could not glean the

22

fonnulas without a formula handbook or a cheat sheet

23

and she could not give the Court ECI'S breakeven point

24

in total sales, only in units per month.

25

level unit manager, this is simply not credible.

For a high

10

1

However, it is credible if her primary job is

2

collections and shutting down companies.

3

not require a high level financial analysis.
page 9
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4

testified that she was just "promoted" to high risk

5

manager. This is a credit collection term.

6

busi~esses

7

division of a

B

credit ;s about to be cancelled and all debts called

9

due.

it's called special credits.
fi~

In other

This is a

that a ·client goes to when all

10

proof of. this collection attitude is her response

II

to Mr. Reggans when he asked her why he needed to have

12

a personal guarantee.

she said he has to have some

13

"skin in the game." This Court found this comment to

14

be highly insulting.

15

person who has earned his ownership via hard work and

16

profit over a 12 year period, it is insulting based on

17

her explanation that a "personal guarantee shows level

18

of commitment. N That's a quote.

19

this is a false statemmt.

20

person in the world knows what a personal guarantee

21

means.

22

business.

23

is why the personal guarantee is required. so that the

24

lender can take your house if the business fails to

25

pay its debts.

It is not only insulting to

In the credit world

Every single business

It means the lowest credit rating for
It means the business has no value.

In

it

it

This

this case, it is nat true that the

11.

1

business had no value.

Z

own due diligence, was prePared to ·invest l.S million

3

dollars in this business.

4

requirement for a personal guarantee.

MOtor's Holding. after its
This casts doubt on the

page 10
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.5

MOst small business people start with a personal

6

guarantee and struggle to escape this risk by building

7

the net worth of their business.

8

in court under oath shows her lack of respect for the

9

court, and her total lack of credibility.

For her to say this
But it does

clearly, this explanation to

10

reveal her motivation.

II

the COUrt and to Mr. Reggans is the first real proof

12

of a GMAC hidden agenda.

13

surprisingly. Mr. Pedram Davoudpour did testify

When the court asked him why these actions

14

credibly.

15

were taking place, he candidly indicated that there

16

were "red flags in the file."

17

when I asked him to identify what he read in the

18

file that was a red flag, he indicated that the letter

19

of July 31st, 2008 was the red flag.

20

was not using the occurrences of November or December

Mr. Davoudpour

21

or August to impose the restrictions.on ECI that he

22

was responsible for implementing, he was relying on

23

the July letter.

24

for the court that the requirements in the July letter

25

were false targets and were designed to create the

IIIr. Davoudpour's testillOny affirms

¥-

12

1

basis for ECl's default.

2

The hidden agenda that is taking place here is a

3

working capital assault on Eel designed to manufacture

4

a default.

5

First, a target for cash injection is set that can

page 11
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6

either not be reached. or if it is reached, will not

7

bring Eel into compliance with the policy metric of a

8

3 to 1 debt equity ratio.

9

Next; s a COIIIIIUnication to ECI that the break even

10

is units and that he needs to sell more units to meet

11

GMAC's goals.

12

reduce inventory.

13

this meant. she said. "sell more cars."

ECI

is also told that they need to

When the COurt asked Ms. Smith what

14

Next is the $500 audit charge.

15

Then there ;s the $10.000 monthly principal

16

reduction charge.

17

Then the revolving line of credit is suspended,

18

exhibit 69, while at the same time the interest rate

19

is increased from

20

plus 600, an increase of one hundred percent.

21

Ms.

~ibor pl~s

300 basis points to Libor

Smith testified that all past credit decisions

22

were purportedly based on ECI'S performance, but this

23

one in her letter is thinly based "market condition",

24

without indicating what metric in the market is being

25

used, without any stated relation to a specific market

13

1

condition or contract term.

2

arbitrary action, Which is not commercially

3

reasonable.

4

This seems to be just an

Next is the inventory reduction charged billed at

5

over $170,000.

6

contract.

This pre payment has no basis in the

See exhibit number 3 where it says "AS
page 12
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7

each vehicle is sold or leased, we will faithfully and

8

promptly remit."

9

capital without being earned.

It

comes directly out of working
The calculation of the

10

sum has no metric and appears totally

11

appears to assume depreciation of a vehicle that is

12

not being used when all depreciation rules are based

13

on use.

It

arbi~rary.

It is even genera1.ly known that you value a

14

car based on mileage used, so this charge appears

15

arbitrary and as such is not commercially reasonable.

16

Then there is the November refusal to floor

17

unencumbered new and used vehicles at the Dealer's

18

request when it would have had maximum positive effect

19

on othe Dealer in response to the Dealer's efforts to

20

be proactive and anticipate his problems.

21

Followed by

~hat

decision is the one in December

~o

22

allow flooring after audits found Eel

23

Trust.

24

testified by Ms. smith that no flooring would be done

25

to

°be OUt of

This action violated GMAC's own rule as

°once the floorplan was suspended.

14

1

But in the December case, the flooring helps GMAC

2

by obtaining more of ECI'S assets, and harms the

3

Dealer because only his earlier proactive approach

4

would have enabled him to avoid the Out of Trust

5

position.

6

7

The three day business day remit rule in this
context ;s used to assault working capital.
page 13
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8

business most needs flexibility, the rule is strictly,

9

if not arbitrarily, enforced.

This rule is not a

10

contract term, and it is not uniform among dealers.

11

Some have a five business day remit rule.

12

was no testillOny in the record concerning how it was

13

applied or who got three and who got five.

14

And there

If it's not based on contract or a clearly

15

articulated policy, it is arbitrary and not

16

commercially reasonable.

17

The sales date determined by GMAC is arbitrary.

18

pedram oavoudpour testified that when there was a

19

dispute about sales dates then they would negotiate it

20

with the oealer.

21

testimony that there would be no negotiating with Mr.

22

vick or Mr. Ted Modrzejwski.

However, it was clear from the
The date is applied in

23 ,

an arbitrary manner because cars are considered sold

24

before the deal closes and is funded.

25

unwinds are included in the audits as due and payable.

Even known

15

1

This is a working capital assault, because it then

2

requires the Dealer to fund the GMAC floorplan payment

3

out of his working capital rather than out of the

4

sale.

A Dealer with a five day remit will have a

5

distinct advantage here over one who has a three day

6

remit.

7

because it's not based in any contract term and not on

8

any clearly articulated policy.
page 14
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Audi~s

~c....1

taking place on a daily basis also assault

10

working capital.

All the employees who testified

11

indicated that the daily audits interfered with their

U

perfonnance.

13

Inefficient performance diminishes working capital

Th!!y testified that it reduced sales.

14

because employees must be paid who are not achieving

15

peak perfonmance.

16

on site interfering with the business operation frOlll

17

November 14th, 2008 until he left on January 28th,

Mr. Jaffee testified that GMAC was

18

2009.

19

not one day when they were not physically on the

He testified that during this time, "there was

20

premises." This is not cOIIVIIercially reasonable

21

behav;or.

22

conversations when they would come into his office and

23

demand information.

24

GMAC wntnesses who said they were polite and asked

25

employees to step out.

He testified that: cUstOlllers ove'rheard their
This testimony is contrary to
This creates a credibility

16 .

1

question that this court resolves against GMAC.

2

on oecember 4th, exhibit 56, demand on the open

3

account: was made severely impacting not only working

4

capital, but the oealer's cash position by diverting

5

and freezing these critical funds.

6
7
8
9

On December 15th GMAC demanded payment on all
credit lines with a deadline of March 13th.
And then surprisingly,.on oecember 19th, just four
days later,

demanded immediate payment of all
Page 15
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credit lines referenced in the

11

2008.

12

other do not make sense unless they are intended to

13

stop his investment from Motor's Holding.

14

let~er

December 15th.

l1lese two actions coming within days of each

on Decelllber

30th GMAC acqu; red

a

Temporary

15

Restraining order that shut the business down for

16

weeks.

17

Demand notices went to financing institutions and

18

this assault stopped all finanCing of sales until

19

relief was granted by the court January 15, 2009.

20

two

It is unrebutted that Mr. Reggans had a

21

pre-investment contract, exhibit number 109, in place

Z2

that would have provided an equity cash injection into

23

his business by Motor's Holding in the amount of 2.S

24

million dollars and which was due to close on January

25

9~h,

It is un rebutted that Mr. vick and Ks.

2009.

17

1

smith of GMAC, and others, knew this contract was

2

pending.

3

junior investor in his business.

4

undisputed that an equity

5

dollars, just days away, would have solved all of

6

Eel's credit problems with

~th

this deal, Mr. Reggans would again be a
However, it is also

inves~ent

GMAL

of 2.5 million

MOtor's Holding, in

7

its refusal to close, cited this lawsuit as a basis

8

for denial.

9

Okay.

10

quote.

so here is my analysis. and this ;s a

page 16
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U

"The law has not yet acknowledged a general

12

requirement of full disclosure of all relevant facts

13

in all business relationships but the duty to disclose

14

relevant information to contractual party can arise as

15

a result of tr"ansaction itself within the partie's

16

general obligation to deal in good faith."

17
18
19

This is from Liebergesell vs. Evans 93 Wa.sh.2d 88l.
And the quote ; s frOll 893.

:It's a 1980 case.

By failing to disclose the debt to equity ratio and

20

other aspects of GMAC's sophisticated financial

21

analYSiS, GMAC was able to create a false target for

22

the Dealer and mislead ECI about its fUture actions.

23
24

(;MAC withheld information on its true targets and
metrics. while at the same time pushing the Dealer to

25

achieve the stated targets by trying to increase

18

while at the same time deliberately depriving

1

sales~

2

the Dealer of the working capital needed to reach the

3

stated targets and/or goals set for him by

4

so doing,

5

that is beneficial to

6

Dealer.

7

facts were at all times relevant to their relationship

8

and this Court finds that GMAC had a duty to disclose
them. As such, failure to disclose these facts
constitutes a breach of the implied covenant of good

9

10
11

~c

GMAc.

By

leads the Dealer to behav.e in a way
GMAC

but detrimental to the

These facts were never disclosed.

These

faith and fair dealing.
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u

_In a slow

marke~

there are twO ways to break-even

13

and reach a favorable debt to equity ratio.

One is to

14

increase sales but the other is to reduce overhead.

15

which will reduce the firm's ability to sell.

16

Revealing the debt to equity ratio and other parts of

17

the financial analysis could make this determination

18

to reduce possible.

19

only in units and only in increasing unit sales hides

To discuss break even analysis

20

this fact.

21

22

good for GMAC. GMAC pushed the Dealer to perform when
he could have reduced his efforts to obtain

23

profitability. but this would have increased his

24

inventory.

25

"sell more cars" to succeed.

Lower sales in the current climate was not

MS.

smith testified that he needed to
clearly. in the current

19

3

market. with all of his competitors. hers is a
specious conclusion.
The U.C.C. defines good faith in RCW 62A.9A-102(43)

4

as follows:

1

2

5

6
7

"Good faith means honesty in fact and the
observance of a reasonable commercial standards of
fair dealing."

8

In the instant case, GMAC did not conduct itself

9
10

honestly. There was a hidden agenda throughout the
time from when Mr. vick took-control until the

11.

catastrophic demands in December.

12

team from

GMAC i n thi s

The goal of the

case was to shut down the
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13

Dealer.

14

could not be

15

default.

16

The mechanism was to set a false target that
a~hieved

and by so doing manufacture a

Given the totality of GMAC'S actions. this

is

the

17

only conclusion this Court can come to.

This was a

18

hidden agenda.

19

to shut down the Dealer and put him out of business.

20

GMAC may withdraw their financing. but they must do so

GMAC does not have a contractual right

21

in a commercially reasonable manner.

22

done in thi 5 . case. . The act; ons taken by GNAC to

23
24

assault the Dealer's working capital. were designed to
put hi. out of business. not merely to protect

25

collateral.

This was not

If GNAC had disclosed that it did not

20

1

want to do business with EO: in the future openly and

2

honestlY, then he would have had recourse to

3

alternatives.

4

believe his past good relationship w;th GNAC still

5

existed all the while secret actions were taking

6

place, which damaged his ability to

7

actions escalated during 2008.

B

of December 15th and 19th seemed designed to block his

9

financing from Motor's Holding, which closing date was

10
11

But instead the oealer was led to

pe~form,

and these

In fact. the actions

1 ess than thi rty days away.
If he had the fifty days from June 10th to July

12

31st, he may have been able to close that deal despite

13

the efforts of GMAC. Here, GMAC aligned all forces in
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~he

14

order

make

Dealer fail.

such actions are not

15

commercially necessary or reasonable .. This case is

16

the perennial problem of a false

~rge't.

otherwise

had known that ; t

17

known as "hi di ng the ball".

18

could never achieve the goals GMAC had set, then it

19

would have been free to pursue other options.

20

NOW. GMAC

If ECI

quoted the case of sadge1:t.

I

am

not

21

going to give the cite.

But Badgett is not on point

22

because it deals with an a.ffi rmative expansion of a

23

duty of good faith by requiring cooperation.

Here no

24

such expansion is contemplated or required.

ECI and

25

thi s court does not requ; re GMAC to cooperate in any

21

1

venture.

The law only requires GMAC to be honest with

2

regard to its intentions and not attempt to

3

manufacture defaults, put pressure on a business to

4

fail, or block other contract opportunities.

All

5

these things were done in this case, and all are acts

6

of bad fa; th .

7

The Dealer in this case has a right to know how he

8

is being evaluated.

9

to having to take a test without knowing what the

10

Failure to disclose this amounts

problems are to be solved.

He was

cons~antly

given

11

partial financial information and encouraged to turn

12

his inventory when doing just the opposite would

13

made him profitable.

14

h~ve

Eel sold 19 million dollars by october of 2008.
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15

With these sales. that if he had cut back his sales

16

efforts and lowered'his break-even point. he could

17

have made a profit. but GMAC was pushing him to do

18

just the opposite in order to ,engineer default.

19

constitutes bad faith.

20
21
22

SO

This

the conclusions of law are that this court has

jurisdiction in this matter.
GMAC breached the contract by violating the

23

covenant of GoOd Faith and Fair Dealing.

24

The request for replevin is denied.

25

And I think consistent with that, the motion to

22

1

amend the complaint is also

~en;ed.

2

I don 't think we need to talk about it.

3

Anybody have anything el.se they want to say?

4

MR.

5
6

GLOWHEY;

the TRO?
THE COURT:

what is the court going to do with
Well, I think that means it's over.

8

Nr; Hauslllann?
MR. HAUSMANN: I agree, I think it was just in

9

place between the time of the inception of the case

7

10

and this ruling on replevin, so I think it's

11

distinguished by definition.

12

MR. WHEELER:

13

MR. GLOWNEY:

14

15

Your Honor -ZS the court treating this as the

final ruling in this case?

THE COURT:

The Court ; 5 treati ng thi s as the
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16
17

GAAc.J.

final ruling in this case.
Your Honor, taking that into

MR. WHEELER:

18

consideration, we would request that there be a hold

19

on the bond so that we could pursue monetary damages

20

against GMAC on that bond.

21

-mE COURT:

22

MR. GLOWNEY:

23

I

will grant that.

Is that going to be in this case or

some different case?

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. GLOWNEY:

I

am not sure.
I'~

just trying to understand, if you

23

1

are saying that this case is finished, then where is

2

he pursuing this claim?

3

lltE COURT:

well,

I thoug~t

4

certain extent, because

5

going to continue in some fom.

I

about this to a

know that this matter is
I

am not quite sure

What I'm going to do ;s I'm going to retain

6

how.

7

jurisdiction in this case for ar:JY post: hearing motions

8

that relate to this replevin action.

9
10
11

And if you think that the bond relates to that:, go
ahead

and make your motion.

MR. HAUSMANH:.

Your Honor,

I

think just to -- for

12

interest of full explanation we do have a counterclaim

13

pending, and it has a claim for damages.

14

And I just don't -- I am not -- I'm still

15

processing your decision, I am not sure how we should

16

approach that issue through here.
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T11e rest of the trial?

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. HAUSMANN:

19

Yes, well you just mentioned this

was a final decision.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR." WHEaER:

the replevin motion.

On

So should we file a motion for -- as

22

for readiness to proceed against the bond for the

23

monetary damages on

24
25

th~

counterclaim?

I am not quite sure I understand that

THE COURT:

either.

24

1

We have a counterclaim against GMAC

MR. WHEELER:

2

for monetary damages.

:3

so that in the event the replevin action was decided

4

against GlotAC -THE COURT: oh, is it a replevin bond?

5
6

MR. HAUSMANN:

7

MR. GLOWNEY;

It:

8

MR. WliEEI..ER:

It: is.

9

l11e bond was submi tted by GMAC

It is a replevin bond.
is.
SO

in the event that that

decision was rendered against GMAC and the Dealer

10

could prove damages, the Dealer could pursue a claim

11

against that bond.

U

I'm just doing this off the top of my

THE COURT:

13

head, I hadn't thought about this part.

14

expect that would be the second step of this action,

15

.the proceeding against the bond.

16

17

MR. GLOWNEY:

damages?

I

1 would

wouldn't it be a trial on monetary

don't quite understand what proceeding
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18
19

20
21

against" the bond is -THE COURT:

well. the bond is replevin bond and

the decision on the replevin has been made.
MR. HAUSMANN:

Just to confuse things a little bit

22

more.

23

filed was a replevin bond before Judge Allendoerfer.

The first action was an injunction.

What GMAC

24

We argued that was not the right type of bond.

Judge

2S

Al1endoerfer said it's a bond, it's sufficient.

I

25

2

don't want to paraphrase what he said, but arguably he
said that was a bond to insure frOM damages t:hat

1
3

·flowed from the injunction, which I think lII;ght be a

4

differe,nt species of damages or species of claim, than

5

a replevin bond and the damages related to the

6

replevin.

7

THE COURT:

Okay.

What I con1:emplated was that

8

there was this replevin show cause action and then "

9

once- the decision was made here, then the other issue

10

would proceed to trial.

11

MR. HAUSMANN:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. HAUSIoIANN:

14

THE COURT:

Okay.
That's what

I

contemplated.

Ri ght .

But there might be some -- what

I

was

15

thinking about last night, is there may be need in

16

going from that step to the trial, there may be

17

need for other types of motions, depending on the

18

ruling of this hearing, to facilitate a smooth
page 24
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transition. And off on the top of my head,

I

couldn't

20

think of anything. but that might have been because it

21

was 3:30 in the DOrniRg and

22

that well then.

23

BUt

I

I

couldn't process all

think that there are probably some things

24

that probably need to be done, so I will retain

2S

jurisdiction for the post hearing motions.

I

will not

26

1

retain jurisdiction for the trial. that has to go back

2

to 'presiding to be assigned out for trial.

3

trial will be On damages.

4

MR. GLOWHEY:

S

THE COURT:

6

MR. GLOWNEY:

7

8

MR. HAUSMANN:
MR.

11

12
13
14

15
16

So the injunction is lifted?
The injunction is lifted.
SO when they sell cars what do they

do?

9
10

WH'EELER:

MR. GLOWHEY:

ltIey are st;'11 contractually bound.

We will pay the floorplan amount.
Then we have $700,000 in

delinquencies.
MR. WHEelER:

The delinquencies were caused as a

result of your action.
MR. GLOWNEY:

And the 130 under the TRO, we don't

need to debate that here, but that's a question.
THE COURT:

I understand that is not a neat and

17

tidy situation, okay.

18

problems at this point.

19

And that

But I can't resolve all the

MR. GLOWNEY: I just want to be clear, the
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20

injunction is lifted or not.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. HAUSMANN:

23

MR. WHEELER:

24

THE COURT:

2S

It

is lifted.
Thank you, your Honor.

Thank you, your Honor.
So I".

~ot

quite sure what you all

want to do in terms of an order, but in an hour I'm

27

1

going to be heading over to juvenile court.

2

Mr. Hausmann, you know where juvenile court is.

3

MR. HAUSMANN:

4

"THE COURT:

5

I

will be available over there.

6

MIL WHEELER:

7

"THE COURT:

8

Yes .

:If you need me to sign something today.

Yes, we do.
You just need to go over there and

speak with the court coordinator.
MR. HAUSMANN:

9

Have you been

"THE COURT:

10

l"hat' 5 down at Oenny.
t~ere

lately? Just go

11

in tile main front entrance, once you go through the

12

metal detector and all that, there is a little booth.
MR. HAUSMANN:

13

Yes, kiosk,

"THE COURT:

14

Kiosk.
and

just: ask them.

I

will

15

either be in courtroom one after three O'clock, or

16

will be upstairs in staffing.
MR. GlOWNEY:

17

Are

you

going

to

prepare

19

you want me to -MR. HAUSMANN: We will work together.

20

MR.. GLOWHEY:

18

do

We need to get it:
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22

Anything else?
MR. GLOWNEV! I don't think so.

.23

THE COURT:

21

THE COURT:

Thank you.

Court will be in recess •

24
25
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY
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10

GMAC nlk/a Ally Financial Inc, a
Delaware corporation,
No. 08-2-10683-5
Plaintiff,

11

CONSOLIDATED

12

v.

13

EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC., a
Delaware Corporation; and JOHN
REGGANS and JANE DOE REGGANS
and their marital community

14
15

Defendants.

16
17

No. 11-2-08883-7
ALLY FINANCIAL INC., a Delaware
corporation,

18
19
20
21
22

Plaintiff,

v.

ALLY'S fIkIa GMAC's RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT EVERETT
CHEVROLET'S MOTION FOR PREASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER TO
JUDGE LUCAS

JOHN REGGANS, an individual; and the
marital community of JOHN REGGANS
and CARMENLYDIA REGGANS,
husband and wife,

23

Defendants.

24
Plaintiff Ally Financial Inc. flk/a GMAC ("Ally") takes no position on the motion for
25
26

pre-assignment and submits this short response to defendant Everett Chevrolet Inc. 's ("EC")
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STOEL RIVES LLP
ATTORNEYS

71047388.1 0049224-00001

600 Universily'Slreel, Suile 3600, Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone (206) 624-0900

motion for pre-assignment of these consolidated actions to Judge Eric Z. Lucas to clarify and

2
3

correct the record before the Court. 1 While EC is correct that Judge Lucas is familiar with
GMAC's claims against EC because he conducted a hearing on GMAC's request for replevin

4

against EC in early 2009, EC's statement of the relevant procedural and factual background is

5
6
7

deficient because it omits the central basis upon which Ally obtained discretionary review of the
pre-trial replevin show cause hearing. 2 The Court of Appeals' Commissioner granted

8

discretionary review to Ally by determining that Judge Lucas' ruling of bad faith was "probable

9

error." Attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the Commissioner's Order Granting

10
11

Discretionary Review. The Court of Appeals reversed all of Judge Lucas' other rulings in its
Opinion dated October 11,2010.

12

13
14

STOEL RIVES

LLP

DATED: December 6, 2011.

15

E. G1owney, WS
Attorneys for Plaintif
lly Financial Inc., flkla GMAC

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

1 A stipulated order consolidating Ally v. Reggans with GMAC v EC was entered on
December 1,2011.
.
2 The motion contains other inaccuracies. There were not 20-25 witnesses in the replevin
hearing. Ally submitted the record from the prior replevin hearing as a courtesy to the court and
EC's current counsel, who is new to the case. Ally's summary judgment motion relies upon two
controlling Washington cases: Allied Sheet Metal Fabricators, Inc. v. Peoples National Bank of
Washington, 10 Wn. App. 530, 536, 518 P.2d 734, review denied, 83 Wn.2d 1013, cert. denied,
419 U.S. 967 (1974) and Badgett v. Security State Bank, 116 Wn.2d 563,807 P.2d 356 (1991).
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR SNOHOMISH COUNTY

9

10

GENERAL MOTORS LLC,
Plaintiff,

1I
12
13

~

v.
EVERETT CHEVROLET, INC.,
Defendant.

14

15

No. 10-2-05222-2
ORDER GRANTING ALLY
FINANCIAL INC.'S MOTION FOR
DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS FROM
COURT REGISTRY

v.
ALLY FINANCIAL INC.,

16
Intervenor

17
18

19

v.
WILLIAM WHEELER & ASSOC. PC,
Intervenor.

20
21
22
23
24

25

This matter came before the Court on January 16, 2013 on the motion oflntervenor Ally
Financial Inc. ("Ally") for disbursement of funds from the Court Registry. In adjudicating this
motion, the Court heard oral argument by counsel and reviewed the following pleadings:

1.

Intervenor Ally Financial Inc.'s Motion for Disbursement of Funds from the

Court Registry to Ally Financial Inc.;

26
0746203&0/2247549 I

ORDER ON MOTION FOR DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS - I
732520 I 0 I 0049224-0000 I

2.

Request to Take Judicial Notice in Support of Intervenor Ally Financial Inco's

2

Motion for Disbursement of Funds from the Court Registry to Ally Financial Inc., and exhibits

3

thereto;

3.

4
5

Disbursement of Funds;

4.

6
7

5.

6.

Intervenor Ally Financial Inc.'s Reply to Everett Chevrolet, Ineo's Opposition to

Ally Financial Inc.'s Motion for Disbursement of Funds from the Court's Registry;
Based upon the foregoing; for the reasons articulated on the record and for good cause

12
13

Request for Judicial Notice in Support of Everett Chevrolet, Inc. 's Opposition to

Ally Financial Inco's Motion for Disbursement of Funds, and exhibits thereto;

10

11

Declaration of Jeffrey A. Beaver in Support of Everett Chevrolet, Inco's

Opposition to Ally Financial Inc.'s Motion for Disbursement of Funds, and exhibits thereto;

8
9

Everett Chevrolet, Inco's Opposition to Ally Financial Inco's Motion for

appearing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
Ally's Motion for Disbursement of Funds is GRANTED; and it is further ordered that ~

14
15

Ally shall post an additional replevin bond of $~,QI,)O

16
17

Chevrolet, Inc., et al., Case No. 08-2-10683-5 (consolidated with Case No. J 1-2-08883-7), (the
a..".J. ~"v;c..e. ""roO"- E"U'.a,\+ CJ.,a..wl.J,'..
"GMA C v EC Action"), and upon presentation of a copy of such bond and this order~ the Clerk of

18

the Court shall disburse the funds in the court registry in this case to Ally.

.

in the case of GMAC v. Everett

@
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DONE IN OPEN COURT this
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day of January 2013.
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c
University of Chicago Law Review
Summer 1998
Comment
"MEND THE HOLD" AND ERIE: WHY AN OBSCURE CONTRACTS DOCTRINE SHOULD CONTROL IN
FEDERAL DIVERSITY CASES
Robert H. Sitkoff [FNdIl
Copyright (c) 1998 University of Chicago; Robert H. Sitkoff
Suppose an insurance company rejects a policyholder's claim, giving a specific reason for the denial in a declination letter. Convinced that this reason is not valid, the policyholder sues the company for breach of contract. Should
a court permit the insurance company to raise defenses not based on the specific reason given in the declination letter?
[FNIl Under one version ofthe common law "mend the hold" doctrine, the answer is no. Furthermore, despite the
procedural flavor of the rule, under modem Erie analysis the mend the hold doctrine represents the sort of state prerogative that federal courts sitting in diversity must respect.
The phrase "mend the hold" comes from nineteenth century wrestling parlance where it meant "get a better grip
(hold) on your opponent." [FN2] Its first appearance in ajudicial opinion was in a nineteenth century Supreme Court
decision that refused a party in a contract suit the right to defend its nonperformance with a defense that it had not
raised before the close of evidence. [FN3] Since then, the doctrine has evolved into two modem forms. Under the
Illinois (minority) version of the rule, absent a good faith justification for a change in position, a defendant in a breach
of contract action is confined to the first defense raised once the litigation is underway. [FN4] In contrast, the majority
version of the doctrine limits the nonperforming party's potential defenses to those based on the explanation given at
the time of the nonperformance. [FN5]
The majority formulation has been applied especially to insurance contracts, llN.Ql has been discussed as a rule of
real estate brokerage contracts, [FN7] and a closely related version has been codified in the Uniform Commercial
Code. [FN8] Yet despite the doctrine's apparently wide reach, modem contracts scholars have for the most part
overlooked it. [FN9]
Because mend the hold is a hybrid of a substantive rule of contract law and a procedural rule governing pleading,
it is unclear whether federal courts should apply mend the hold in diversity cases. Application of the doctrine would
make rigid "the system of pleading that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure seek to make supple." [FN 10] Traditional
analysis under Erie Railroad Co v Tompkins, IENill provides no clear answer. To the extent that the rule represents a
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state's attempt to channel pre litigation behavior and to make it easier to win breach of contract cases, it should control
in federal diversity suits. [FN 121 But at the same time, when a state rule conflicts with a Federal Rule of Civil Procedure, the state rule must yield. [FN 131 Thus, it is not surprising that when confronted with mend the hold arguments,
federal courts have come to inconsistent conclusions. The differences in mend the hold across the various jurisdictions
recognizing the doctrine further complicate the issue. [FN 141
This Comment explores the mend the hold doctrine and its "vexing" [FN 151 Erie analysis. Part I sketches the
doctrinal distinctions between mend the hold, equitable estoppel, and judicial estoppel, and then presents an outline of
mend the hold as a rule of contract law. With that background in place, Part I explores some ofthe more significant
modem manifestations of the mend the hold principle in the law of contracts. Part II considers whether federal courts
sitting in diversity should enforce the mend the hold doctrine. First, it contrasts mend the hold with the flexible
pleading requirements of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Second, it examines the operation of the doctrine in
light of Erie's "twin aims" of avoiding forum shopping and inequitable administration of the law. [FN161 The first half
of Part II argues that no Federal Rule directly conflicts with the doctrine, and thus the Rules pose no bar to its application in federal diversity actions. The second half argues that, under Erie, mend the hold is a substantive rule oflaw.
This Comment concludes, therefore, that mend the hold is the sort of state prerogative that federal courts sitting in
diversity must respect.
I. The "Mend the Hold" Doctrine

Before exploring the mend the hold doctrine in detail, it is helpful to compare judicial and equitable estoppel to
mend the hold. Because all three doctrines have common historical roots and share the characteristic of denying a
party the right to shift its position from one asserted earlier, they are sometimes confused. [FN 17] Nevertheless, their
present doctrinal definitions are quite distinct.
A. Mend the Hold, Equitable Estoppel, and Judicial Estoppel
The mend the hold doctrine, in its majority (and most severe) form, limits a party's defenses for breaking a contract to those based on a prelitigation explanation for nonperfomlance given to the other party. [FN 18] The most
common justification for the doctrine is that it allows a contracting party to rely on the given explanation as exclusive.
Thus, if the party willing to perform wishes to save the deal, it may try to obviate the other party's reason for not
performing with the assurance that other impediments to performance are not lurking in the background. [FN191 The
mend the hold doctrine, by defmition, applies only to contract disputes. [FN20]
The doctrine of equitable estoppel differs from mend the hold in that it binds a party to a prior position during
subsequent litigation only if the other party has relied to its detriment on that prior position. [FN21] This requirement
of detrimental reliance reflects equitable estoppel's underlying policy of protecting litigants from "less than scrupulous
opponents." [FN22] In contrast, mend the hold has the narrower focus of ensuring an opportunity to cure.
The third doctrine, judicial estoppel, bars a party from asserting a position inconsistent with one that it prevailed
with in a prior litigation. [FN23] Unlike mend the hold and equitable estoppel, which focus on the effect of shifting
positions on the other party, judicial estoppel aims to protect the integrity of the judicial system. The doctrine prevents
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perjury and ensures that no two courts rule in a party's favor on conflicting theories, for then one would have to be
wrong. [FN24] As with equitable estoppel, judicial estoppel is applicable in any type of case, not just contract disputes.
With the distinctions between these three doctrines established, an examination of mend the hold's evolution as a
rule of contract law will further illustrate how it differs fromjudicial and equitable estoppel. This history will also shed
light on why modem courts continue to confuse the three.
B. Evolution of Mend the Hold as an Independent Contract Rule
In its majority version, the mend the hold doctrine limits a nonperforming party's potential defenses for breaking a
contract to those based on the prelitigation explanation for nonperformance that was given to the other party. [FN25]
In its minority form, mend the hold permits the changing of a contracting party's litigation posture only when that
change comports with the implied duty of good faith that modem courts read into every contract. [FN26] Both versions of the doctrine trace their roots to the Supreme Court's 1877 opinion in Railway Co v McCarthy, [FN27] the first
reported decision to use the phrase.
In McCarthy, the defendant railroad refused to perform on a delivery contract, explaining that it lacked enough
cars to make the delivery. [FN28] After the litigation began, the railroad, having fortuitously refused to perform on a
Sunday, tried to defend its nonperformance under West Virginia's Sunday Law, which forbade Sunday (Sabbath)
deliveries. [FN29] The Supreme Court affirmed the trial judge's refusal to instruct the jury on the Sunday law defense,
calling it "an after-thought() suggested by the pressure and exigencies of the case." [FN30] It further explained:
Where a party gives a reason for his conduct and decision touching any thing involved in a controversy, he
cannot, after litigation has begun, change his ground, and put his conduct upon another and a different consideration. He is not permitted thus to mend his hold. He is estopped from doing it by a settled principle oflaw.
[FN31]
This passage may boast among its legacy the mend the hold doctrine [FN32] as well as numerous judicial and
equitable estoppel decisions. [FN33] Indeed, some courts focused on the mention of "estoppe(l)" in the passage and
therefore refused to enforce mend the hold independently of equitable estoppel. [FN34] The Supreme Court also
quoted the McCarthy mend the hold passage in its frrstjudicial estoppel case, [FN35] causing confusion that lingers
even today. [FN36]
Although they lack the catchy wrestling phrase, a number of pre-McCarthy opinions employ mend the hold
reasoning, of which the McCarthy Court cited six. Three of these cases, Everett v Saitus, [FN37] Holbrook v Wight,
[FN38] and Winter v Coit, [FN39] were actions of replevin or trover stemming from contractual relationships. [FN40]
In each, the court rejected the defendant's claim of a lien on the contested property, reasoning that the defendant had
failed to assert that defense at the time the plaintiff (or the plaintiff's agent) demanded return of the property. [FN41]
Put another way, these courts held that the defendants' pre litigation explanations barred them from mending their hold
at trial.
The other three cases cited by the McCarthy Court involved waivers of arguments by failure to assert them when
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rejecting a tender. In Wright v Reed, [FN42] a 1790 English case, one judge opined that because no objection was
made at the time, "bank notes" drawn on the Bank of England constituted a valid performance even though the contract called for consideration in "money." [FN43] In Gould v Banks & Gould, [FN44] a New York trial court found
that the plaintiff had stated at the time that he would not accept a shipment of books because they were in poor condition, not because they were late. Therefore, it held that "(u)pon well settled principles, this was a waiver of all other
objections to the tender." [FN45] Finally, only seven years before McCarthy, the New York Court of Appeals in Duffy
v O'Donovan [FN46] explained:
It is urged that the. tender was insufficient, as it was not in money. But it was not refused for that reason. It
was rejected because not made in time, and not because the certified check was not money or legal tender. It
cannot now be objected, that the party could not have been compelled to accept a certified check in lieu of
money. He waived his right to demand the money by not asserting it at the proper time . . .. The objection to the
tender could have been obviated, and, therefore, was waived, not having been taken. [FN47]
Building upon this foundation, courts in the early 1900s further developed the doctrine. [FN48] Some limited its
application to cases in which the party asserting the doctrine could have cured the reason for the other party's nonperformance. [FN49] (The language in Duffy excerpted above suggests this limitation.) Other courts, in what would
lead to the modem majority rule, applied an absolute form of the doctrine. That is, these courts limited a breaching
party's defenses to a prelitigation explanation for nonperformance regardless of that party's good faith reasons for
changing positions and the' other party's ability to cure. [FN50] Foreshadowing what would become the modem minority rule, the Supreme Court of Michigan connected the rule to the obligation of contracting parties to act in good
faith. [FN51]
Finally, departing from the context of contracts and estoppel, some post-McCarthy courts employed the phrase
"mend the hold" to refer to the familiar rule of appellate procedure that arguments not raised at trial are waived on
appeal; [FN52] to sundry other rules barring amendment of one's position; [FN53] and to describe the shifting of one's
grounds. [FN54] None of these uses is particularly relevant to the present inquiry into the contract law mend the hold
principle, other than perhaps to illustrate that several judges have (or had) a tendency to use the phrase repeatedly,
suggesting that, although possibly quirky [FN55] or quaint, [FN56] this relatively esoteric phrase endears itself to
those who encounter it. [FN57]
C. The Majority Rule: Prelitigation
Presently, the dominant form of the mend the hold doctrine limits a contracting party's defenses for nonperformance to those based on explanations given at the time of the nonperformance. Hence the doctrine binds contracting
parties, during litigation, to prelitigation statements. Over the last fifty years, courts applying the laws of Delaware, the
District of Columbia, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Tennessee,
Texas, and Vermont have enforced this version of the doctrine either by name or in practice at least once. [FN58]
The majority rule is one of general application, meaning that it does not discriminate between types of contracts.
[FN59] Nevertheless, the rule has been discussed as especially applicable to insurance coverage [FN60] and real estate
brokerage contract disputes, [FN61] and in both of these contexts, some courts have limited the rule's otherwise wide
reach. [FN62] Similarly, VCC § 2-605 modifies the rule in disputes over contracts for the sale of goods. [FN63]
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1. Mend the hold in the insurance context.
The comparatively more frequent use of the mend the hold doctrine in insurance cases may stem from insurance
companies' practice of writing letters to policyholders to explain their reasons for denying a claim. Certainly at a
minimum these letters, typically referred to as "declination letters," ameliorate the problems of proof associated with a
verbal refusal to perform. Whatever the reason for its more frequent invocation in insurance disputes, this relative
frequency has engendered a number of interesting doctrinal developments.
For example, the Vermont Supreme Court has recast the doctrine as the "insurance defense waiver rule." [FN64]
Vermont courts justify this version of the doctrine with a "public policy" of honesty. [FN65] The motivating notion is
to hold an insurer to his word once he "puts his refusal to pay on a specified ground." [FN66] Vermont courts operate
on the assumption that the insured has relied on the declination letter in bringing the suit, [FN67] thus moving the
doctrine closer to equitable estoppel. Yet despite these nuances, the insurance defense waiver rule appears to have
little practical utility. Its effect is to give incentive to insurance companies simply to reserve all of their rights in a
declination letter, rather than limiting themselves to a specific reason for refusing to pay. [FN68]
In contrast to Vermont, where the insurance defense waiver rule remains alive and well, [FN69] both Nebraska
and Oregon have consistently eschewed enforcing a robust form of the doctrine in insurance coverage cases. [FN70]
Both ofthese states have recently carved out an exception to mend the hold for policy exclusions and other defenses
that go to the original scope of the coverage. That is, regardless of the reasons asserted in a pre litigation declination
letter, in Nebraska (with an exception discussed below) and Oregon, an insurance company may always defend its
refusal to pay by arguing that the insured's loss does not fall within the policy's ambit. [FN71]
The Oregon exception incorporates into mend the hold the common rule of insurance law that policyholders
cannot invoke estoppel to extend the scope of coverage. [FN72] The relevant inquiry thus becomes how to distinguish
matters of forfeiture from questions about the scope of coverage. A forfeiture of coverage occurs when "there is
insurance coverage for the loss in the first place, but acts of the insured nullify the coverage, such as the filing of a false
statement .... " [FN73] In other words, an insurance company in Oregon may always raise a policy exclusion defense
[FN74] or argue that a claim does not fall "within the insuring clause originally granting coverage." [FN75] Insureds,
however, may still defeat defenses based on a forfeiture argument (as opposed to a coverage argument) if the insurance
company fails to raise that defense in its declination letter. [FN76]
Two observations about this modification are worth noting. First, it provides another example of the influence of
estoppel on the development of mend the hold; the change represents nothing more than the grafting of a limitation on
estoppel onto the mend the hold doctrine. Second, so long as insurance companies consistently reserve all of their
rights in their Oregon declination letters, the modification will have no practical effect.
The Nebraska version of this exception tracks the Oregon version--indeed, it was in part inspired by it. [FN77]
Nebraska, however, has added an additional wrinkle: plaintiffs showing "detrimental good faith reliance" may invoke
"the rule as to 'mending one's hold'" in disputes over coverage as well as forfeiture. [FN78] Thus, in Nebraska, mend
the hold operates no differently than equitable estoppel in disputes over the scope of insurance coverage.
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2. Mend the hold in the real estate context.
Whereas the use of mend the hold in insurance contract disputes is driven by notions of honesty and the difference
between forfeiture and scope of coverage, the doctrine's application to brokerage contracts is animated by a desire to
ensure to the broker an opportunity to cure cited defects in a tendered buyer's offer. [FN79] The idea is that the broker,
who has a commission on the line, will work to "obtain concessions on minor problems from the prospective buyer."
[FN80] But the traditional mend the hold rule created at best mixed incentives. It encouraged sophisticated sellers to
couch their refusal of a prospective buyer in general terms, thereby protecting all possible defenses for potential
subsequent litigation. LFN8l] By virtue of the generality of the refusal, the seller deprived the broker of his opportunity to cure. [FN82]
To avoid this problem, courts have limited the reach of mend the hold in brokerage contract disputes to curable
defects. [FN83] Modern courts also require the seller to provide the broker with an explanation for rejecting a tendered
buyer. [FN84] This modified mend the hold rule lessens the broker's vulnerability to opportunistic behavior by the
seller while ensuring the broker an opportunity to cure insubstantial defects in the tendered buyer's offer. Thus, it
represents a sensible change. This configuration of the doctrine may be subsumed within the more general rule that, in
the face of curable defects in a tendered buyer's offer, the seller's silence waives those defects as defenses in a subsequent suit by the broker for his commission. Courts have embraced this more general rule almost universally.
[FN85] Moreover, the modified rule, by requiring disclosure of curable defects, is a more efficient route to protecting
a broker from the seller's strategic behavior than either mend the hold (with its incentive structure stacked against
helpful disclosures) or equitable estoppel (which does not foster disclosure of curable defects).
By tying the rule's operation to the lost opportunity to cure, and by creating an affirmative obligation on the part of
the rejecting party, this configuration of the doctrine begins to resemble UCC § 2-605, a provision specifically designed to remedy the mixed incentives created by the common law version of mend the hold.
3. UCC § 2-605: A codification of mend the hold?
When the common law held exclusive dominion over disputes regarding contracts for the sale of goods, the
application of mend the hold to a buyer's rejection of a seller's tender would have been straightforward: a buyer who
gave an explanation for his rejection would be limited to that explanation as his only defense in a subsequent suit.
[FN86] However, as with disputes over real estate brokerage contracts, the traditional mend the hold rule created an
incentive not to disclose even curable defects for fear of being limited to that defense in later litigation. [FN87] It also
"penalized the buyer who gave a quick and informal notice of specific defects upon rejection." [FN88] The Uniform
Commercial Code ("UCC") attempted to remedy these problems.
VCC § 2-605 provides:

The buyer's failure to state in connection with rejection a particular defect which is ascertainable by reasonable inspection precludes him from relying on the unstated defect to justify rejection or to establish breach .
. . where the seller could have cured it if stated seasonably. [FN891
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This configuration incorporates the most salutary aspects of traditional mend the hold without its unfortunate side
effect of mixed incentives. In the words of Section 2-605's official commentary:
The present section rests upon a policy of permitting the buyer to give a quick and informal notice of
defects in a tender without penalizing him for omissions in his statement, while at the same time protecting a
seller who is reasonably misled by the buyer's failure to state curable defects. [FN901
Although judicial exegesis of Section 2-605 is scarce, courts have applied it without difficulty, [FN911 and one
court even noted the connection between Section 2-605 and mend the hold. [FN92]
Interestingly, Section 2-605 also rests on the UCC's universal obligation of good faith. [FN931 Viewed from that
perspective, Section 2-605 begins to resemble the Illinois version of mend the hold and its Massachusetts and Texas
analogues.
D. The Minority Rule: Postiitigation Good Faith
Massachusetts and Texas have both explicitly rejected the majority, prelitigation version of mend the hold.
[FN94] In these two states, a party to a contract suit may advance any defense regardless of whether that party gave a
different explanation at the time of nonperformance. However, both Massachusetts and Texas have restricted this
general rule, and disallow new defenses when the nonperforming party changes positions in bad faith. [FN95] Although the precise defmition of "bad faith" is unclear, the courts of both states distinguish bad faith from detrimental
reliance, [FN961 suggesting that the bad faith inquiry is distinct from the reliance inquiry under equitable estoppel.
The Illinois lower courts--despite the Illinois Supreme Court's 1905 explicit adoption of the traditional McCarthy
mend the hold rule [FN97]--have similarly recast the rule so that it no longer applies to prelitigation statements.
[FN98] This modification began in 1953 with Larson v Johnson. [FN99] The Larson court, after rejecting an argument
that mend the hold was no more than a fancy name for equitable estoppel, [FN 100] announced that it would refuse to
enforce mend the hold where "the casual character of the repudiation ... would (make it) inequitable to apply the
doctrine ...." [FN 10 1] The court also confirmed the doctrine's status as a rule of contract law, noting that mend the
hold "expresse(s) and intend(s) something more with respect to tht! conduct of one who enters into a solemn written
engagement and then repudiates it." [FNI02] Thus, the court grounded the doctrine in what is described today as the
implied duty of good faith between contracting parties. [FN I 03]
Since then, Illinois courts have used mend the hold to limit contracting parties to positions taken during (not
before) the litigation only. [FN I04] A party defending a refusal to perform must "stand by the first defense raised after
the litigation has begun." [FN 105] Litigation has "begun" once it has moved beyond the initial pleadings stage.
[FN 106] The idea is to allow the defendant time to put together his defense, [FN lOTI but once that time is up, the duty
of good faith between contracting parties requires the defendant to proffer all of his defenses or lose them forever.
[FNI08]
Whether the Illinois Supreme Court would approve of tying the doctrine to the duty of good faith is uncertain.
[FN 109] But in the face of that court's silence on the subject since 1912, the present understanding ofthe test in Illinois
for an impermissible attempt to mend the hold is whether the change in litigation posture is made in good faith.
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[FNII0] Importantly, in this configuration, the Illinois version of mend the hold purports to do the same thing--at least
once the litigation has begun--as the Texas and Massachusetts rule proscribing bad faith alterations to argument.
However, because Texas and Massachusetts have no decisional law to illustrate the application of their bad faith test,
this conclusion is not certain. [FN Ill]
II. Flexible Federal Pleading, the Erie Doctrine, and the Application of Mend the Hold by Federal Diversity Courts
Since the 1938 promulgation of the Federal Rules and Supreme Court decision in Erie Railroad Co v Tompkins,
[FNl12] federal courts sitting in diversity, while operating under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, apply the
substantive law of the appropriate state. [FN113] This Part explores whether the mend the hold doctrine is a substantive rule oflaw that federal diversity courts must enforce. The analysis involves two steps. The first is to determine
whether any Federal Rule conflicts with mend the hold. Ifso, then the Federal Rule controls. [FNl14] The Federal
Rules always trump conflicting state law regardless of whether the given state law is substantive or procedural.
[FN115] If there is no direct conflict, then the second step is to determine whether mend the hold is a substantive rule
of law in light of Erie's twin aims of avoiding both forum shopping and an inequitable administration of the law.
[FNI16]
A. Does a Federal Rule Preempt Mend the Hold?

Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the "pleadings kick off a course of pretrial discovery expected to
result in modifications in the parties' positions." [FN117] Mend the hold thus stands in stark contrast to the spirit of the
Federal Rules, for application of mend the hold would rigidify "the system of pleading that the (Federal Rules) seek to
make supple." [FNl18] The question, however, is whether there is a specific Federal Rule whose interpretation "is
'sufficiently broad' (as) to cause a 'direct collision' with" mend the hold, "thereby leaving no room for the operation
of' the doctrine. [FN119] The likeliest candidates are Rules 8 and 15.
1. Rule 8.
Rule 8(e )(2) permits parties to federal litigation to raise "as many separate claims or defenses as the party has
regardless of consistency," subject only to the ethical commands of Rule 11. [FN 120] In contrast, the majority version
of mend the hold limits a party's defenses to those based on the explanation for nonperformance given at the time of
that nonperformance. The relevant determination is whether these rules can coexist, "each controlling its own intended
sphere of coverage .... " [FN121] An expansive reading of Rule 8 conflicts with mend the hold; [FN122] the Rule
explicitly permits all parties, including contract litigants, to state as many defenses as they wish.
The Supreme Court, however, has instructed courts construing the Federal Rules for these purposes to be sensitive
to the state's interest in its rule. [FN 123] So a better interpretation is that Rule 8 permits litigants to raise any and all
defenses that survive the mend the hold rule, regardless of their consistency. [FNI24] Unlike Burlington Northern
Railroad Co v Woods, [FN125] where the Supreme Court held that a Federal Rule preempted state law because their
operations and underlying purposes conflicted, the suggested interpretation gives effect to the policies animating both
Rule 8 and mend the hold. After all, Rule 8 is designed ''to liberate pleaders from the inhibiting requirement of technical consistency." [FN126] Mend the hold, on the other hand, is concerned not with technical consistency between a
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party's various arguments, but with avoiding the lost opportunities to cure that result from the performing party's
reliance on the nonperforming party's explanation. [FN 127] Thus, Rule 8 leaves room for the operation of mend the
hold because the doctrine permits inconsistent pleadings; it only limits the universe of potentially inconsistent arguments to those based on the explanation given at the time of nonperformance. [FN128]
Rule 8 poses less of an obstacle to the minority version of mend the hold because it applies only to the pleadings.
[FN 129] In contrast, the Illinois version of mend the hold only applies once the pleadings are complete. [FN 130] Thus,
the two doctrines do not collide. Moreover, even if courts were to apply mend the hold to the pleadings stage, [FN 131]
it still would not conflict with Rule 8. The Illinois version of the doctrine does not purport to limit contracting parties'
freedom to plead all of their claims or defenses regardless of consistency. [FNI32]
Thus, neither the majority nor the minority version of the mend the hold doctrine conflict with Rule 8 to such an
extent as to preempt the doctrine's application by federal diversity courts.
2. Rule 15.
Rule 15(a) provides that any party may amend its pleadings "by leave of court," which "leave shall be freely given
when justice so requires." [FN133] Therefore one can easily imagine a situation where the Rule appears to conflict
with the majority version of mend the hold. A party to a contract might give an insufficient explanation for its nonperformance at the time ofthe breach. Then, during the course of discovery, this party learns of other facts that would
have excused its nonperformance. By its terms, Rule 15 appears to allow the party to amend its pleadings to include
the new defense--to mend its hold. Thus, if "justice requires" a court to hear the newly discovered defense, Rule 15
may preempt mend the hold. There is, however, an equally plausible interpretation of Rule 15--one that is more sensitive to the relevant state interests. Under this interpretation, a party to a breach of contract suit may seek leave to
amend its pleadings to raise any issue except those lost by virtue of the mend the hold doctrine. The key to this interpretation is the term "justice." "Justice" can also be served by forbidding a party from mending its hold. [FN 134]
Indeed, the judicial gloss on Rule 15 is consistent with the suggested interpretation: courts routinely reject amendments for, among other reasons, bad faith and undue prejudice. [FNI35] Reading mend the hold into Rule 15's "justice" language retains liberal federal pleading while also giving effect to the states' mend the hold rule.
A recent Sixth Circuit decision illustrates the thrust of the suggested approach. [FN 136] The district court had
excluded a defense based on "newly discovered evidence" on grounds other than the mend the hold doctrine. [FNI37]
On appeal, the Sixth Circuit characterized the exclusion as "unjust under the facts and circumstances of this case."
[FN138] Nevertheless, demonstrating how the Federal Rules and mend the hold could peaceably coexist, the court
held that the defense could not be raised because "the law of Tennessee precludes" defendants from ''justifying their
conduct retroactively on a ground that is different from that which was proffered at the time of' nonperformance.
[FNI39]
Similar analysis reveals no direct conflict between Rule 15 and the minority version of mend the hold. At first it
might appear that by permitting changes in position only when those changes comport with the duty of good faith, the
minority version of mend the hold operates in the same field as Rule 15(a). [FN140] District courts, however, have
wide latitude to deny leave to amend when the amendment is not proposed in good faith. [FN141] Thus, Rule 15(a)
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and the minority version of mend the hold can be harmonized: the Rule does not require that federal district courts
grant leave to amend when the amendment is an attempt to mend the hold, because by definition in Illinois an attempt
to mend the hold is an amendment not made in good faith. [FN142] Following this approach, in a case where a party
sought leave to add a defense that it had been aware of since its original pleading, one district court fused Illinois mend
the hold with Rule 15 to bar the amendment. [FN 143]

In sum, Rule 8 and Rule 15 can peacefully coexist with both the majority and minority versions of the mend the
hold doctrine. With no Federal Rule directly on point, even if mend the hold embodies "an antithetical conception of
the litigation process" than the Federal Rules, [FNI44] the Rules pose no bar to applying mend the hold in federal
court. [FN 145]
B. Is the Mend the Hold Doctrine Substantive or Procedural?
The preemption analysis, however, resolves only half of the issue. The next question is whether mend the hold is
a substantive rule oflaw that, under Erie, federal courts sitting in diversity must respect. [FNI46] Even though the
Supreme Court has refmed the substance versus procedure inquiry over the years, [FNI47] it still can be "a challenging endeavor." [FN148] Doctrines such as mend the hold (and judicial estoppel) that have both substantive and
procedural dimensions resist categorical labels. [FN149] If the rule channels the behavior of contracting parties outside the courtroom, it looks substantive. [FN150] But if mend the hold merely controls what issues litigants may raise
over the course of a case, .it looks procedural. In the Supreme Court's most recent foray into the area, Gasperini v
Center for Humanities, Inc, [FN151] the Court confirmed that the dispositive question is whether the state rule is
outcome determinative when considered in light of Erie's twin aims of avoiding forum shopping and an inequitable
administration of the laws.
1. Erie and the majority (pre litigation) version of mend the hold.

While the majority version of mend the hold presented a challenging analysis when deciding whether it conflicted
with the Federal Rules, its treatment under traditional Erie twin aims analysis is less difficult. The doctrine, which by
defmition applies only to contracts cases, limits a party's defenses to those based on the explanation for nonperformance given at the time of that nonperformance or repudiation. Thus, as demonstrated by the modifications to the
doctrine in insurance and brokerage contracts disputes, [FN152] mend the hold represents an effort to enforce certain
substantive contract law policies. In other words, because it channels the prelitigation behavior of contracting parties,
"the State's objective is manifestly substantive." [FN153]
Put into more traditional Erie "twin aims" vernacular, this means that failing to apply the doctrine in federal court
would lead both to an inequitable administration of the laws and to forum shopping, thus bringing mend the hold
squarely within the substantive umbrella. First, a federal refusal to enforce mend the hold would lead to forum shopping because more defenses would be available in federal court than in state court. Depending on whether these defenses would be beneficial or not, parties will attempt to manipulate the choice offorum accordingly. [FN154]
Second, by offering a more extensive menu of potential defenses, federal courts would systematically advantage
nonperforming parties. Therefore, a federal refusal to enforce the doctrine would align behavioral incentives differ-
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ently based only on the happenstance of diversity. The most frequently offered rationale for the mend the hold doctrine, after all, is to allow a contracting party to rely on the explanation for nonperformance given by the other party as
exclusive. Thus, if a party wishes to save the deal, she may cure the cited defect with the assurance that the mend the
hold doctrine will protect her from other reasons for nonperformance hidden in the background. [FN 15 5] But if federal
courts refuse to enforce mend the hold, then contracting parties of diverse citizenship would proceed without the
doctrine's protection from unmentioned problems. Such an inequitable administration of the law is not tolerable under
the Erie doctrine. [FN 156]
2. Erie and the minority (postlitigation) version of mend the hold.
The minority version of the rule becomes relevant only once litigation has begun. [FN 15 7] Even then it permits a
party to change positions based on new information or other good faith reasons. [FN 15 8] Thus, a state's interest in the
minority version of mend the hold is not as obviously substantive; the rule has a strong procedural flavor.
But the minority version applies during the litigation of contract disputes only, which suggests that it is a substantive rule. [FN 159] Its present incarnation, a corollary of the duty of good faith between contracting parties, represents a substantive choice by Illinois to treat litigants in contract disputes more strictly. Illinois expects "something
more with respect to the conduct of one who enters into a solemn written engagement and then repudiates it." [FN 160]
Therefore, because the minority version of mend the hold is '''bound up with' the rights and obligations of" the parties,
the "objectives of the Erie doctrine" militate in favor of applying the rule in federal court. [FN 161]
Twin aims analysis, too, suggests that the Illinois version of mend the hold is substantive. First, a federal refusal to
apply the doctrine could lead to forum shopping. Because a federal court would allow greater agility during the course
of the litigation, nonperforming contracting parties would systematically choose federal court over state court.
[FN 162] Second, permitting the happenstance of diversity to dictate whether the implied duty of good faith continues
into the litigation context results in an inequitable administration of the laws. [FN 163] To be sure, the Illinois doctrine
is less clearly a substantive rule of law than the majority version. Nonetheless, even the Illinois version of mend the
hold advances a substantive policy-- holding contracting parties to a higher standard. [FN 164] Therefore, without a
conflicting federal policy, federal courts sitting in diversity should enforce the Illinois version of mend the hold when
Illinois law supplies the rule of decision.
Conclusion
Overlooked by modem contracts scholars, the mend the hold doctrine remains alive and well (although infrequently invoked) in a number ofjurisdictions. In its majority version, the doctrine limits a contracting party's potential
defenses to those based on the explanation for nonperformance asserted at the time of that nonperformance. In its
minority formulation, mend the hold permits a contracting party to change its litigation position once the pleadings are
complete only if that change comports with the implied duty of good faith.
The rule has mixed effects on incentives. On the one hand, it protects a party who wants to save the deal by ensuring that the other party will not raise other impediments to performance later on. On the other hand, strategically
minded parties who refuse to perform will simply reserve all their defenses by refusing to give any explanation at all.
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Thus, it is not clear that embracing an absolutist version of the majority rule is good policy. Whether a rule is good or
bad policy, however, has no bearing on whether it should control in federal diversity actions. Without a Federal Rule
to preempt the doctrine's operation, and because Erie twin aims analysis suggests that mend the hold is a substantive
rule oflaw, mend the hold represents the sort of state prerogative that federal courts sitting in diversity must respect.
[FNdl). B.A. 1996, The University of Virginia; J.D. Candidate 1999, The University of Chicago.
[FNl]. This hypothetical draws on Kevin Walsh and Michele Levy, "Mend the Hold"--An Old Doctrine May Be A
Policyholder's Best Friend, The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel 13 (Sept 1995).
[FN2]. Harbor Insurance Co v Continental Bank Corp, 922 F2d 357, 362 C7th Cir 1990).
[FN3]. Railway Co v McCarthy, 96 US 258,267-68 (1877) ("Where a party gives a reason for his conduct and decision touching any thing involved in a controversy, he cannot, after litigation has begun, change his ground, and put his
conduct upon another and a different consideration. He is not permitted thus to mend his hold. He is estopped from
doing it by a settled principle oflaw.") (emphasis added).
[FN4]. Israel v National Canada Com. 276 III App 3d 454,462,658 NE2d 1184, 1191 (1996) (holding that a party
must stand by the fIrst defense raised once litigation has begun). See also Cole Taylor Bank v Truck Insurance Exchange, 1994 US Dist LEXIS 3705, *14-15 (N D Ill) ("As pre-trial discovery revealed an aIleged basis for the defenses
of waiver and estoppel, this Court holds that application of the doctrine of 'mend the hold' to bar the Defendant's
assertion of waiver and estoppel is not appropriate.").
[FN5]. See, for example, Heidner v Hewitt Chevrolet Co, 166 Kan 11. 14-15, 199 P2d 481, 484 (1948) ("Since the
defendant here, before litigation was commenced, gave only as its reason for nonperformance a ground which was
inadequate, it could not, after suit was fIled, 'mend its hold' and rely upon other and different defenses. It was limited
in the trial to the single defense it asserted at the time of breach.").
[FN6]. See, for example, Erickson v Carhart, 1996 Neb App LEXIS 234, *10-11 ("The rule is that an insurer that gives
one reason for its conduct and decision as to a matter of controversy cannot, after litigation has begun, defend upon
another and different ground."); Hamlin v Mutual Life [nsurance Co, 145 Vt 264, 267, 487 A2d 159, 161 (1984)
(referring to the "insurance defense waiver rule").
[FN7]. See, for example, Weldon v Lashley, 214 Ga 99, 103, 103 SE2d 385, 388 (1958) ("If this was the sole ground
of objection assigned by the owner at the time of such refusal, other grounds of objection then known to her were
waived, and would not avail her as a defense to an action for the commission.") (internal quotations and citations
omitted).
[FN8]' VCC § 2-605 (ALI 1994) ("Waiver of Buyer's Objections by Failure to Particularize"). See text accompanying
note 89.
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[FN9]. Aside from the occasional reference to the problem of a posteriori justifications, see Comment, Remedies for
Total Breach of Contract under the Uniform Revised Sales Act, 57 Yale L J 1360, 1363 (1948), the explicit treatment
of the doctrine in journal commentary is cursory at best. See, for example, Howard Ende, Eugene R. Anderson, and
Susannah Crego, Liability Insurance: A Primer for College and University Counsel, 23 J Coli & Univ L 609, 710-11
(1997) (outlining the doctrine in six paragraphs). Modem casebooks and treatises, moreover, are silent on the topic.
Neither "mend the hold" nor Railway Co v McCarthy (the first mend the hold case) appear in the indices or tables of
cases of the following: John D. Calamari and Joseph M. Perillo, Contracts 997,1038, 1041 (West 3d ed 1987); John P.
Dawson, William Burnett Harvey, and Stanley D. Henderson, Cases and Comment on Contracts xli, 1027-28
(Foundation 6th ed 1993); E. Allan Farnsworth, Farnsworth on Contracts 741 (Little, Brown 1990); Charles L. Knapp
and Nathan M. Crystal, Problems in Contract Law: Cases and Materials 1277, 1315 (Little, Brown 3d ed 1993).
Williston on Contracts does cite McCarthy, but the discussion is under the head of "equitable estoppel," not mend the
hold. Richard A. Lord, 4 Williston on Contracts § 8:3 at 35 n 7 CLaw Co-op 4th ed 1992). On the relationship between
equitable estoppel, McCarthy, and mend the hold, see Part 1.
[FNIO). Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 364.
[FNll]. 304 US 64, 78 (1938).
[FN 121. See S.A. Healy Co v Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, 60 F3d 305, 312 Oth Cir 1995) ("Under
Erie, this 'favoritism' is to operate even when the persons who have a dispute over state law find themselves in a
federal court."); Barron v Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd, 965 F2d 195, 199 (7th Cir 1992) (explaining that "a
substantive rule is concerned with the channeling of behavior outside the courtroom").
[FNI3). See Burlington Northern Railroad Co v Woods, 480 US 1,4-5 (1987). See also S.A. Healy Co, 60 F3d at 310
(describing cases in which a Federal Rule conflicts with a state rule as "pretty clear"); Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R.
Miller, and Edward H. Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d § 4511 at 311-12 (West 2d ed 1996)
(explaining that there is no longer any significant Erie problem with regard to matters covered by a Federal Rule).
[FNI4]. The Seventh Circuit has "left open the question whether the (Illinois) 'mend the hold' doctrine ... is substantive or procedural for purposes of the Erie doctrine." AM International, Inc v Graphic Management Associates,
Inc, 44 F3d 572, 576 (7th Cir 1995). However, a more recent opinion suggests that the Seventh Circuit will ultimately
characterize mend the hold as a substantive rule. See Horwitz-Matthews, Inc v City of Chicago. 78 F3d 1248, 1251-52
(7th Cir 1996) (explaining that, even though the pleadings were not yet complete, "the 'mend the hold' doctrine"
would not permit the defendant to change its position later on because it had "emphatically assert( ed) its position" on
appeal). Lower federal courts applying Illinois law have come down on both sides. Compare In re Apex Automotive
Warehouse LP, 205 Bankr 547.553-54 (Bankr N D III 1997) (avoiding a conflict between Illinois mend the hold and
the Federal Rules by refusing to apply the doctrine "at the pleading stage of a litigation"), with Cleveland Hair Clinic,
Inc v Puig, 949 F Stipp 595, 600 n 10 (N DIll 1996) (assuming that the doctrine is substantive), and Mellon Bank,
N.A. v Miglin, 1994 US Dist LEXIS 15439, *16 (N D Ill) (Adopted Magistrate's Opinion), affd, 1995 US Dist LEXIS
2202, *6 (N D Ill) (applying Illinois mend the hold despite possible conflict with FRCP 15). The Sixth Circuit, in
contrast, recently enforced the Tennessee version of the doctrine without noting a potential Erie problem. Life Care
Centers of America. Inc v Charles Town Associates Ltd, 79 F3d 496,508-09 (6th Cir 1995). See note 139. The Second
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Circuit and various lower federal courts have applied versions of the doctrine in diversity cases without pausing to
consider whether it is a substantive rule or not. See, for example, Corporacion De Mercadeo Agricola v Mellon Bank
International. 608 F2d 43.48 (2d Cir 1979) (explaining that under New York law, "when a bank offers one reason for
refusing a draft on a letter of credit, and that reason is later refuted, it cannot at trial point to an entirely different reason
for sustaining the refusal"); Village of Morrisville Water & Light Department v United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co,
775 F Supp 718,724 n 7 (0 Vt 1991) (treating the Vermont version as though it were substantive); Emmons v Ingebretson, 279 F Supp 558, 573 (N D Iowa 1968) (treating the Iowa version as though it were substantive).
rFN 15]. Northrop Corp v Litronic Industries, 29 F3d 1173. 1177 (7th Cir 1994).
[FN16]. Hanna v Plumer, 380 US 460, 468 (1965).
[FN17]. The similarity between the mend the hold doctrine and judicial estoppel has not gone unnoticed by the courts.
See Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 364 (distinguishing mend the hold from judicial estoppel).
[FN 18]. See, for example, Heidner. 199 P2d at 484 ("Since the defendant here, before litigation was commenced, gave
only as its reason for nonperformance a ground which was inadequate, it could not, after suit was filed, 'mend its hold'
and rely upon other and different defenses. It was limited in the trial to the single defense it asserted at the time of
breach.").
[FN 19]. See, for example, Nashville Marketplace Co v First Capital Institutional Real Estate, Ltd, 1990 Tenn App
LEXIS 212, *16 ("Nashville Marketplace could have attempted to cure these problems before the expiration of the
earn-out period had they been mentioned in the rejection notice."); Duclos v Cunninghanl, 102 NY 678, 679, 6 NE
790,790 (1886) ("No such objection was taken at the time by the defendants, and, had it been, the difficulty, no doubt,
would have been obviated at once by the (broker).").
[FN20]. See, for example, Friel v Jones, 42 Del Chanc 148, 153-54,206 A2d 232,235 (1964) (recognizing the mend
the hold principle, but finding it inapplicable on the facts of the case presented because the claim did not arise from
contractual rights).
[FN21]. See, for example, Schroeder v Texas Iron Works, Inc, 813 SW2d 483,489 (rex 1991) (explaining that equitable estoppel requires a showing of "(1) a false representation or concealment of material facts, (2) made with
knowledge, actual or constructive, of those facts, (3) with the intention that it should be acted on, (4) to a party without
knowledge, or the means of knowledge of those facts, (5) who detrimentally relied upon the misrepresentation").
[FN22]. Edwards v Aetna Life Insurance Co, 690 F2d 595, 598 (6th Cir 1982).
[FN23]. Id; Chaveriat v Williams Pipe Line Co, II F3d 1420, 1427-28 (7th Cir 1993).
[FN24 ]. See Rissetto v Plumbers and Steamfitters Local. 94 F3d 597, 600-01 (9th Cir 1996) (explaining that judicial
estoppel "precludes a party from gaining an advantage by taking one position, and then seeking a second advantage by
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taking an incompatible one"); Chaveriat, 11 F3d at 1427-28 (explaining that courts enforce judicial estoppel "to
prevent situations from arising in which one of two related decisions has to be wrong because a party took opposite
positions and won both times"); Edwards, 690 F2d at 598 (explaining that judicial estoppel protects the integrity of the
judicial process by avoiding inconsistent judicial decisions).
[FN251. See note 58 and accompanying text.
[FN26J. See notes 103-08 and accompanying text.
[FN271. 96 US 258, 267-68 (1877).
[FN281. Id at 765.
[FN291. ld at 265-67.
[FN301. Id at 267.
[FN31]. Id at 267-68 (emphasis added).
[FN321 . See, for example, Gibson v Brown, 214 III 330, 341, 73 NE 578, 582 (1905), quoting McCarthy, 96 US at
267-68. See also note 48.
[FN331. See Seminole Securities v Southern Life Insurance Co, 182 F 85, 97 (Cir Ct ED NC 1910), quoting McCarthy
to support its refusal to allow three defendants to take inconsistent positions in different suits; Winmark Limited
Partnership v Miles & Stockbridge, 345 Md 614, 620, 693 A2d 824,827 (1997), quoting McCarthy's mend the hold
language in support of the "doctrine of judicial estoppel"; Salcedo v Asociacion Cubana, Inc, 368 S2d 1337, 1339 (Fla
Dist Ct App 1979) ("In earlier times, the rule we apply in this case (estoppel) was said to reflect the feeling that a party
may not 'mend his hold' .... "), citing McCarthy, 96 US at 268. Compare American Sulphur Royalty Co v Freeport
Sulphur Co, 276 SW 448, 459 (Tex App 1925) (rejecting mend the hold in favor of equitable estoppel).
[FN341. See, for example, Second N ationaJ Bank of Allegheny v Lash Corp, 299 F 371, 372 (3d Cir 1924) ("The
concluding words clearly indicate that the rule is founded on equitable estoppel."); American Sulphur, 276 SWat 459
(rejecting McCarthy's mend the hold rule in favor of equitable estoppel and its reliance requirement); Amsinck & Co v
Springfield Grocer Co, 7 F2d 855, 859-60 (8th Cir 1925) (explaining that "the doctrine" announced by McCarthy "is
based on equitable estoppel"). Compare Larson v Johnson, 1 III App 2d 36, 46, 116 NE2d 187, 191 o 953)("We have
concluded from our examination of the cases that so far as the Illinois doctrine is concerned, it is not limited to equitable estoppel. The reviewing courts which announced the principle were familiar with the doctrine of equitable
estoppel and there was no occasion for dressing it up with a subtitle.").
[FN35] . Davis v Wakelee, 156 US 680, 690-91(895), quoting McCarthy, 96 US at 267-68.
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[FN36]. See, for example, Patz v St Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co, 15 F3d 699, 703 (7th Cir 1994) ("By their
mention of judicial estoppel the (plaintiffs) may have been groping for a related but separate doctrine, that of 'mend
the hold' ...."); Rottmund v Continental Assurance Co, 813 F Supp 1104, 1111 (E D Pa 1992), citing Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 362-65. to support its use of the "common law 'mend the hold' doctrine" to bar a party from taking
a position in the present litigation different from "the position ( ) it took in the prior litigation" unless "new information" justified the change.
[FN37]. 15 Wend 474, 474 (S Ct NY 1836).
[FN38]. 24 Wend 168,169 (S CtNY 1840).
[FN39). 7 NY 288. 288 (1852).
[FN40). At common law, replevin and trover were writs by which one obtained a judgment ordering the return of, or
awarding damages in the value of, his or her property wrongfully in the possession of another. See Grant S. Nelson,
William B. Stoebuck, and Dale A. Whitman, Contemporary Property 30-31 (West 1996).
[FN41]. Everett, 15 Wend at 478 ("But if the defendants had a lien, they waived it by not putting themselves upon that
ground when the property was demanded by the plaintiffs agent.") (emphasis omitted); Holbrook, 24 Wend at 179
("But if this were not so, and supposing the question of lien to rest on what the defendant's partner said when the
demand was made, omitting to mention a lien and taking other ground, waives it."); Winter. 7 NY at 293-94 ("The jury
were properly instructed as to the waiver of the defendants' lien for their charges for insurance, freight, cartage, labor,
storage and fire insurance, that if on being apprised of the plaintiffs claim, they put themselves not upon their lien but
only upon the denial of plaintiffs right, they could now assume a different ground."), citing Holbrook, 24 Wend at
169.
[FN42]. 3 D & E 554, 100 Eng Rep 729 (KB 1790).
[FN43]. 100 Eng Rep at 729 (opinion by Buller).
[FN44). 8 Wend 562, 567 (S Ct NY 1832).

[FN46). 46 NY 223 (1871) (citations omitted).
[FN47). ld at 227-28 (citations omitted). Note the striking resemblance to the dispute over whether "bank notes of the
bank of England" constituted a tender of "money" in Wright, 100 Eng Rep at 729.
[FN48]. See, for example, Oakland Sugar Mill Co v Fred W. Wolf Co. 118 F 239. 248-50 (6th Cir 1902) (deciding not
to "permit the purchaser ... to change the issues and propound new defenses"), citing McCarthy, the six cases cited in
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McCarthy, and a number of other cases; E.E. Taenzer & Co v Chicago, Rhode Island & Pacific Railway Co, 191 F
543,551 (6th Cir 1911) (excepting from mend the hold defenses based on "contravention of the public policy of the
United States as expressed by its positive statutes," and describing the Sunday law part of McCarthy as "more or less
obiter"); Continental National Bank v National City Bank of New York, 69 F2d 312, 3 18-19 (9th CiT 1934) (collecting
cases and describing the conflict among the courts in interpreting the McCarthy rule). See also Larson, 116 NE2d at
192 ("This is how the doctrine emerges from the cases which have considered it. ... (T)his is the common method for
the development of our law .... ").
[FN49]. See, for example, Continental National Bank, 69 F2d at 319 ("In the relevant cases in this circuit, the requirement that the plaintiff should have been misled to his damage has not been expressly stated, but it appeared from
the facts that there was some possibility that he might have cured the defects had they been called to his attention,
although perhaps not within the time limits of the contract."); Western Grocer Co v New York Oversea Co, 28 F2d
518, 520-21 (N D Cal 1928) ("A party to a contract is not permitted to refuse to perform a contract upon one ground,
and later to rely upon another ground, which might have been remedied, had it been called to the attention of the
performing party.").
[FN50]. See, for example, Luckenbach S.S. Co, Inc v W.R. Grace & Co, 267 F 676, 679 (4th Cir 1920) ("But the
further and equally conclusive answer is found in the settled rule of law that one who breaches his contract for reasons
specified at the time will not be permitted afterwards, when sued for damages, to set up other and different defenses.
This rule has been long established and frequently applied."); Wyatt v Henderson, 31 Or 48, 54, 48 P 790, 792 (897)
("The defendants, having denied, upon information and belief, that the plaintiff was the owner or entitled to the
possession of any of the said oats, cannot now be permitted to say that their refusal to deliver the grain in question was
caused by the failure of the plaintiff to pay the storage thereon.").
[FN51 ]. Smith, County Treasurer v German Insurance Co, 107 Mich 270,279,65 NW 236, 239 (1895) ("It is apparent
that the ground, and the only ground, upon which all liability was denied, was the storage of gasoline .... Good faith
required that the (insurance) company should apprise the plaintiff fully of its position; and, failing to do this, it estops
itself from asserting any defense other than that brought to the notice of plaintiff.").
[FN52]. See, for example, Vileski v Pacific-Atlantic Steamship Co, 163 F2d 553,555-56 (9th Cir 1947) (explaining
that the "(l)ibelant on this appeal seeks to raise a new issue," but holding that the "libelant is not entitled so to mend his
hold"); Arkansas Anthracite Coal & Land Co v Stokes, 2 F2d 511, 515 (8th Cir 1924) ("But it is also well-nigh universal and fundamental, as a rule of appellate procedure, that a litigant may not mend his hold on the way up to an
appellate court by seeking to reverse a case, because the theory on which it was tried below, and in which appellants
then acquiesced, is, in fact, erroneous. In short, to state the rule simply and baldly, the theory on which a case is tried
nisi is the theory in which it must, on appeal, be weighed for error."); Bob v Hardy, 222 Ga App 550, 554,474 SE2d
658, 662 (1996) ("One cannot expand the scope ofreview or supply additional issues through a process of switching,
shifting, and mending your hold.") (internal citations and quotation marks omitted); Beard v Montgomery Ward and
Co, 215 Kan 343,349,524 P2d 1159, 1165 (1974) ("If a case has been tried upon one theory, it is too late to mend his
hold and advance another theory which might have been, but was not, presented at the trial.") (internal citations and
quotation marks omitted); H.W. Ivey Construction Co v Transamerica Insurance Co, 119 Ga App 794, 795,168 SE2d
855,856 (] 969) (explaining that on appeal the plaintiff "must stand or fall upon the position taken in the trial court,"
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and thus he "cannot ... 'mend his hold"'); Harlan Production Credit Association v Schroeder Elevator Co, 253 Iowa
345,349, 112 NW2d 320, 323 (1961) (rejecting an argument on appeal because the "record indicates the contention
was not made in the trial court and is an attempt by plaintiffto mend its hold here"). Compare Domino Sugar Corp v
Sugar Workers Local Union 392, 10 F3d 1064, 1068 (4th Cir 1993) ("Ordinarily an appellate court does not give
consideration to issues not raised below.").
[FN53]. See, for example, Claeys v Moldenschardt, 260 Iowa 36, 41, 148 NW2d 479, 482 (1967) ("Rather she attempted to mend her hold under rule 252 by asserting a new and independent action upon a basis foreign to that rule
under the guise of an amendment. This she could not do."); Norton v Crescent City Ice Manufacturing Co, Inc, 178 La
135,145, 150 § 855, 858 (1933) ("They did not choose to (amend their pleadings), and we do not think that at this late
date they should be permitted to mend their hold and to subject defendant to the annoyance and expense of further
litigation .. . .").
[FN54] . See, for example, Babbitt v Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Great Oregon, 515 US 687, 734
(1995) (Scalia dissenting) ("The second point the Court stresses in its response seems to me a belated mending of its
hold."); In re Berkowitz, 3 Kan App 726, 747, 602 P2d 99, 114 (1979) (noting that a second criminal trial "permits the
prosecution to 'mend its hold' in the light of experience in the first trial"); Seaboard Sand & Gravel Corp v American
Stevedores, Inc. 151 F2d 846, 847 (2d Cir 1945) ("As the scales tipped one way or the other, or remained even, as the
trial proceeded, either party could, of course, mend its hold as its evidence enabled it to do; but if in the end the proof
did not preponderate at least to a slight extent to show negligence the libelant failed to prove a case.").
[FN55]. Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 363 ("Harbor and Allstate describe the ' mend the hold' doctrine as 'quirky.'
The name is quirky, but . ... ").
[FN56]. Edwards Manufacturing Co v Bradford Co, 294 F 176, 181 (2d Cir 1923) ("But afterthoughts in litigations do
not permit a party 'to mend his hold,' as was quaintly but effectively said in Railway Co. v. McCarthy.") (citations
omitted).
[FN57]. Learned Hand, for example, used the phrase in three different opinions, each time descriptively. See SchwaI1z
v Horowitz. 131 F2d 506, 508 <2d Cir 1942); Cohan v Richmond, 86 F2d 680, 682 (2d Cir 1936); Connolly v Medalie,
58 F2d 629, 630 (2d Cir 1932).
[FN58]. See, for example, Friel v Jones, 42 Del Chanc 148, 153-54,206 A2d 232, 235 (964) (recognizing the mend
the hold doctrine, but fmding it inapplicable because suit did not arise from contractual rights); Keefe v Moskin Stores,
95 A2d 336,339 (DC App 1953) (barring a store manager who had refused to recognize his termination "from denying
his obligation under the employment contract"); Weldon v Lashley, 214 Ga 99, 102-04, 103 SE2d 385,388-89 (1958)
(recognizing the mend the hold doctrine, but fmding it inapplicable because the defendant had made no prior inconsistent justification for the alleged breach). But compare Adler's Package Shop, Inc v Parker, 190 Ga App 68, 73, 378
SE2d 323, 327 (1989) (recasting Weldon's mend the hold rule as one of estoppel, and thus requiring detrimental
reliance); Blunt v Wentland, 250 Iowa 607, 615, 93 NW2d 735, 739 (959) ("Having elected to repudiate, the appellant was not entitled afterwards to mend his hold by insisting that, if he had not repudiated the contract, the purchaser would not instantly have been able to produce the required cash payment. That a party who has elected one
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ground of objection cannot afterwards mend his hold and select another, which might have been obviated, had it been
insisted upon, is well settled."), quoting Crow v Casady, 191 Iowa 1357,182 NW 884 (1921); Russell v Ferrell, 181
Kan 259. 269, 311 P2d 347, 354 (1957) (explaining that, because "(t)ender of payment was refused on the sole ground
that the Russells were too late," the refusing party "may not 'mend his hold'" by raising another ground); Tackels, Inc
v Fantin, 341 Mich 119, 124,67 NW2d 71, 73-74 (1954) ("At that time defendant's expressed reluctance to proceed
with the work resulted from his belief that the bid price was too low to cover the cost oflabor and materials. He did not
indicate by his statements that refusal to do the work contemplated was, or would be, predicated on the theory that
acceptance of the offer was precluded because of delay on the plaintiffs part. The failure to assign such reason is
significant."), citing McCarthy, 96 US at 267-68; Design Data Corp v Maryland Casualty Co, 243 Neb 945, 956-57,
503 NW2d 552, 559-60 (1993) (refusing to apply the otherwise alive "rule as to 'mending one's hold'" in disputes
involving insurance coverage); Schanerman v Everett & Carbin, Inc, 10 NJ 215, 220-21, 89 A2d 689, 692 (1952)
(disallowing an argument based on the buyer's financial ability because the "prospective seller in refusing to execute
the contract asserted simply that it was withdrawing the property from the market and did not question the buyer's
financial ability"); Corporacion De Mercadeo Agricola v Mellon Bank International. 608 F2d 43, 48-49 (2d Cir 1979)
(explaining that, under New York law, "when a bank offers one reason for refusing a draft on a letter of credit, and that
reason is later refuted, it cannot at trial point to an entirely different reason for sustaining the refusal"); Wyoming
Sawmills, Inc v Transportation Insurance Co, 282 Or 401, 408-10,578 P2d 1253, 1257-58 (1978) (In Banc) (limiting
the rule, "which is securely rooted in common justice," in insurance cases so as not to create "an original grant of
coverage where no such contract previously existed") (internal citations and quotation marks omitted); Nashville
Marketplace Co, 1990 Tenn App LEXIS 212 at *16 ("Admittedly, the contract documents did not specifically require
the First Capital defendants to set out the grounds for their rejection of a lease. However, once a contracting party has
given reasons for its actions, it cannot attempt to justify its conduct on new and different grounds after suit is filed.");
Measday v Kwik-Kopy Corp, 713 F2d 118, 125-26 (5th Cir 1983) ("In Texas when an employer assigns grounds for
discharge of an employee, it cannot later justify the termination on grounds that were not made the basis of the termination at the time of the discharge."); Hamlin v Mutual Life Insurance Co, 145 Vt 264,267-70 & n 2, 487 A2d 159,
161-63 & n 2 Cl984) (discussing the "insurance defense waiver rule").
[FN59). See, for example, Nashville Marketplace Co, 1990 Tenn App LEXIS 212 at *16 ("(O)nce a contracting party
has given reasons for its actions, it cannot attempt to justify its conduct on new and different grounds after suit is
filed.").
[FN60]. See, for example, Hamlin, 487 A2d at 161-63 & n 2 (discussing the "insurance defense waiver rule").
[FN61]. See 12 Am Jur 2d Brokers § 251 (1997) ("As a general rule, where a landowner who has listed property for
sale with a real estate broker refuses to accept an offer which is substantially in accordance with the listing, the owner
cannot afterwards defend the broker's action for compensation on a ground not specified when rejecting the offer.").
[FN62]. For examples of courts that have limited mend the hold's application in the insurance and real estate contexts,
see Parts I.e. 1 and I.C.2.
[FN63]. See text accompanying note 89. Compare Polson Logging Co v Neumeyer, 229 F 705, 707 (9th CiT 1916)
(affirming a judgment for the seller because "the purchaser refused to receive the steel ... solely upon" two specific
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grounds different from the "objections now relied upon to defeat the action").
[FN64]. Hamlin v Mutual Life Insurance Co, 145 Vt 264,267-70,487 A2d 159, 161-63 (1984).
[FN65]. Cummings v Connecticut General Life Insurance Co, 102 Vt 351, 148 A 484,487 (1930).
IFN66] . Id.
[FN67]. Id (discussing the unfairness of allowing the insurance company to mend its hold "after the insured has taken
him at his word and is attempting to enforce his liability").
[FN68]. See, for example, In re Aberdeen 100, Inc, 1995 Bankr LEXIS 1032, *11 (Bankr D Vt) (holding that the
defendant insurance company "waived nothing" because it had "specifically 'reserve(d) its rights to disclaim coverage'" under any other grounds). Compare note 81 and accompanying text.
[FN69]. See id at *9-11 (recognizing the rule as the law of Vermont); Village of Morrisville Water & Light Department v United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co, 775 F Supp 718, 724 n 7 CD Vt 1991) (same).
IFN70]. For Nebraska examples, see O'Neil v Union National Life Insurance Co, 162 Neb 284, 291. 75 NW2d 739,
744(956) (refusing to bar an amendment because the "amended answer as to this subject did not" represent a change
in "its defensive position"); Pickens v Maryland Casualty Co, 141 Neb 105, 110,2 NW2d 593, 596 (942) (allowing
the insurance company to mend its hold because the declination letter "inadvertently" misstated the company's rationale and the "error was so patent that it can in no way prejudice the rights of defendant"). For Oregon examples, see
Ward v Queen City Fire Insurance Co of Sioux Falls, 69 Or 347,352, 138 P 1067, 1068 (1914) (suggesting that mend
the hold applies only to the extent that the party in breach was in full possession of "all the facts and circumstances");
Eaid v National Casualty Co, 122 Or 547,557-59,259 P 902, 906 (1927) (following Ward, and thus applying mend
the hold because "the company had made a careful examination and investigation of the (plaintiffs) claim").
[FN71]. Design Data Corp v Maryland Casualty Co, 243 Neb 945, 957, 503 NW2d 552, 560 (1993) ("While the rule
as to 'mending one's hold' may be alive and well as to conditions of forfeiture, generally it has no application to
matters relating to coverage, and estoppel cannot be invoked to expand the scope of coverage of an insurance contract
absent a showing of detrimental good faith reliance upon statements or conduct of the party against whom estoppel is
invoked which reasonably led an insured to believe coverage was present."); ABCD ... Vision, Inc v Fireman's Fund
Insurance Co, 304 Or 301. 306, 744 P2d 998, 1001 (1987) ("Estoppel cannot be invoked to expand insurance coverage
or the scope of an insurance contract."); Wyoming Sawmills, Inc v Transportation Insurance Co, 282 Or 401, 578 P2d
1253, 1258(978) (In Banc) (limiting the mend the hold rule so as not to create a "grant of coverage where no such
contract previously existed").
tFN72]. Wyoming Sawmills, 578 P2d at 1257-58. See also Dejonge v Mutual of Enumclaw, 315 Or 237,843 P2d 914,
916-17 (1993) (In Banc), citing Wyoming Sawmills, 578 P2d at 1278 and ABCD ... Vision, 744 P2d at 1001, for the
proposition that estoppel cannot be used to expand a policy's coverage. On this subject generally, see Peter Nash
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Swisher, Judicial Interpretations of Insurance Contract Disputes: Toward a Realistic Middle Ground Approach. 57
Ohio St L J 543,592-94,618-21 (1996) (discussing expansion of coverage through waiver and estoppel); W.C. Crais
III, Annotation, Doctrine of Estoppel or Waiver as Available to Bring Within Coverage oflnsurance Policy Risks not
Covered by its Terms or Expressly Excluded Therefrom, I ALR3d 1139 (1965), cited with approval in Dejonge, 843
P2d at 916 n 3. See also Employers Insurance of Wausau v Ehleo Liquidating Trust, 292 III App 3d 1036, 687 NE2d
82, 90-93 (1997) (refusing to apply a similar Illinois insurance estoppel rule when the insurer can show the breach of a
condition precedent to coverage).
IFN73]. ABCD ... Vision, 744 P2d at 1002. See also George J. Couch, Ronald A. Anderson, and Mark S. Rhodes, 14
Couch on Insurance § 49B: 1 (Law Co-op 2d rev ed 1982) ("Provisions in contracts of insurance requiring notice and
proofs of loss, injury, death, claim against the insured, etc., may, like all other provisions or conditions which are
inserted by the insurers for their benefit or protection, be waived by them .... ").
[FN74] . ABCD ... Vision, 744 P2d at 1001.
[FN75]. Wyoming Sawmills, 578 P2d at 1258.
[FN76]. ABCD .. . Vision, 744 P2d at 1002.
[FN77]. See Design Data, 503 NW2d at 559-60, quoting ABCD .. . Vision, 744 P2d at 1001-02, with approval.
[FN78]. Design Data, 503 NW2d at 560 ("While the rule as to 'mending one's hold' may be alive and well as to
conditions of forfeiture, generally it has no application to matters relating to coverage, and estoppel cannot be invoked
to expand the scope of coverage of an insurance contract absent a showing of detrimental good faith reliance upon
statements or conduct of the party against whom estoppel is invoked which reasonably led an insured to believe
coverage was present."). See also Erickson v Carhart, 1996 Neb App LEXIS 234, *16 (explaining that Design Data
"limits the estoppel doctrine of 'mending one's hold' to prevent expansion of coverage beyond the policy terms absent
detrimental reliance").
[FN79]. See, for example, Sherwood v Rosenstein, 179 MinD 42, 228 NW 339,339(929) ("The theory is that, if(the
principal) would speak in season, the (broker) might remove the alleged obstacle .... "); Duclos, 6 NE at 790 ("No
such objection was taken at the time by the defendants, and, had it been, the difficulty, no doubt, would have been
obviated at once by the (broker) ...."). See also Lathrop v Gauger, 127 Cal App 2d 754, 767, 274 P2d 730, 738 (1954)
("The general rule, in this state and elsewhere, is that where a broker has produced a purchaser in substantial compliance with the terms of a listing, and the owner does not object to the terms of the proposed purchase or the details of
performance but states as the reason for his refusal his unwillingness to sell, he may not shift his position, when sued
for a commission, and defend upon objections to details that the broker might have supplied or corrected if they had
been pointed out by the owner.").
[FN80]. HOlton-Cavey Realty Co v Reese, 34 Colo App 323, 328,527 P2d 914, 917 (1974).
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[FN81l. Hawkland's critique of mend the hold in the context of contracts for the sale of goods is equally applicable to
real estate brokerage contracts. See William D. Hawkland, Uniform Commercial Code Series § 2-605:01 (Clark
Boardman Callaghan 1984) ("This rule led sophisticated buyers to object to the seller's tender in a general nonspecific
fashion and to base rejection on all available grounds.").
[FN82] . Compare note 79.
[FN83]. See Mutchnick v Davis, 130 AD 417,114 NYS 997, 999 (NY App Div 1909) (explaining that "failure to
object on the ground of the party wall cannot be deemed a waiver of that defect, because it could not have been
cured").
[FN84]. See Record Realty, Inc v Hull, 15 Wash App 826, 552 P2d 191. 195 (1976) (recognizing the majority rule
requires that the seller "show that the ground for rejection of an offer tendered to the seller by the broker was specified
to the broker at that time").
[FN85]. See Horton-Cavey Realty, 527 P2d at 917; Lathrop, 274 P2d at 738; Libowitz v Lake Nursing Home, Inc, 35
Wis 2d 74,81-82, 150 NW2d 439, 443 (1967). See also 12 Am Jur 2d Brokers § 251 (1997) ("As a general rule, where
a landowner who has listed property for sale with a real estate broker refuses to accept an offer which is substantially
in accordance with the listing, the owner cannot afterwards defend the broker's action for compensation on a ground
not specified when rejecting the offer."); Annotation, Failure, when refusing offer to purchase land, to state ground
therefor as affecting right to assert such ground in defense of broker's action for compensation, 156 ALR 602 (] 945).
For an example of the explicit fusion of these rules, see Orange City Hills, Inc v Florida Realty Bureau, Inc, 119 S2d
43,48-49 (Fla Dist Ct App 1960) (Wigginton dissenting), which cites both an earlier edition of the relevant Am Jur
section and McCarthy's mend the hold language.
[FN86]. See, for example, Littlejohn v Shaw, 159 NY 188, 191, 53 NE 810, 811 (1899) ("But in this case the defendants placed their rejection of the gambier upon two specific grounds, viz. that it was not of good merchantable
quality, and that it was not in good merchantable condition. By thus formally stating their objections, they must be
held to have waived all other objections. The principle is plain, and needs no argument in support of it, that, if a particular objection is taken to the performance, and the party is silent as to all others, they are deemed to be waived.").
See also text accompanying notes 42-47.
[FN87]. Hawkland, Uniform Commercial Code Series at § 2-605:01 (cited in note 81) ("This rule led sophisticated
buyers to object to the seller's tender in a general nonspecific fashion and to base rejection on all available grounds.
The case law supported this approach, generally holding that ifthe buyer rejected without specifying any reason other
than the general allegation that the goods did not conform to the contract, he had the right thereafter to rely on any
defects or noncomformities to support his action.").

[FN89]. UCC § 2-605(1)(a). See also UCC § 2A-514 (revising Section 2-605 to reflect leasing practices and terminology).
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[FN90]. VCC § 2-605 comment 1.
[FN91]. See, for example, Texpor Traders, Inc v Trust Co Bank, 720 F Supp 1100, 1111-12 (S D NY 1989) (applying
VCC § 2-605).
[FN92]. The court in Phillips Puerto Rico Core, Inc v Tradax Petrolewn Ltd, 782 F2d 314. 321 (2d CiT 1985), after
citing VCC § 2-605(1) to explain why a party "waived its right to rely on (a) belatedly alleged defect as justification
for its nonpayment," string cited two earlier decisions. The first, Uchitel v F.R. Tripier & Co, 434 NYS2d 77, 81 (NY
§ Ct 1980), is an unimportant Section 2-605 case. But the second, Corporacion de Mercadeo Agricola v Mellon Bank
International. 608 F2d 43 (2d Cir 1979), did not involve the UCC at all. Rather, in a classic application of the mend the
hold principle, it explained that "when a bank offers one reason for refusing a draft on a letter of credit, and that reason
is later refuted, it cannot at trial point to an entirely different reason for sustaining the refusal." Id at 48-49. See also
Otto Seidenberg v Tautfest, 155 Or 420, 64 P2d 534, 535 (1937) (incorporating the mend the hold rule into a 1930
Oregon statute that resembles modem day VCC § 2-605).
[FN93J. See UCC § 2-605 comment 2 (explaining that "a buyer who merely rejects the delivery without stating his
objections to it is probably acting in commercial bad faith"); VCC § 1-203 ("Every contract or duty within (the UCC)
imposes an obligation of good faith in its performance or enforcement."). See also Restatement (Second) of Contracts
§ 248 comment b (ALI 1979) ("(T)he giving of an insufficient reason may, however, so mislead the other party as to
induce his failure to cure the defective performance or offer of performance .... If it does so, the non-occurrence of
the condition is excused .. .. This is a specific application ofthe general rule that requires good faith and fair dealing
....").
[FN94J. New England Structures, Inc v Ronald R. Loranger, 354 Mass 62, 65-66, 234 NE2d 888, 891-92 (1968)
(characterizing McCarthy and its progeny as relying on estoppel or waiver); American Sulphur, 276 SWat 459 (rejecting McCarthy's mend the hold rule in favor of equitable estoppel and its reliance requirement). Somewhat inconsistently, Texas enforces the mend the hold principle in employment disputes, see Measday v Kwik-Kopy Corp, 713
F2d 118, 125-26 (5th Cir 1983) ("In Texas when an employer assigns grounds for discharge ofan employee, it cannot
later justify the termination on grounds that were not made the basis of the termination at the time of the discharge."),
in conflict with the Restatement. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 237 illustration 8 (ALI 1979) ("B is not
aware of (legitimate grounds for discharging A, so B) discharges A for an inadequate reason. A has no claim against B
for discharging him.").
[FN95]. Accent Builders Company, Inc v Southwest Concrete Systems, Inc, 679 SW2d 106, 110 (Tex App 1984)
(holding that "absent a bad faith effort or a change of position a party is 'not prevented from relying upon one good
defense among others urged simply because he has not always put it forward"'), quoting New England Structures. 234
NE2d at 892; Commonwealth Mortgage Corp v First Nationwide Bank, 873F2d 859, 866 (5th Cir 1989), quoting
Accent Builders, 679 SW2d at 110. Accent Builders also cites a section of the Restatement, which relied upon the facts
of New England Structures, in support of the good faith amendment rule. Accent Builders, 679 SW2d at 110, citing
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 248. Section 248 comment b explicitly connects the proposition to "the general
rule that requires good faith and fair dealing in the enforcement of contracts."
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[FN96). Accent Builders, 679 SW2d at 110 ("Thus under our holding the question for the jury was not whether Accent
intended to terminate for convenience, but instead whether it acted in bad faith or whether Southwest changed its
position in reliance."); New England Structures, 234 NE2d at 891-92 ("While of course one cannot fail in good faith in
presenting his reasons as to his conduct touching a controversy he is not prevented from relying upon one good defense among others urged simply because he has not always put it forward, when it does not appear that he has acted
dishonestly or that the other party has been misled to his harm, or that he is estopped on any other ground.").
[FN971. Gibson v Brown, 214 1II 330, 341. 73 NE 578, 582 (1905). See also Schuyler County v Missouri Bridge and
Iron Co, 256111348,352-53,100 NE 239, 240 (1912).
[FN98]. See, for example, Israel v National Canada Corp, 276 1II App 3d 454,462,658 NE2d 1184, 1191 (1996)
("Illinois law requires a defendant in a breach of contract claim to stand by the first defense raised after the litigation
has begun. However, the law does not require that the defense be asserted at the time the contract is terminated.").
[FN99J. 1 III App 2d 36, 116 NE2d 187 (953).
[FNIOOJ. 116 NE2d at 191 ("We have concluded from our exanlination of the cases that so far as the Illinois doctrine
is concerned, it is not limited to equitable estoppel. The reviewing courts ... were familiar with the doctrine of equitable estoppel and there was no occasion for dressing it up with a subtitle.").
[FN I 01 J. Id at 192. In this respect Larson anticipated the UCC. See text accompanying notes 88-8988.
[FNI021. Id at 191.
[FN 1031. ld at 191-92 (explaining that the rule stems from "the common practice among ... contracting parties ... to
state a reason for repudiation," and thus "there are limitations upon its application"). See also Harbor Insurance, 922
F2d at 363 (explaining that "the doctrine ... can be seen as a corollary of the duty of good faith that the law of Illinois
as of other states imposes on the parties to contracts"), citing Larson, 116 NE2d at 191-92. Compare Smith, County
Treasurer v German Insurance Co, 107 Mich 270, 279, 65 NW 236, 239 (1895) ("It is apparent that the ground, and the
only ground, upon which all liability was denied, was the storage of gasoline .... Good faith required that the (insurance) company should apprise the plaintiff fully of its position; and, failing to do this, it estops itself from asserting
any defense other than that brought to the notice of plaintiff.").
[FNI041. See, for example, lK Corp v One Financial Place Partnership, 200 III App 3d 802,815,558 NE2d 161, 170
(1990) ("IK contends that raising a new condition violates long established Illinois law. However, this is not a case
where a party has switched his position at trial.") (emphasis added).
[FNI05]. Israel, 658 NE2d at 1191.
[FN 106]. Delaney v Marchon, Inc, 254 III App 3d 933, 940-41, 627 NE2d 244, 249 (1993). But compare note 110.
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[FNI07J. See Horwitz-Matthews, Inc v City of Chicago, 78 F3d 1248, 1252 (7th Cir 1996).
[FNI08]. See Cleveland Hair Clinic, Inc v Puig, 949 F Supp 595, 600-01 (N D III 1996).
[FNI09]. The Delaney court relied on Judge Posner's opinion in Harbor Insurance as an authoritative exposition of the
limits of mend the hold. Delaney, 627 NE2d at 249. In fact, the Harbor Insurance court was operating with a concession by the party seeking to employ the doctrine that sharply limited the doctrine's scope to avoid a head-on collision
between the doctrine and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 922 F2d at 364 ("It concedes that if pretrial discovery
or other sources of new information justify a change in a contract party's litigating position as a matter of fair procedure under the federal rules, that change should not be deemed a forbidden attempt to 'mend the hold."'). Moreover,
to the extent that the Delaney court justified its limitation of the doctrine to postpleading stage amendments because
"no case law ... clearly holds that the doctrine applies at the pleading stage," 627 NE2d at 239, the court was in error.
In the Illinois Supreme Court's decision in Schuyler County, for example, the defendant won a county construction
bid, but then announced by letter that it could not perform at the bid price, that the bid was a mistake. In the subsequent
breach of contract action, the court limited the defendant to that explanation, which was made well before the litigation
commenced. 100 NE at 240.
[FN 110]. Thus, in Horwitz-Matthews, an appeal from a dismissal below before the defendants had filed an answer, the
Seventh Circuit opined that, even though the pleadings were not yet complete, "the 'mend the hold' doctrine" would
not permit the defendant to change its position because it had "emphatically asserted(ed) its position" on appeal. 78
F3d at 1252. See also Cleveland Hair Clinic, 949 F Supp at 601 (citing mend the hold as an alternative ground for
refusing to allow a defense that the defendant had been aware of since the first pleadings).
[FN 1 I n See note 96 and accompanying text.
[FN112]. 304 US 64, 79-80 (1938) (holding that federal courts were bound by state common law in all cases in which
they would be bound by state statutory law). See also S.A. Healy, 60 F3d at 309 (characterizing the promulgation of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Supreme Court's Erie decision as "the revolution in federalism of 1938").
[FNl131. Hanna, 380 US at 465. Choosing the appropriate state, however, is sometimes no easy task. See generally
Wright, Miller, and Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure § 4506 (cited in note 13).
[FNl14]. Hanna, 380 US at 471 ("When a situation is covered by one of the Federal Rules, the question facing the
court is a far cry from the typical, relatively unguided Erie choice: the court has been instructed to apply the Federal
Rule, and can refuse to do so only if the Advisory Committee, this Court, and Congress erred in their prima facie
judgment that the Rule in question transgresses neither the terms ofthe Enabling Act nor constitutional restrictions.");
Trierweiler v Croxton and Trench Holding Corp, 90 F3d 1523, 1539 (lOth Cir 1996) ("The Supreme Court has continued to eschew the application of simple litmus tests in distinguishing between substantive and procedural law,
except in one case: where a federal rule of procedure is directly on point, that rule applies."); Wright, Miller, and
Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure § 4511 at 311-12 (cited in note 13) (explaining that there is no longer any
significant Erie problem with regard to matters covered by the Federal Rules).
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If the Federal Rule is not "a valid exercise of Congress' rulemaking authority," then of course it will not control.
Burlington Northern Railroad Co v Woods, 480 US 1, 5 (1987). But the Federal Rules enjoy "presumptive validity
under both ... constitutional and statutory constraints." Id at 6. Thus, there is no real question about the validity of
either of the Rules that could preempt mend the hold (8 and 15). The analysis below, therefore, focuses only on
whether either Rule conflicts with the mend the hold doctrine.
[FN 1151. Burlington Northern, 480 US at 4-5; Hiatt v Mazda Motor Corp, 75 F3d 1252, 1259 (8th Cir 1996).
[FNlI6]. Hanna, 380 US at 468; Fragoso v Lopez, 991 F2d 878,881 (lst Cir 1993).
[FN 117]. Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 364.
[FNI18].Id.
[FNlI9]. Burlington Northern, 480 US at 4-5 (987) (citations omitted). See also Wright, Miller, and Cooper, 19
Federal Practice and Procedure § 4510 at 293 (cited in note 13) (explaining that "a precondition to the applicability of
a Civil Rule in the face of contrary state law" is that "it must fIrst be determined that the Rule, properly construed, truly
comprehends the disputed issue and, therefore, is in conflict with state law").
[FN 120]. FRCP 8(e)(2). See also FRCP 11 (requiring parties to certify that their contentions are not baseless).
[FNI21]. Stewart Organization, Inc v Ricoh Corp, 487 US 22, 31 (1988), quoting Walker v Armco Steel Corp, 446 US
740, 752 (1980).
[FN 122]. See Nathan v Boeing Co, 116 F3d 422, 424 (9th Cir 1997) (explaining that "we interpret federal law broadly
when deciding if it conflicts with state law in an Erie situation"), citing Stewart Organization, 487 US at 31. But
compare Eades v Clark Distribution Co, Inc, 70 F3d 441, 443 (6th Cir 1995) (rejecting an argument that Stewart
Organization compels a broad reading of the Federal Rules).
[FN123]' Gasperini v Center for Humanities, Inc, 518 US 415, 421 n 7 (1996). See J. Benjamin Jing, Note, ClarifIcation and Disruption: The Effects of Gasperini v. Center for the Humanities, Inc. on the Erie Doctrine, 83 Cornell L
Rev 161, 188-89, 193 (l997) ("If Gasperini indicates a turn in the Court's approach to the Erie doctrine, a Federal rule
will apply in the face of a contrary state rule only when the Federal Rule sets an explicit standard leaving the courts
little room for interpretation .... "). See also S.A. Healy Co, 60 F3d at 310-12 (holding that a state rule regarding
settlement offers by plaintiffs is compatible with Rule 68's control over settlement offers by defendant), cited with
approval in Gasperini, 518 US at 421 n 7; Richard H. Fallon, Daniel J. Meltzer, and David L. Shapiro, Hart and
Wechsler's The Federal Courts and the Federal System 729-30 (Foundation 4th ed 1996) (noting that the Court continues to interpret the Federal Rules to avoid conflict with important state interests), cited with approval in Gasperini.
518 US at 437-38 n 22. Compare Stewart Organization, 487 US at 37-38 (Scalia dissenting) ("Thus, in deciding
whether a federal procedural statute or Rule of Procedure encompasses a particular issue, a broad reading that would
create signifIcant disuniformity between state and federal courts should be avoided if the text permits.").
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[FN 1241. Compare Trierweiler, 90 F3d at 1540 (interpreting Rule 11 so as to avoid a direct collision with a Colorado
statute).
[FN 1251. 480 US 1, 7 (1987) ("Thus, the Rule's discretionary mode of operation unmistakably conflicts with the
mandatory provision of Alabama's afftrmance penalty statute. Moreover, the purposes underlying the Rule are sufftciently coextensive with the asserted purposes of the Alabama statue to indicate that the Rule occupies the statute's
fteld of operation so as to preclude its application in federal diversity actions."). Compare Exxon Corp v Burglin, 42
F3d 948, 950 (5th Cir 1995) ("By allowing even minimal recovery of attorneys' fees in every civil appeal, Alaska Rule
508 directly collides with FRAP 38, which allows the recovery of attorneys' fees only in the case of a frivolous appeal.").
IFNI26]. Henrv v Daytop Village Inc, 42 F3d 89, 95 (2d Cir 1994), quoting Charles Alan Wright and Arthur R. Miller,
5 Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil2d § 1282 at 533 (West 2d ed 1990).
[FN 1271. See, for example, Nashville Marketplace Co, 1990 Tenn App LEXIS 212 at *16 ("Nashville Marketplace
could have attempted to cure these problems before the expiration of the earn-out period had they been mentioned in
the rejection notice.").
[FNI281. See notes 119, 123 and accompanying text.
[FN1291. FRCP 8.
[FN130]. See Delaney v Marchon, Inc, 254 III App 3d 933,940-41, 627 NE2d 244, 249 (993). The court in In re
Apex Automotive Warehouse LP, avoided a conflict between Illinois mend the hold and the Federal Rules by refusing
to apply the doctrine "at the pleading stage ofa litigation." 205 Bankr 547,554 (Bankr N D III 1997). The court's
analysis has it backwards--Illinois's version of mend the hold does not apply at the pleadings stage and for that reason
does not conflict with the Federal Rules--but the result is just the same.
[FN131l. See, for example, Horwitz-Matthews v City of Chicago, 78 F3d 1248, 1251-52 (7th Cir 1996) (explaining
that, even though the pleadings were not yet complete, "the 'mend the hold' doctrine" would not permit the defendant
to change its position because it had "emphatically assert(ed) its position" on appeal).
[FN1321. IK Corp, 558 NE2d at 170.
[FN1331. PRCP 15(a).
[FN 134]. See Wyoming Sawmills, Inc v Transportation Insurance Co, 282 Or 401, 578 P2d 1253, 1257-58 (J 978) (In
Banc) (describing mend the hold as "securely rooted in common justice").
[FN 1351. See Foman v Davis, 371 US 178, 182 (1962) (holding that leave to amend should be "freely given" absent
bad faith, undue prejudice, and certain other reasons); In re Soutbmark Corp, 88 F3d 311 , 314-15 (5tb Cir 1996) ("In
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deciding whether to grant ... leave (to amend), the court may consider such factors as undue delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendments previously allowed,
undue prejudice to the opposing party, and futility ofamendment."), citing Foman, 371 US at 182; Executive Leasing
Corp v Banco Popular De Puerto Rico, 48 F3d 66,71 (1st Cir 1995) ("Absent factors such as undue delay, bad faith, or
dilatory motive, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by previous amendments, (or) undue prejudice to the opposing
party, ... the leave (to amend) sought should be granted."), citing Foman, 371 US at 182; Gamer v Kinnerar Manufacturing Co, 37 F3d 263, 269 (7th Cir 1994) ("While leave to amend should be freely given when justice requires,
district courts have broad discretion to deny motions to amend in cases of undue delay, bad faith or dilatory motives,
repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendments previously allowed, undue prejudice or futility."); Fuller v Secretary of Defense, 30 F3d 86, 88 (8th Cir 1994) (explaining that "(l)eave to amend should be granted absent a good
reason for the denial, such as undue delay, bad faith, undue prejudice to the nonmoving party, or futility"). If justice
excludes amendments in cases of bad faith, prejudice, dilatory motives, and so forth, why not add mend the hold to the
list? Compare note 143 and accompanying text.
[FN 1361. Life Care Centers of America v Charles Town Associates Limited Partnership, LPIMC, Inc, 79 F3d 496,
508-09 (6th Cir 1996).
[FN 137]. Id.
[FNI38]. Id at 508.
[FNI39]. Id at 508-09. Although characterizing the rule as resting on "estoppel grounds," the court noted that the
Tennessee rule represents an adoption of the McCarthy rule. Id at 508 & n 9. This confusion stems from the use ofthe
word estoppel in the McCarthy opinion: "He is not permitted thus to mend his hold. He is estopped from doing it by a
settled principle of law." McCarthy, 96 US at 267-68 (emphasis added). Compare notes 18-22,33-34 and accompanying text. Notwithstanding this confusion, the rule that "once a contracting party has given reasons for its actions, it
cannot attempt to justify its conduct on new and different grounds after suit is filed," Life Care Centers, 79 F3d at 508,
quoting Nashville Marketplace, 1990 Tenn App LEXIS 212 at *16, is a manifestation of the mend the hold principle
outlined in Part I.
[FN 140]. See generally Stewart Organization, Inc v Ricoh Corp, 487 US 22, 31 (1988) (declining to apply Alabama
law regarding forum selection clauses because 28 USC § 1404(a) controlled the field); Burlington Northern, 480 US at
4-5 (holding that FRCP 38 preempted an Alabama statute).
[FN 141]. See note 13 5.
[FNI42]. Although the Illinois amendment rule is similar to Rule 15, see 735 ILCS 5/2-616 (1996) ("At any time
before fmal judgment amendments may be allowed on just and reasonable terms .... "), no Illinois court has raised it
as a bar to mend the hold. This further supports the approach suggested above.
[FNI43]. See Mellon Bank, N.A. v Miglin, 1994 US Dist LEXIS 15439, *11-18 (N D Ill) (Adopted Magistrate's
Opinion). See also Cleveland Hair Clinic, Inc v Puig, 949 F Supp 595, 601 (N D III 1996) (citing mend the hold as an
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alternative ground for refusing to allow a defense that the defendant had been aware of since the first pleadings).
[FN144]. Harbor Insurance, 922 F2d at 364.
[FNI45]. See Hanna, 380 US at 470 ("It is true that there have been cases where this Court has held applicable a state
rule in the face of an argument that the situation was governed by one of the Federal Rules. But the holding of each
such case was not that Erie commanded displacement of a Federal Rule by an inconsistent state rule, but rather that the
scope of the Federal Rule was not as broad as the losing party urged, and therefore, there being no Federal Rule which
covered the point in dispute, Erie commanded the enforcement of state law.").
[FNI46]. See Erie, 304 US at 79-80; Trierweiler, 90 F3d at 1540 ("Because a Federal Rule is not directly on point, we
move to the next step-- 'the typical, relatively unguided Erie choice."').
[FNI47]. See, for example, Gasperini. 518 US at 426-31 (concluding that Erie commanded enforcement of a New
York law limiting "excessive damages"); Stewart Organization, 487 US at 31 (concluding that 28 USC § 1404 occupies the field offorum selection clauses); Burlington Northern, 480 US at 4-5 (refming the rule of Hanna in cases
where the Federal Rules conflict with state law); Walker v Armco Steel Corp, 446 US 740, 752 (1980) (concluding
that Rule 3 and Oklahoma's statute of limitations "can exist side by side"); Hanna, 380 US at 468 (tying the "outcome
determination" test to "the twin aims of the Erie rule"); Byrd v Blue Ridge Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc, 356 US
525,537-38 (1958) (employing a test balancing state and federal interests); Guaranty Trust Co v York, 326 US 99, 109
(1945) (characterizing the Erie question as whether the state rule will "significantly affect the result of a litigation for
a federal court to disregard a law of a State that would be controlling in an action upon the same claim by the same
parties in a State court?"). But see Wright, Miller, and Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure § 4504 at 50 (cited
in note 13) (explaining that "the Hanna opinion is the Supreme Court's last doctrinally significant contribution to the
Erie doctrine").
[FN 148]. Gasperini, 518 US at 427.
[FN 149]. See Rissetto, 94 F3d at 602-04 (describing the disagreement among federal courts over whether judicial
estoppel is substantive or procedural under Erie); Barron v Ford Motor Co of Canada, Ltd, 965 F2d 195, 199 (7th Cir
1992) (collecting doctrines, including mend the hold, that "mix procedural or evidentiary with substantive policy
concerns"); Ashley S. Deeks, Comment, Raising the Cost of Lying: Rethinking Erie for Judicial EstoppeL 64 U Chi L
Rev 873, 884 (1997) (explaining that judicial estoppel "resists easy classification as either substantive or procedural").
[FN 150]. See Barron, 965 F2d at 199 (explaining that "a substantive rule is concerned with the channeling of behavior
outside the courtroom").
[FNI51]. 518 US 415, 428 (1996) ("Informed by these decisions, we address the question whether (the state law in
question) is outcome-affective in this sense: Would 'application of the (standard) ... have so important an effect upon
the fortunes of one or both of the litigants that failure to (apply) it would (unfairly discriminate against citizens of the
forum State, or) be likely to cause a plaintiff to choose the federal court'?"), citing Hanna, 380 US at 468 (tying
Guaranty Trust's "outcome determination" test to "the twin aims of the Erie rule"). See also Fragoso, 991 F2d at
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881-82 (holding that a Puerto Rico rule was procedural because refusing to apply it in federal court would not "influence a litigant's choice of forum"; would not "advantage (federal plaintiffs) as compared with similarly situated,
non-diverse plaintiffs"; and would not "bear in the slightest on the substantive outcome of the appeal"). Although
Gasperini also considered whether the New York rule in question impinged on an "essential characteristic" of the
federal courts, see 518 US at 431 , quoting Byrd, 356 US at 537, this Comment ignores that question because the only
potential conflicting federal interest, the Federal Rules, does not conflict with the doctrine, see Part ILA, whereas the
state rule under consideration in Gasperini raised Seventh Amendment concerns, see 518 US at 432-36.
[FN 152]. See Part I.e.
[FNI531. Gasperini, 518 US at 429, citing with approval S.A. Healy Co, 60 F3d at 310. In the words of the S.A. Healy
court: "The second class of pretty easy cases is where the state procedural rule, though undeniably 'procedural' in the
ordinary sense of the term, is limited to a particular substantive area, such as contract law .... For then the state's
intention to influence substantive outcomes is manifest and would be defeated by allowing parties to shift their litigation into federal court unless the state's rule was applied there as well." Id at 310 (internal citations omitted).
[FNI541. See Mangold v California Public Utilities Commission, 67 F3d 1470, 1479 (9th Cir 1995) (explaining that
"the availability of a multiplier for fees in state court, but not in federal court, would likely lead to forum-shopping").
Compare Fragoso, 991 F2d at 881 ("For one thing, it is inconceivable that a defendant's differential ability, depending
upon whether the suit is brought in a federal or in a commonwealth court, to invoke Puerto Rico's procedural law anent
insolvent insurers after trial and entry of judgment will influence a litigant's choice of forum.").
[FN1551. See, for example, Nashville Marketplace Co, 1990 Tenn App LEXIS 212 at *16 ("Nashville Marketplace
could have attempted to cure these problems before the expiration of the earn-out period had they been mentioned in
the rejection notice."); Duclos, 6 NE at 790 ("No such objection was taken at the time by the defendants, and, had it
been, the difficulty, no doubt, would have been obviated at once by the (broker).").
[FN 156]. See Mangold, 67 F3d at 1479 ("As this case illustrates, if a multiplier is procedural, a significant difference
in fees would be available in state court but not in federal court--an 'inequitable administration of the law."'). Compare Fragoso, 991 F2d at 881 ("For another thing, declining to apply the Commonwealth's procedural laws here will
not advantage Fragoso as compared with similarly situated, nondiverse plaintiffs.").
[FN 157]. Israel. 658 NE2d at 1191.
[FNI58]. Compare Cole Taylor Bank, 1994 US Dist LEXIS 3705 at *14-15 ("As pre-trial discovery revealed an
alleged basis for the defenses of waiver and estoppel, this Court holds that application of the doctrine of 'mend the
hold' to bar the Defendant's assertion of waiver and estoppel is not appropriate."), and Kafka v Truck Insurance Exchange, 1992 US Dist LEXIS 9440, *8 (N D Ill) (explaining that mend the hold should not "bar meritorious contract
defenses where the failure to raise those defenses early-on in litigation was merely inadvertent"), referring to Larson,
116 NE2d at 192, with Cleveland Hair Clinic, Inc v Puig, 949 F Supp 595, 601 (N D 1Il 1996) (citing mend the hold as
an alternative ground for refusing to allow a defense that the defendant had been aware of since the first pleadings),
and Mellon Bank, 1994 US Dist LEXIS 15439 at *17-18 (Adopted Magistrate's Opinion) (denying a party leave to
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amend to add a defense that it had been aware of since its original pleading but had faned to raise).
[FN 159]. See S.A. Healy, 60 F3d at 310 ("The second class of pretty easy cases is where the state procedural rule,
though undeniably 'procedural' in the ordinary sense of the term, is limited to a particular substantive area, such as
contract law ... . For then the state's intention to influence outcomes is manifest and would be defeated by allowing
parties to shift their litigation into federal court unless the state's rule was applied there as well.").
[FN 160]. Larson, 116 NE2d at 191. See also text accompanying notes 99-103.
[FNI6lJ. Wright, Miller, and Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure § 4511 at 313 (cited in note 13). See also
Byrd v Blue Ridge Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc, 356 US 525, 537-40 (1958) (balancing state and federal interests);
Mayer v Garv Partners and Co, Ltd, 29 F3d 330,333 (7th Cir 1994) ("The burden of persuasion is tied to the defmition
of the right, so state law determines whether the plaintiff must prove the case by a preponderance, by clear and convincing evidence, or by some other standard.").
[FNI62]. Compare Fragoso, 991 F2d at 881 ("For one thing, it is inconceivable that a defendant's differential ability,
depending upon whether the suit is brought in a federal or in a commonwealth court, to invoke Puerto Rico's procedural law anent insolvent insurers after trial and entry of judgment will influence a litigant's choice offorum."), with
Trierweiler, 90 F3d at 1541 ("A plaintiff alleging professional negligence is likely to seek a forum without the certificate of review hurdle either to avoid extra cost (or) to give himself more time to build a meritorious case .... "), and
Mangold, 67 F3d at 1479 (explaining that "the availability of a multiplier for fees in state court, but not in federal
court, would likely lead to forum-shopping"). See also S.A. Healy, 60 F3d at 312 ("The power of the state to jigger
procedural rules to favor plaintiffs or defendants in federal diversity suits is limited (only) by the Rules Enabling Act
and the Supremacy Clause .... ").
[FN163]' See Trierweiler, 90 F3d at 1541 ("Ifthe certificate ofreview requirement applies in state but not federal
court, the inequitable result would be a penalty conferred on state plaintiffs but not on those in federal court under
diversity jurisdiction."). But compare Wright, Miller, and Cooper, 19 Federal Practice and Procedure § 4511 at 8-9
(cited in note 13) (criticizing the reasoning, but not the result, of Trierweiler).
[FN164]. See text accompanying note 160.
65 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1059
END OF DOCUMENT
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c
West's Annotated Code of Maryland Currentness
Maryland Rules (Refs & Annos)
"iii Title 1. General Provisions
~ Chapter

100. Applicability and Citation
... RULE 1-104. UNREPORTED OPINIONS

(a) Not Authority. An unreported opinion of the Court of Appeals or Court of Special Appeals is neither precedent
within the rule of stare decisis nor persuasive authority.
(b) Citation. An unreported opinion of either Court may be cited in either Court for any purpose other than as precedent within the rule of stare decisis or as persuasive authority. In any other court, an unreported opinion of either
Court may be cited only (1) when relevant under the doctrine of the law of the case, res judicata, or collateral estoppel,
(2) in a criminal action or related proceeding involving the same defendant, or (3) in a disciplinary action involving the
same respondent. A party who cites an unreported opinion shall attach a copy of it to the pleading, brief, or paper in
which it is cited.
Committee note: A request that an unreported opinion be designated for reporting is governed by Rule 8-605.1 (b).
Source: This Rule is derived from former Rule 8-114, which was derived from former Rules 1092 c and 891 a 2.
CREDIT(S)
Adopted as Rule 8-114, Nov. 19, 1987, eff. July 1,1988. Renumbered as Rule 1-104, Nov. 12,2003, eff. Jan. 1,2004.
Amended May 8, eff. July 1,2007.
HISTORICAL NOTES

2003 Orders
The November 12,2003, order amended the source note.

2007 Orders
The May 8, 2007, order added the committee note and amended the source note.
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RESEARCH REFERENCES
Encyclopedias
Mmyland Law Encyclopedia Actions § I, Definitions.
Maryland Law Encvclopedia Courts § 49, Use of Unreported or Unpublished Cases.
NOTES OF DECISIONS
In general 1
Citation of unreported case 2.

1. In general
Unreported opinion did not constitute controlling authority in action seeking review of county planning board's approval of preliminary subdivision plan. Colao v. Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Com'n, 2005, 892 A.2d
579,167 Md.App. 194, reconsideration denied, certiorari denied 900 A.2d 749, 393 Md. 243 . Courts €;;;;;>107
Unpublished opinion could not be cited as precedent or as persuasive authority. Md.Rule 8-114. Montgomery County
v. Buckman, 1993,624 A.2d 1274,96 Md.App. 206, certiorari granted 626 A.2d 967, 331 Md. 178, reversed 636 A.2d
448, 333 Md. 516. Courts €:=>1 07
Unreported per curiam opinion that did not appear in official Maryland Appellate Reports would not be considered by
Court of Special Appeals, although opinion was published by commercial publisher. Md.Rule 8-114. Nicholson v.
Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd., 1989,566 A.2d 135, 80 Md.App. 695, certiorari denied 569 A.2d 1242,318 Md. 683. Courts
~107

2.. Citation of unreported case
Trial court's citation of unreported case of Court of Special Appeals violated rule governing use of unreported opinions, where unreported case was not relevant under doctrine of law of case, res judicata, or collateral estoppel, and
where trial court initially referred to opinion to rebut pedestrian's assertion that cases relied upon by driver were rather
old. Md.Rule 1092, subd. c. Smith v. Warbasse, 1987,526 A.2d 991, 71 Md.App. 625. Courts €;;;;;>107
MD Rules, Rule 1-104, MD R GEN Rule 1-104
Current with amendments received through 2/1/2013
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R. EX. 78

215-567-2217
(

FEDEX KINKO'S

1217

.

William J. Wheeler, Esq. & Assoeiates, p.e.
LAW PRACTICE LIMITED TO RBPRESENTATION OF
NEW & USED AUTOMOBILE DEALERS '
The Wheeler. Building
1800 CallowhUl Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Oftiee (215) 988-9320; Fax (215) 569-4166
December 15, 2008
Sent via fax and U.S. Express Mail
972-649-2218

Mr. Keith Constantine,
Vice President, Western Region
GMAC Financial Services
5208 Tennyson ParkWay, Suite 120
Plano. TX 75024
And

Mr. Joe McCarthy

Director, Commercial Lending
GMAC Financial Services
5208 Tennyson Parkway, Suite 120
Plano, 'IX 75024
And

Ms. R. Michele Smith
Operations Manager
'GMAC Financial Services
5208 Tennyson Parkway. Suite 120
Plano, TX 75024
.
.RE:

Everett Chevrolet, Inc.

Dear SirlMadame:
My law office represents Everett Chevrolet and the dealer principal John Reggans. The
dealership has a fJoorplan Jine of credit with your institution. The dealership's account has been
placed on finance hold as ofDecembcr 8, 2008 regardless ofllie fact that the dealership is not
past due on its obligations to GMAC.
GMAC has implemented the finance hold status by the following:

12/18/2008 TUE 10 : 40 [TX/RX NO S725) 1a!001

~12/16/20a8
"

.-.I-..'

~ .

11:36

215-567-2217
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1217

PAGE

02

1

1. Demanding that the dealer pay for all payoffs with certified funds immediately upon the
sale occmring. As you know there is a three day reJease period whereby the dealer is
pennitted to collect the sales proceeds from retail contracts prior to the payment bejng
submitted.to OMAC;

2. A keeper has been assigned to the dealership and his mere pre..c;ence has the effect of
intimidating the dealership staff end has resulted in the keeper interfering in the selling
process.
3. OMAC bas placed a hold on the dealer's pans account thereby interfering in the
dealership obtaining rebates, warranty payments and other factory receivables.
The actions taken by OMAC are construed as bad faith conduct and ;n breach of Everett
Cbevt'olet's Floorplan Contract.
The dealership requests OMAC to cease and desist its conduct which has interfered in the
operation of the dealersbip. In the event said conduct continues you are advised that Everett , .,.
Chevn>let wiU be compelled to pursue legal action against GMAC and any olits employees tIist
have wrongfully interfered in the operation of the dealership.
. .
Very truJY~YOA

/;J~IJ

WiUiumJ.~.
cc:

..

Jerry Vicle, Branch Manager and
Pedram Davoudpour, Account Manager

12/1S/2008 rUE 10:40 [lX/RX NO 97251 rtJ002
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•

PLAINTIFF'S

IN~ 73

.,
5208Terinys()Jj Paf:!sway;Sirite 120
Plano, TX 7$024

800-343004541 Ext. 2050

SENT VIA FEDEUAL EXPRESS AND EMAIL TOJORNR@EVCHEV.COM

Everett Chevrolet, lnc.
Mr. John Reggans
7300Ev~rgreen Way
Everett, W A 98203

Rt:

E'Verett Chevrolet, Inc.
NOnCE OF .DEFAULT
D'EMAND FOR PAYMENT

Decu·Mr. Reggalls:

You.are :h~tebyn1:)ti:fi~d t,h:at Everett Chevrolet, mc.("I)e~le(Sbip") is in default under its wholesale, financing
'~greements wifl1:0MAb.fut"f~ilure · t(r~yOMA'C$10'6-;&ti'(j:,r8':tdi:Vetticles-uptm their sale or lease.
Asaresult;GMAG hereby demarid$; ihat4tre ID'ealetShip ij1iitredji1't~W·temjj payrnerilofall a-moiihtSowed 'to
,'.
. .

GMACtiftder its wholesale cteditlirie,, ~ufl:~tJy inthe-:ful)PwJ1.Ig,~tiiPtfhts:
fA)

Principal Amouj1t of Vehicles Fimmced by OMA,¢
Oncludes the $206,806.18)

'$_~...5,-".6....0",,2.....
4=60=.=32,,--_ __

.

(B)

Interest Charge's through NO\'ember 30, 2008

$ ____~2~6~,8~3~4.~57~________

(C)

Revolving Line of Credit Principal Balance

$.~-----,-7;3...8,OOO.OQ

TOTAL AMOUNT DEMANDED

... __,___ _

S____~6~,3~67~~~29Q4~.8~9________

This demand fOlpayment is made without prejudiCe to an), other amounts now or hereafter owing by the
Dealership to GMAC,including, without limitation, interest accruhrg from and ,after ,the date of this letter. and
obligations arising under the GMAC Wholesale Plan.
lrthe Dealership fails to make paymcnt.!lS demanded, GMAC may takepossessibn of all DealerShip pt-operty
-in which it has a security interest, including, without limitation, aU of the motor vehicles tin'ilnced by GMAC
for the Dealership. In this respect, the Dealership may be asked to assemble and present for retaking by
GMAC such collateraL GMAC reserves the right to exercise any other remedy it may have pursuant to law or
contract.

eIY;/d~"
hP.MW
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3510-3b Assignment of Open Account (U .S.)

Security
3510 - SecUllty & EnMncements

351o.3b Aaaignment of Open Account (U.S.)
(4108)

• In the us. 1M Assigrrment 01 Accounts Due or to Beoome Due (PC Form G~SGN) Ie uaed to obtain an auignmm of a
manufacturer's open aec:ounl.

• In order to invob an aaelgrwnent Q.• •• obtain direct payment) on a GM open account {i.e.• for Buick. Cadilla", Otevrolet.
GMC Truck. Hummer (H2JH3). Pontiac saturn and Saab fnlnchlsesJ. the assignment executed by the deal.nhlp and the
related UCC Ring musllnduda aI GM frallChlsas held by the dealership.

cbOpM account fUnds lor BuIck. CadMIac, Chevrolet, GAle TIIICIe. Hummer (H2Al3), Pontiac, Satum and Saab are
combined Info " BIngle BCCOlllt and cennot besegregaled by ftanchisa. (Addition of Satum etreclitm 4rTJ6 (D. L.
Jones '2041): addition of Saab etrectiIIe MJ7 (D. L .lotre3 tl22(8)J

• To notify GM of the aselgnment, the JoInt Nolice of ~ and Demand lor Payment (PC Fofm GM-OANOTJ is
executed by boIII GMAC and the dealellhip and aent to GIl Dealer Netwottl Planning and Investm.nt as follows:

GeneiaI Motota Cotponttion
Dealer Natwodc Planning & htvestmenlB
100 Renaissance Center
Mail CadIt: .f82-A07-Cf16
POb 100
DetroIt, MI .~1000

Fax:

3f~2019

o Open account monies are paid direc:IIy to the dealenship. unless otharwi&e Indicated In the agreement (see
SecIIona 5 and 8 of the Joint ~).

d)NOTE; In 0Ir/e,. for GM to tJanBfer funds electronically to the rJealeBhlp's bank. the Deafer AuttIOIizaClon
AgnJemenIIor AuIoma6c 1MIhdt8w~ must be on fila with GN, as ouII1ned in D. L Jones "403
(312&(12).

o The payment artholizalion (I.e•• pay the dealer directly or GMAC and the dealer ~) may be modified at any
time by GMAC. To do 80, the Dem8lld for Payment Change (PC Form GM-OACHG) is elCllCUted by GMAC and
..nt to GM. Acknowledgement of GM'. rec:eipI 01 change raqueats !lUll be nialntained In the account fila.
.. Wten an assignment of the GM open account Is no longer held as security, the Release cI Assigninant (PC Fonn GIllOAREl.) ia completed by GMAC and sent to GM. Admowleclgemant of GM'. receipt of the assignment release must
be mai1lained in the account file.

~Sklce the dissolution of GM lsum Commercial Truck,

open accounIs assIgnmenIa for lsuzu Medium Duty Trude deaferB
are now handled dltectly with ,~U Commen;ial TIIICIc ofAmerica, Inc. (feTA).

• For Kia dealens in the US, d1anges in Open account assignments ~ be.reported to Kia Motors 01 America, Inc. using
1he Kie Change NotIIkaIion letter (PC Fonn W-KfACHG" as ou1IIned in Section 3420-~.
.

http://fmstafIna.gmacfs.comicreditanalysislwebhelp/3SI0-3b_Assignment_oCOpen_Acco... 3/1212009
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